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ST. LOUIS DETOXIFICATION AND DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION CENTER 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND 

The disease of alcoholism - the third largest public health 

problem in the nation - is an extremely ; 'f' s~gn~ ~cant one in that 

there are an estimated 6.5 million persons in the United States 

with a serious alcohol problem. Of that number 1.5 million are 

chronic addictive alcoholics and other Americans are addicting 

at the rate of 200,000 per year. These individuals are found in 

all segments of our society, at all class and all occupational 

levels. 

~ ~ ox~can constitutes an estimated The skid row or "publ;c 'nt ' t" 

eight percent of the chronic addictive alcoholic population. 

That this segment is a major problem is attested to by the fact 

that they account for approximately two '11' m~ ~on arrests annually 

across the country. A large number of these actions involve the 

repeated arrest of the same man, reflecting the familiar pattern 

of the "revolving door" alcoholic - intoxication, arrest, con

viction, sentence, imprisonment, release, intoxication and 

rearrest. 
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In an effort to cope with this problem, Colonel Edward L. 

Dowd, former President of the Board of Police Commissioners for 

the st. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, and David J. pittman, 

Ph.D., Sociologist and Director of the Social Science Institute 

of Washington University, with the assistance of many other key 

persons, developed the plan for a detoxification center. Their 

initial planning was based on a number of observations, including .k 

the following: 

1. There is a growing acceptance of the fact that alcoholism 

is a disease and should be treated as such - a concept 

reinforced by recent court decisions. 

2. Clinical results from some Euro~ean countries and also 

from the Alcoholic Treatment and Resea,rch Center in 

St. Louis give indication that the public intoxicant 

can benefit from and respond to treatment. 

,""'-- -

3. There are very few servicef.l of a.ny kind available in 
d./ 

communities for the public intoxicant. 

4. From the standpoint of the police, the "revolving door" 

alcoholic takes the police officer away from other duties 

for a disproportionately large amount of time. 

- ii -

5. Empirical evidence indicates that repeated jailing is 

neither a deterrent nor a successful rehabilitation 

technique for the public intoxicant. 

On the basis of thes b ' e 0 servatl.ons, a proposal \.,as designed 

and submitted to the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, United 

States Department of Justice, to establ;sh a 30 ... bed unit within 

the facilities of St. Mary's Infirmary offer;ng d' 1 ... me ~ca, treatment 

and supportive social and h b'l' re a ~ ~tative services. In October.', 

1966, a grant of $158,781 ' was rece~ved from OLEA and four weeks 

later the Cent::er was in operat::ion - t::hA first:: sUMh 
c "" unit:: sponsored 

by a Police Dep:art::.inent in the Western Hemisphere. 

Broadly stated, the goals of the experiment were twofold: 

1. 

2. 

To determine to what extent th;s ' ... process m~ght effect 

a time saving on the part of the police and indirectly 

upon the court and the penal institution. 

To determine what rehabilitative effect a short-term 

treatment approach might have on the life style of the 

chronic public intoxicant and to what extent his 

"revolving door" pattern could be altered. 

- iii 



METHOD OF APPROACH 

As implied earlier, one of the primary expectations of the 

demonstration project was that it would put the police officer 

back in service lUore quickly than was possible under the prior 

procedure of handling the public intoxicant through the criminal 

process. Under that existing procedure the arresting officer 

must convey the public inebriate to a city Hospital, await ~edi-

cal examination and possible treatment, take him to the Prisoner 

processing Division for booking and detention, determine if he 

is wanted by a police agency for a previously reported crime, 

prepare a report, and apply for a warrant (in another building) . 

If the warrant is issued and the offender pleads not guilty the 

officer must later appear in city Court. 

Under the Center experimental program this procedure was 

revised so that the officer merely conveyed the inebriate to 

the Detoxification Center, helped him into the building, filled 

out an admitting form, checked by telephone to see if the subject 

was wanted on a prior charge, and returned to his patrol assign-

ment. 

Because the Center's 30 bed unit was inadequate to service 

all nine police districts of the City, the decision was made to 
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limit intake to those three districts that ",ncluded the inner 

city and immediately adjacent areas. Therefore it was only in 

these three districts that the innovative procedure was used. 

It should be noted, however, that these target districts, while 

constituting only 37.4 percent of the City population~, accounted 

for 81.8 percent of the drunkenness arrests in 1966. 

The other primary expectation of the Demonstration Project 

was that a short-term treatment approach might have some positive 

impact on the "revolving door" pattern of the chronic public in

toxicant. The gist of this approach was to hospitalize the 

public intoxicant at the Center for seven days, essentially on 

a voluntary basis, treating him through a variety of therapeutic 

techniques. These included medical examination and treatment, 

counselling and evaluation (social/vocational/employment), group 

therapy, work therapy, didactic lectures and films, socio-drama, 

and Alcoholics Anonymous. paralleling these therapies, aftercare 

plans were worked out with him in regard to housing, employment 

and fUrther treatment if necessary and desired. The purpose of 

the procedure is: to "dry out" the public intoxicant, build him 

up physically, begin the process of social rehabilitation, and 

return him to the community under circumstances favorable to 

his efforts toward increased sobriety. 
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It was anticipated - and subsequently borne out- that the 

community aspects of the total treatment approach would be the 

most difficult because of t' nega ~ve attitudes toward alcoholics 

and especially the public intoxicant, the lack of appropriate 

facilities, and a dearth of workers knowledgeable in the field 

of alcoholism. As a first step to meet this situation, thirty 

community health anc welfare agencies were invited to the Center 

for a tour and orientation. Fifty-five people from twenty of 

these agencies responded and ' d' ~n ~cated their willingness to 

support the endeavor. This general session was followed up by 

individual, personalized contacts with each of these agencies, 

as well as with some who did not attend, to attempt to strengthen 

their knowledge and 'tm comm~ ent, and to crystallize the details 

of an on-going working relationship. During this process a 

few agencies indicated they were "not really equipped" to work 
with the public intoxicant. Later on in the operation of the 

Center still other agencies indirectly indicated the same position 

by neither accepting nor acting upon referrals. Nevertheless 

this approach did yield essentially what we were seeking _ a 

nucleus of facilities and staff persons in a variety of agencies 

which represented effective referral resources for the public in-

toxicant upon discharge from the Center. 

An interesting though tangential development in the relation-
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in the fact that as our operation became more widely known its 

potential as a training site was noted by university faculties. 

As a result at one point seventeen students were placed with us 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
1\ 

from four universities, representing five disciplines - psychiatry, 

social work, nursing, sociology and psychology. An indication 

of the keen interest of the national and even international 
I • community was the fact that we have received visitors and inquires 

from almost seven hundred persons representing over forty states 

and six foreign countries all posing the same questions: "How 

did you get started?" "How do you operate?1I "What resultl!l are 

you getting?" "How do we go about setting up one just like this?" 
,,<:," 

EFFECT ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES 

The data relative to the impact of the Detoxification Center 

on the Police Department, the City Court and the Medium Security 

Institution (Workhouse) were compiled and analyzed by the Planning 

and Research Division of the st. Louis Metropolitan Police Depart-

ment from files and reports from those three agencies. Findings 

for this aspect of the research were arrived at essentially by 

comparing relevant figures from 1966 with those from 1967. 

(/ - vii -
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Police Time 

t of the drunkenness offender In studying the data on arres s 

in the three target police districts in 1966 it was learned that 

the average time expended by the arresting officer was 95.8 minutes. 

. ;n 1967 when the Detoxification center was The equivalent f~gure • 

used was 47.7 minutes or a reduction in time of 50.2 percent. 

This figure does not represent the entire saving of police 

. relates only to the arresting officer and time, however, since ~t 

not to other Department personnel involved in booking, processing, 

etc. In an earlier time survey, the results of which were in-

this demonstration, it was found cluded in the Grant Proposal for 

that the total amount of police time involved in the handling of 

a single drunkenness offense was 190 minlltes. with that figure 

7 m;nutes through the use of the as a base, the reduction to 47. ~ 

center's procedure becomes even more significant. 

city Courts 

the ;nformation obtained from the Clerk of the In analyzing • 

calendar years'of 1966 and 1967, it was learned city Courts for the 

. h number of Drunk On The street cases that there was a drop ~n t e 

from 409 to 268. This represents a decrease of 34.5 percent. 
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It should be noted for both of these groups that the same 

percentage (67 percent) were found guilty in each year. That 

aspect was examined because it could have been a factor in the 

number of persons sentenced to the Workhouse. 

Medium Security Institution (Workhouse) 

From data supplied by the Workhouse it was found that 204 

persons were committed in 1966 and 125 in 1967 for the charge 

of Drunk On The Street, a decrease of 38.7 percent in commitments. 

Similarly, it was learned that a total of 3,325 inmate days in 

1966 and 1,941 inmate days in 1967 were served by persons committed 

on a charge of Drunk On The Street. This reflects a 41.6 percent 

reduction of inmate days for that charge. 

EFFECT ON PATIENTS 

Those aspects of the analysis of the program's effect on 

patients related to the treatment dynamics and the referral system 

were evaluated by staff members of the Detoxification Center. The 

final portion - follow-up evaluation of patients _ was based on 

a study conducted under the auspices of the Social Science Institute 

of Washington University. 

- ix -
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Prior to an examination of the effects of the treatment pro

gram there must of course be some cognizance taken of the general 

characteristics of the patient population being treated. During 

the calendar year of 1967, a total of 1,120 patients were admitted 

to the Center while 1,122 were discharged. Since their stay was 

voluntary they did have the option of leaving "against medical 

advice" before the completion of their seven days. Only 100 (nine 

) 'd that option which, in our judgement, demonstrated percent exerc~se 

the voluntary acceptance by the public intoxicant of the treatment 

offered. 

Of the 1,122 patients discharged in 1967, the great majority 

were male (93 percent), white (84 percent), with a median age of 

48 years. Sixty-two percent were either separated, divorced or 

widowed and 22 percent a never ee •• h d b n marr~ed Only 14 percent 

were currently married and living with their families. Forty-

eight percent a • h d an e~ghth grade education or less, and only 11 

d h ' J h 1 wi th regard to occupational percent continued beyon ~ga sc 00 • 

unskilled laborers, 25 percent were background, 51 percent were 

semi-skilled and 12 percent were elderly and/or disabled. With 

regard to "repeat admissions", it is interesting to note that the 

1,120 admissions represented 674 individual patients seen during 

the year. Of that number, 464 were hospitalized only one time 

while less than one-third (210) were hospitalized two or more times. 
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Treatment Dynamics 

The long-range results of the treatment program are outlined 

later in this report under Patient Follow-Up Study. One dramatic 

index of the effectiveness of the treatment observable during 

hospitalization was the fact that since the Center opened there 

has been only one mild case of delirium tremens. Other physio-

logical improvements were notable: .tremors disappeared, appetites 

returned, sleep was normal without sedation, physical strength 

and stamina:ceturned, related medical complications cleared up 

or markedly improved, the ability to think and articulate clearly 

showed excellent improvement, and any existing hallucinosis dis-

appeared. 

From the psycho-social point of view the patients' response 

to and interaction with one another and the staff improved day 

by day, and the majority showed increased insight into their 

disease and a somewhat more realistic approach in attempting to 

cope with it. 

Patient Referral 

The approach used in developing a patient referral system 

was described earlier in this report. Without citing all of the 
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elements of that system, several examples reflect the direction 

taken: the State Division of Welfare has assigned a worker "on 

call" to work immediately with patients potentially eligible for 

assistan~e, a relatively effective and speedy referral channel 

has been effected with the alcoholism units of the Mental Health 

center and state Hospital} and the assignment to the Center by 

the Lutheran Church of their Coordinator of Ministry to Alcoholics 

has opened doorways to the Church Community. 

/ 

Many other agencies have been helpful - Salvation Army, 

Missouri Employment Service, the local Poverty program, a half-

way house, etc. But the fact still remains that for the most 

part there are far too few facilities to meet the needs - half-

way houses, domicilary facilities, sheltered 'workshops, etc. -

and too few interested and knowledgeable agencies to accept and 

carry out referrals. Nor is that picture all one-sided. Of 

those patients judged to be in need of housing and/or employment 

during 1967, one-~alf of them (49 percent) refused referral help ... t. 

offered them. Without a doubt, many of those refusals stemmed 

from the fact that what was available was not sufficiently appropri-

ate for the situation, although one must recognize that some simply 

did not choose to change their life pattern at that point in time. 

But one must also be cognizant of the fact that most of these men 

have been without help for many years, and it would be unrealistic 

-xii-
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to expect them to accept enthusiastically the first hand offered. 

~,ient Follow-up Study 

The findings reported in this section stemmed from a study 

or 200 male patients (160 actually located) made through interviews 

conducted an average of four months after discharge. Five areas 

were evaluated - drinking, employment, income, health and housing. 

Using a pooled rating score that reflected a composite of all five 

indices, it was found that 50 percent of the patients demonstrated 

significant overall improvement. The following table shows the 

breakdown of the total sample according to each of the five 

categories: 

Markedly Remained 
Improved Same Deteriorated 

Drinking 47% 50% 3% 

Employment 18% 76% 6% 

Income 16% 71% 13% 

Health 49"J, 42% 9% 

Housing 15% 82% 3% 

As an additional indicator of a change in life style for 

this sample of chronic police case inebriates, their "before-and-

_xiii-
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after" arrest records were examined. The findings revealed an 

average of 1.0 arrests for intoxication in the three months prior 

to treatment as compared to an average of only 0.3 after treat-

mente The latter figure represents arrests plus readmissions. 

On another index, 46 percent had been arrested for drunkenness 

in the three months prior to their first admission while only 

13 percent had been arrested in the same period after discharge. 

TRAINING PROGRAMS " 
I 

! 

An obvious requirement for the center's successful operation 
I 
I 
I 

'Was that all concerned parties were knowledgeable about alcoholism 

and the treatment of the public intoxicant. This includes the 

police officer since treatment literally begins when he makes his 

I 
I, 

(( II 
\' .... ~ 

II 
! 

first contact with the potential patient. Police recruits began I 
receiving orientation lectures on alcoholism in 1962, and this 

program has since been expanded to a six-hour lecture-film-

discussion sequence, most of which is given by Dr. Joseph B. Kendis, "'. 
Medical Director of the center. This sequence includes an over- I 

view of alcoholism, the physical# psychological and social 

changes related to drinking, how to handle the intoxicant, and a 

step by step demonstration of the policeman's role in the over-

all operation of the Center. 

'f (: 
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The treatment staff, of course, is g~ven 
• a much longer and 

more intensive period of training, , 1 d' 
~nc u ~ng the four day Alco-

holism Education Program under the direction of Laura E. Root 

of the Social Science Institute of ~ h' nas ~ngton University. In 

addition she and Dr. Kendis give continuing 
on-the-job training 

covering the medical, pharmacolog~cal, •. Psychological and socio-

logical aspects of the disease through the 'Use of didactic lectures, 

films, reviews of the literature, discussion, group therapy 

sessions, individual consultation, and demonstrations. Prior 

to the opening of the Center the entire staff had three weeks of 

intensive training··folJ:.owed by"'six more weeks, when 
only a limi ted 

nUmber of patients were accepted so the staff could develop 

expertise in treatment techniques. 

TREATMENT SITUATION FOR THE PUBLIC INTOXICANT 

In the past the chronic police case inebriate has been 

neglected and/o~ punished for d;splay~ng h' d • • ~s runkenness in 
public. Many spent most of their lives in jail even though 

every indication was that the "revolving door" process _ intox-

ication, arrest, conviction, t ' sen ence, ~mprisonment, release, 

intoxication, and rearrest - had a deteriorating rather than 

a rehabilitating effect upon the individual. Unfortunately, 

with a few exceptions, this situation has changed very little. 
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In most communities - large or small - the jail cell or drunk 

tank is the basic "treatment facility" and, if the offender is 

fortunate, he may be given coffee as his "medication". 

In view of these circumstances, it becomes almost academic 

to attempt to determine how many of the persons handled by the 

Detoxification .... centor could have been treated as patients in a 

regular, unsegregated hospital facility. If the attitude of 

hospital personnel concerning alcoholism and the public intoxi

, rather negative, if they were knowledgeable cant were posit~ve 

in the treatment of the alcoholic, if sufficient beds were made 

, not a factor, then it is available, and if abil~ty to pay were 

quite likely that the vast majority of the Center's patients 

could have· been treated in such a facility. 

Concerning the relative merits of the specialized versus the 

detoxification fdcility being integrated in a regular hospital, 

'f' t' an take place in either our judgment would be that detox~ ~ca ~on c 

t facility within a hospital or mental setting but that the separa e 

bl ~n that it allows for a staff health facility is prefera e. 

, d' the work a more effective specifically trained and exper~ence ~n , 

utilization of appropriate therapies, more comprehensive diagnostic 

evaluations and recommendations, and the assumption of the "clearing 

house" role. This conclusion notwithstanding, each community 
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must make that judgment based on its own needs and resources. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the Detoxification Center experience it 

would seem clear that an investment in this type of operation 

could be expected to yield a number of positive results: a 

significant number of police man-hours could be re-deployed into 

more crucial assignments, a substantial saving of City Court time 

could be devoted to more serious and appropriate cases, and an 

easing of crowded conditions in the Workhouse by virtue of having 

fewer drunkenness offenders could occur. 

With· regard to the chronic public intoxicants who were 

treated, it can be anticipated that half of them would show marked 

improvement for a relatively sustained period of time; and that 

they would be apprehended far less frequently by the police, 

thereby releasing a portion of the officer's time. 

How much "return on the investment" accrues to the community 

as individual public intoxicants become contributing members of 

society - assets rather than liabilities - is an imponderable that 

we cannot document. But it is there - we have witnessed it _ and 

it is substantial! 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The disease of alcoholism - the third largest pub:.lc 

health problem in the nation - is an extremely significant 

one in that there are an estimated 6.5 million persons in 

the United States with a seriGus alcohol problem. Of that 

number 1.5 million are chronic addictive alcoholics and 

other Americans are addicting at the rate of 200,000 per 

year. These individuals are found in all segments of our 

society, all class levels, all occupational and ethnic groups 

as well as in the majority of religious groups. 

j 

The skid row or "public intoxicant" constitutes an 

estimated eight percent of the chronic addictive alcoholic 

population. That this segment is a serious problem is 

attested to by the fact that they account for apprOXimately 

two million arrests across the country annually. A large 

number of these actions involve the repeated arrest of the 

same men, reflecting the familiar pattern of the "revolving 

door" alcoholic - intoxication, arrest, conviction, sentence, 

imprisonment, release, intoxication, arrest, etc. 

In an effort to cope with this problem, Colonel Edward 

L. Dowd, former President of the Board of Commissioners for 
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the st. Louis Metropolitan police Department, and David J. 

pittman, ph.D., sociologist and Director of the Social Science 

h ' t Unl.'versl.'ty, with the assistance of Institute of Was l.ng on 

de'.eloped the plan for a detoxificamany other key persons, v 

tion center. Their initial planning was based on a number 

of observations, including the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

There is a growing acceptance of the fact that alcoholism 

is a disease and should be treated as such - a concept 

reinforced by recent court decisions. 

Clinical results from some European countries and also 

from the Alcoholic Treatment and Research center in 

st. Louis give indication that the public intoxicant 

can benefit from and respond to treatment. 

There are very few se::vices of any kind available in 

the,community for the public intoxicant. 

d 't of the poll.' ce, the "revolving door" From the stan pOl.n 

alcoholic takes the police officer away from other 

for a dl.'sproportionately large amourit 
polic~ duties 

of time. 
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5. Empirical evidence indicates that repeated jailing is 

neither a .deterrent nor a successful rehabilitation 

technique for the public intoxicant. 

On the basis of these observations, a proposal was 

designed and submitted to the Office of Law Enforcement 

Assistance, United states Department of Justice, to estab-

lish a 30 bed unit within the facilities of st. Mary's 

Infirmary offering medical treatment and supportive social 

and rehabilitative services. In October, 1966, a grant of 

$158,781 (LEAA Grant No. 093) was received from OLEA and 

four weeks later the center was in operation - the 'first 

such unit sponsored by a Police Department in the Western 

Hemi·sphere. 

Broadly stated, the goals of the experiment were 

twofold: 

1. To determine to what extent this new process might 

effect a time saving on the part of the police and 

indirectly upon the court and the penal institutions. 

2. To determine what rehabilitative effect a short-time 

treatment approach might have on the life style of the 

-5-
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chronic public intoxicant and to what extent his 

"revolving door" pattern could be altered. 

Under the guidelines of the project, only the person 

who was picked up by the police for being "Drunk On The 

dm "tt d t th C nter He would remain street" could be a ~ e 0 _e e • 

approximately seven days during which time a variety of 

therapeutic techniques would be employed starting with 

medical diagnosis and treatment and including counseling 

a.nd evaluation (social/vocational/employment); group therapy; 

work therapy; self-government; didactic lectures and films; 

socio-drama; Alcoholics Anonymous, etc. Paralleling this 

treatment approach, aftercare plans would be worked out 

with him with. regard to housing, employment and further 

therapy if deemed necessary. The purpose of the procedure: 

to "dry out" the public intoxicant, build him up physically, 

begin the process of social rehabilitation, and attempt to 

return him to the community under circumstances favorable 

to his efforts toward sobriety . 

• 

The first patients were brought to the center on 

November 18, 1966, by officers of the Fourth Police District. 

On November 25, 1966, the service of the center was extended 

to the Third Police District, and on March 6, 1967, it was 
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again extended to also include public inebriates encountered 

by officers in the Ninth Police District. 

The following page is a map of the City indicating the 

confines of the three police districts involved and the 

location of the Detoxification Center, City Hospitals, and 

Police Headquarters Building. These three districts accounted 

for 81.8 percent of the City's drunkenness arrests in 1966 

while constituting only 37.4 percent of the total population 

of the City. 

It is within this developmental framework that the 

evaluation of the impact of the Detoxification Center is 

made, - first upon the several law enforcement agencies and 

secondly upon the public intoxicants themselves. 
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f7\ City Hospital ~1 (Starkloff Memorial Hospital) \lI 1515 Lafayette Avenue 
~ City Hospital ~2 (Homer G. Phillips Hospital) 
~ 2601 North Whitter Street 

Police Headquarters Bldg. .. (Including Fourth District, Prisoner 
C Processing Division and Planning and Research Division) 1200 Clark Avenue 
1\ St. Louis Detoxification and Diagnostic Evaluation Center 
L-l 1536 Papin Street 
~ Districts serviced by Detoxification Center 

Pop. - Population as 
indicated by Police 
District 

Population of City of 
St. Louis 750,036 - per 
1960 Census 
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II. EFFECT OF THE DETOXIFICATION CENTER ON THE JUSTICE PROCESSES 

1--:,· 

I
! -: 

'/ 
i 

I 

One of the primary expectations of the demonstration 

project was that it would put the police officer back in 

I 
I 

service more quickly than was possible under the prior 

procedure of handling the public intoxicant through the 

criminal process. It is necessary, therefore, to examine 

the two procedures, taking into account not only the time 

of the arresting officer and other related personnel but 

also other variables such as number of arrests, warrants, 

etc. Further, one cannot overlook the potential ramifica-

tions of the project on related law enforcement agencies 

( 
such as the Court and the city penal institution. This 

sect-ion is devoted to a discussion of the measurable impact 

of the Center on these three: agencies. 

A. st. Louis Metropolitan Police Department 
i 
I 

!I 
II 

Procedures I 
I .. 
I 

To determine the time saved by a police officer 

who admits a public intoxicant to the Detoxification 

Center for remedial medical and social treatment of 

an illness, rather than processing the inebriate as a 
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criminal, a description and comparison of the two pro-

cedural methods is necessary. 

When a public intoxication offender comes to the 

attention of a police officer in the Third, Fourth or 

Ninth Police District, the officer, after determining 

that the center has room, conveys him directly to the 

Detoxification Center. After physically assisting in 

admitting the subject into the building, the officer 

fills in an admitting form and a city Court Summons 

II d 'f' for the charge of IIpublic Drunkenness an ver~ ~es 

that the subject is not wanted by any police agency 

for a previously reported offense or bench warrant 

issued by a judge. He then returns immediately to his 

patrol assignment. Appendix A contains a special 

Order of the Chief of Police which details the police 

procedure for Detoxification Center admissions, the 

admitting form and the city Court Summons. 

It is to be noted that although the offender is 

actually placed under arrest and issued a summons to 

appear in city Court, the summons is voided and no 

record is kept in the Department's Record section of 

the subject's arrest or admission to the Center. 

-10-
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( 
Public drunkenness offenders arrested by a police 

c..L::icer in the six police districts not serviced by 

the Detoxification Center, as well as those arrested 

in the three participating districts when t~e Center 

is at capacity, are processed according to a procedure 

published by the Department in 1963 (see Appendix B-1) • 

This written procedure requires that all public drunk-

enness offenders be conveyed to one of the two city 

Hospitals for a medical examination and treatment of 

any injuries prior to being forwarded to Prisoner 

Processing Division, located in the Headquarters 

Buildin~ at 1200 Clark Avenue, for booking on the 

charge of IIDrunk On The Street" and confinement.. The 

arresting officer then must prepare the Intoxicated 

Person Report (see Appendix B-2) and subsequently 

appear at the City Counselor's Office for an Informa

tion (Warrant) application. If the Information is 

issued, the subject is sent to city Court for trial. 

Intoxicated persons removed from private property 

by the police where the owner or agent does not desire 

prosecution of the subject, but removal from the premises, 

are handled in the same manner as persons arrested for 

public intoxication with the exception being that the 

-11-
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charge placed against the subject is "'Protective Custody" 

and the subject is released within 20 hours of arrest. 

Consequently the arresting officer does not make an 

Information application and the subject is not sent to 

City Court. 

From the description of the arrest procedure for 

public drunkenness offenders charged with Drunk On The 

Street, it can be seen that the arresting officer must 

convey the public inebriate to a City Hospital, await 

medical examination and treatment, convey the subject 

.:, to Prisoner Processing Division for booking and detention, 

determine if the subject is wanted by a police agency 

for a previously reported crime, prepare the Intoxicated 

Person Report and apply for an Information at the City 

Counselor's Office, which is located in the Municipal 

Courts Building. If the Information is issued, the 

arresting officer will appear in City Court at the 

trial of the offender if he does not plead guilty. 

This involved procedure is circumvented when the arrest-

ing officer admits the public intoxication offender 

into the Detoxification Center and then returns to his 

patrol area. 
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Police Time 

To learn the average time required by officers to 

handle an admission to the Center involving only one 

person per incident, a copy of each admission form 

filled in by the officer who admitted the subject was 

secured for all persons admitted from January 1, 1967 

through December 31, 1967. 

These admitting forms revealed that there were 

1,120 admissions to the Center in 1967. Six-hundred 

and nine admissions came from the Fourth District, 348 

from the Third District, 160 from the Ninth District 

and one each from the First, Fifth and Seventh Districts. 

Only 851 of the 1,120 admissions were used to develop 

data. The remaining 269 admissions were not used because 

many involved multiple admissions to the Center per 

incident and others contained incomplete data relevant 

to the time required to complete the assignment. 

From these 851 admission forms, it was learned 

that it required an average of 47.7 minutes per each 

assignment involving a single admission to the Center. 
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It required officers assigned to the Third District 

an average of 49.6 minutes on 257 admissions, officers 

from the Fourth District required 43.1 minutes on 476 

admissions, and the Ninth District officers required 

an average of 62.0 minutes on 118 admissions. 

The reporting officers indicated that a district 

cruiser (conveyance) assisted in 331 of the 851 admissions. 

The map on page eight indicates the location of 

the center and its relation to the three districts. 

A comparison of admittance forms revealed that the 

distance from the center to the scene of the incident 

is a significant factor in determining the amount of 

time required to complete the assignment; however, the 

availability of a conveyance close to the scene as well 

as the physical condition of the subject and other 

factors could increase the time required to handle the 

incident. 

To learn the number of persons arrested for drunk-

enness offenses in 1966 and 1967, a listing was prepared 

by the Computer center of the Police Department indicating 

-14-
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[' by charge persons arrested for Drunk On The street, 

Protective Custody, Drunk and Drinking in a Public place. 

This listing indicated the date, time, district of 

arrest, subject's name, age, race, sex, as well as 

warrant status and complaint number of the police report 

indicating the circumstances of arrest. 

Using the computer listing, the complaint numbers 

of all reports originating in the Third, Fourth and 

Ninth District concerning the arrest of persons charged 

with Drunk On The Street and Protective Custody were 

noted and a copy of each report was obtained. Since 

we are comparing drunkenness arrt"'!!!lt time and Detoxifica-

tion Center admission time, only reports where the 

drunkenness charge was the sole charge placed against 

the subject were used, and then only when the Intoxicated 

Person Report was the form used to record the incident. 

On 243 assignments in the Third, Fourth and Ninth 

Districts under the aforedescribed circumstances and 

when the intoxicated person was charged with Protective 

Custody, the officers required an average of 95.5 minutes 

to complete the assignment. 
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On 67 assignments in the three districts when the 

subject was booked for Drunk On The Street, an average 

of 96.9 minutes was required to complete the assig-nrnent. 

Combining the above two totals, we find that an 

average of 95.8 minutes was required in handling a 

total of 310 assignments. 

Appendix C is a chart indicating at what time the 
J. 

officers of the three districts indicated that they 

received their assignments on the 851 Detoxifica.tion 

Center admissions and the 310 drunkenness arrests. As 

indicated on the chart, the peak time period officers 

encountered these intoxicated persons is between noon 

and 7:00 p.m. 

From the admission reports reviewed on the 851 

Detoxification Center admissions we have found as in-

dicated earlier that it required an average of 47.7 

minutes to handle an assignment of this type occurring 

in the Third, Fourth and Ninth Districts. The police 
I 
l 

reports on the 310 drunkenness arrests occurring in 

these same three districts indicate that an average of 

95.8 minutes was required to handle an assignment of 
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this nature. It is thus apparent that an average of 

48.1 minutes or 50.2 percent less police time was re-

quired in handling an assignment of this type. 

Stating, however, that an average of 95.8 minutes 

is all of the police time required to handle an assign

ment involving the arrest of an intoxicated person would 

be erroneous. 

The time expended by officers at Prisoner Processing 

in booking and handling these intoxicated persons during 

their period of confinement has not been,taken into 

consideration nor has any consideration been given to 

the time used by supervisory officers and clerical 

personnel in processing the police report and arrest 

data. The time spent by the officer applying for an 

"Information" on persons arrested for Drunk On The Street 

as well as possible court time by the officer if an 

Information is issued has also not been taken into con

sideration. For these reasons, although it has been 

indicated that a reduction of 50.2 percent in police 

time was effected, the total police time saved would be 

far in excess of this figure. 
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Arrest Statistics 

The computer list indicated that 540 persons were 

arrested for Drunk On The Street in 1966, compared with 

only 215 so arrested in 1967. On the charge of Protective 

Custody, 1,068 were arrested in 1966 and 526 in 1967. 

For the charge of Drunk and Drinking in a Public Place, 

the number of persons arrested for Drunk in 1966 was 7 

and in 1967 it was 6; arrests for Drinking in a Public 

Place amounted to 104 in 1966 and 49 in 1967. 

Adults arrested for all four drunkenness charges 

in 1966 totaled 1,719 and 796 in 1967. It is apparent 

that there was a decrease of 923 persons arrested for 

drunkenness offenses comparing 1967 to 1966, or a de-

crease of 53.7 percent. 

The annual reports of the st. Louis Police Depart-

ment indicates that 1,733 persons were arrested for 

drunkenness offenses in 1966 and 805 in 1967 (the 

difference of 14 in 1966 and 9 in 1967 is caused by 

the addition of juveniles in the annual report figures 

which are not included in the computer listing). 

-18-
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These 1,733 and 805 persons indicated as arrested 

or taken into ,custody in 1966 and 1967 for drunkenness 

offenses represent cases where the drunkenness offense 

is the charge of the highest severity. In 1966, the 

total number of drunkenness offense charges amounted 

to 1,799 and in 1967 this figure amounted to 864. This 

difference in figures occurs because one person could 

be arrested and charged with several offenses but his 

arrest would only be indicated in the persons arrested 

category as being charged with the crime with the highest 

severity, tnereby not being indicated as a drunkenness 

arrest. 

Appendix D is a chart comparing 1966 and 1967 

drunkenness arrests and Detoxification Center admissions 

by monthly and annual totals. Appendix E is a chart 

comparing 1966 and 1967 drunkenness arres.ts and Detox

ification Center admissions by district annual totals. 

Informations (Warrants) Issued 

As indicated earlier, the computer listing of 

persons arrested for drunkenness offenses also indicated 

the warrant status. A review of those cases involving 
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an arrest for the charge of Drunk On The street revealed 

a warrant issuance rate of 65.3 percent on a city-wide 

basis in 1966, and 84.4 percent in 1967. The issuance 

rate on cases involving the Third, Fourth and Ninth 

Distric·ts was 65.1 percent in 1966 and 83.1 percent in 

1967. 

It is apparent that there was no decrease in 

Information issuance from 1966 to 1967 which could have 

resulted in fewer cases appearing on the docket of the 

city Courts. In reality the issuance rate on Informations 

for the charge of Drunk On The street increased 19.1 

percent for the entire city, and 18 percent in Districts 

Three, Four and Nine. 

Appendix F is a chart indicating prosecution 

statistics for the charge of Drunk On the street in 

1966 and 1967. 

B. city Courts 

In order to learn what effect the Detoxification 

center had on the city Courts in 1967 concerning the 

number of persons appearing on the charge of Drunk On 

-20-
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The street, monthly co t l' , mpu er ~st~ngs showing the final 

dispositions on all cases tr~ed ~n th ' • • e C~ty Courts were 

secured from the Clerk of the C~ty C t • our s for the calendar 

years of 1966 and 1967. 

A summary of these listings revealed a total of 

409 such cases receiving a final disposition in 1966 

and 268 in 1967. It is thus evident that there was a 

reduction of 141 such cases, or a 34.5 percent decrease. 

From these listings it was learned that 277 persons 

or 67.7 percent were found guilty in 1966 and 181 per

sons or 67.5 percent were found guilty in 1967. These 

figures comparing 1966 and 1967 reveal no significant 

change in the percentage of persons found guilty, which 

could have affected the percentage of persons sentenced 

to the Workhouse. 

It is to be noted that although a 34.5 percent 

decrease was indicated on the docket of the City Courts, 

this decrease was effected with an increase of 19.1 per

cent in warrant issuance rate. 

Appendix G is a chart indicating the final 
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dispositions on all of the 409 cases in 1966 and the 

268 cases in 1967 that appeared on the dockets of the 

Courts for persons charged with Drunk On The street, 

as indicated by monthly totals abstracted from the 

computer listing. 

st. Louis Medium Security Institution (Workhouse) 

From data supplied by the St. Louis Medium Security 

Institution (Workhouse) it was found that 204 persons 

were committed in 1966 and 125 in 1967, for the charge 

of Drunk On The Street, for a decrease of 38.7 percent 

in commitments. 

It was also learned that a total of 3,325 inmate 

days were served in 1966 and 1,941 inmate days served 

in 1967 by persons committed on the charge of Drunk On 

The Street. This indicated a decrease of 1,384 (41.6 

percent) inmate days. As indicated earlier, the decrease 

of 38.7 percent in commitments and 41.6 percent in 

inmate days was effected by an increase of 19.1 per-

cent in the warrant issuance rate. Since there was no 

appreciable change in the percentage found guilty by 

the Courts, this 19.1 percent increase could easily 
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have had an effect on both commitments and inmate days 

by limiting their reduction percentage. 

Appendix H is a chart indicating by monthly totals 

the number of persons committed to the Workhouse in 

the years 1966 and 1967 on the charge of Drunk On The 

street. 

Appendix I is a chart indicating the monthly totals 

of inmate days served at the Workhouse in 1966 and 1967. 

summary and conclusion 

The following statements summarize our findings 

relative to the impact of the Center on law enforcement 

agencies: 

A substantial reduction of police time required to 

process a public drunkenness offender has been achieved. 

The average time required to complete an assignment of 

this type was reduced from 95.8 minutes to 47.7 minutes 

or a reduction of 50.2 percent in police time and this 

reflects only the time saved by the arresting officers, 

not other related Department personnel. 
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A signi:fic!ant reduction in the number of public 

drunkenness cases appearing on the docket of the city 

Courts has also been achieved. In 1966, a total of 

409 such cases had a final disposition rendered while 

in 1967, there were only 268 cases, indicating a de-

crease of 34.5 percent. 

We have also found a reduction in Workhouse con-

finements on persons sentenced for the charge of Drunk 

On The street, from 204 in 1966 to 125 in 1967 indica,ting 

a 38.7 percent decrease. The number of inmate days 

has also decreased from 3,325 in 1966 to 1,941 in 19607 

for a reduction of 41.6 percent. 

In 1966, a total of 1,719 persons over 17 were 

arrested for drunkenness offenses, while in 1967 only 

796 pel'.so;lS 'in this category were arrested, indicatin':J 

a reduction of 53.7 percent. It must be remembered 

that this figure refers only to t~ose cases handled 
i 

as drunkenness arrests and does not/include the 1,120 

cases that were admitted to the Detoxification Center. 

This decrease in the number of cases going through the 

arrest process also reflects: a time saving on the part 

of the two city Hospitals since, had the center not 

-24-
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been available, they would have been handled at those 

facilities. 

Although we have shown the reduction of police 

time in processing a public drunkenness offender, it 

is impossible to show the reduction of police assign-

ments that can be effected by the rehabilitation of 

the chronic alocholic contacted by the police. 

Because of the chronic inebriate's unkempt appear-

ance, he is. frequently the cause of many additional 

police assignments due to his public presence even when 

he is not intoxicated. Also, because of his general 

poor health many assignments for sick cases, accidental 

injuries, and victims of assaults are handled by police 

in which the chronic alcoholic is the victim. Rehabil-

itation of the alcoholic will then lessen his police 

contact and need for services. 

As indicated above, the city Hospitals are the 

medical facilities used by the chronic alcoholic when 

he is ill or injured. Officers handling cases involving 

"Sudden Deaths" of these persons frequently find a long 

list of treatments~and admissions when investigating 
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the medical history of these persons. Rehabilitation III. EFFECT OF THE DETOXIFICATION CENTER TREATMENT PROGRAM ON 

of the public inebriates would also reduce the work THE PATIENTS 

load of the city Hospital involving treatment of these 

persons. A. Evaluation of Treatment Dynamics 

If the Detoxification Center were later to be used The various components of the treatment regime 

for intoxicated persons in the ent~re city rather than have been described i~ detail in earlier reports and , 

in just the three police districts indicated, a larger are touched on again in Appendix J. This regime in-
I 

facility will be necessary. From the number of times ~ ,: -M 

I: cludes in part the following: an effective handling 

that an officer has been given a negative answer as to 

there being room at the Center prior to conveying an 

alcoholic to their facilities, it is felt that for every 

two persons admitted to the Center the admittance of 

one person has been refused. To accommodate this group 

plus those from the other six districts, it is felt 

that a facility of about 50 or 60 beds would be required 

if public drunkenness offenders from the entire city 
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of the public intoxicant on the part of the police in 

bringing him quickly to the Center; proper medication; 

good nutrition; reality-oriented group therapy; 

individual counseling; task and recreational therapy; 

Alcoholics Anonymous, etc. All facets of this total 

treatment approach must be integrated by a staff of 

firm but kind and understanding individuals functioning 

as a team. 

were referred to the Center. tl 
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The long-range results of this treatment can be 

measured primarily through noting the patient's func-

tioning after he returns to the community. This aspect 

II 
II 

of the evaluation is discussed in another portion of 

'i 
Ii the report. The more immediate results of the thera-
II 

i: 

II 
peutic regime can be observed during the seven day 

I 
'I 

I 
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period of hospitalization. 

One dramatic index of the effectiveness of the 

treatment is the fact that since the center opened we 

have had only one mild case of delirium tremens. Other 

physiological improvements are notable: tremors dis-

appear: appetites return; they sleep normally at night 

without sedation; physical strength and stamina return; 

related medical complications such as polyneuropathy 

or gastritis clear up or markedly improve; the ability 

to think and articulate clearly shows excellent improve-

ment; and, any existing hallucinosis disappears. 

From the psycho-social point of view, the patient's 

response to and interaction with one another and the 

staff improves day by day. The majority. show increased 

insight into their disease and a somewhat more realistic 

approach in attempting to cope with it. 

Finally, one must recognize what one means by 

"success" in treatment. We must keep in mind that 

alcoholism is a chronic disease and there are bound to 

be relapses. However, if something we may have done 

for or with one of our patients keeps him "dry" longer 
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than he had been before (even though he may have had 

a "slip"), he has now had a "positive" experience and 

as time goes along he will be much more likely to come 

to a meaningful decision that tota.L sobriety for him 

is the preferable way of life. 

Evaluation of the Patient Referral System 

In developing a patient referral system our approach 

had to be governed by a number of factors. Paramount 

amoung these was the fact that we were opening a new 

agency - a "first of its kind" - prl.widing a unique 

type of service to a clientele who for the most part 

had never received treatment before and who had a disease 

that traditionally had been neglected and rejected by 

most members of the helping professions. Given this 

set of circumstances, we expected - and subsequently 

found - that we would not only have to inform agency 

• personnel about the existence and services of our Center, 

but would also have to do a substantial amount of 

educating about alcoholism and dealing with attitudes 

about the public intoxicant. To initiate the implemen

tation of our approach, 30 community health and welfare 

agencies were invited to the Center for a tour and 
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orientation session. Fifty-five people from 20 of these 

agencies responded and indicated their willingness to 

support the endeavor. 

This general session was followed up by individual, 

personalized contacts with each of these agencies, as 

well as some who did not attend, to attempt to strengthen 

their knowledge and commitments and to crystallize the 

details of an on-going working relationship. During 

this process, a few agencies indicated they were IInot 

really equipped ll to work with the public intoxicant. 

Later on in the operation of the center, still other 

agencies indirectly indicated the same position by not 

accepting or not acting upon referrals. 

Nevertheless this approach did yield essentially 

what we were seeking - a nucleus of facilities and 

staff persons in a variety of agencies who represented 

effective referral resour~es for the public intoxicant 

upon discharge from the Center. We will not attempt 

to list these resources here; they were dealt with 

fully in the first and second quarterly progress reports. 

However, several developments have been of particular 

significance in the general development of an effective 
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referral system. The state Division of Welfare assigned 

a caseworker available lion call ll to work immediately with 

those patients potentially eligible for some type of 

public assistance. The relatively recently organized 

Eastern Missouri Alcoholism Coordinating Committee has 

been very effective in assisting with the expediting of 

referrals from the Center to the Malcolm Bliss Mental 

Health Center and the st. Louis state Hospital. The 

creation by the Lutheran Church, Missouri synod, of the 

position of Coordinator of Ministry to Alcoholics and 

promise for the further involvement of the church 

the assignment of a Chaplain to the Center holds great 

.I 
11 
Ii 

~ 
I 

community in our future programming. 

I 
II II 
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During the calendar year 1967, the Center handled 

1,120 admissions and 1,122 discharges. Appendices K 

and L present an analysis of aftercare referrals with 
!t 
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regard to employment and housing insofar as they indicate 

the number of patients discharged during this 12 month 

period who did or did not need assistance and who 

accepted or refused referral help. It will be noted 

that the figures for both employment and housing are, 

in general, quite similar, reflecting the fact that in 

most instances those patients who did not need assistance 
_. 

if 
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in obtaining employment did not need it in making housing 

arrangements either. Similarly, the figures indicate 

that patients who refused help with employment also 

tended to refuse it for housing. 

C. Patient Analysis 

During the calendqr year 1967 a total of 1,120 

patients were admitted to the Center while 1,122 were 

discharged. Of the 1,122 patients discharged, only 

100 (nine percent) signed out AMA (Against Medical 

Advice). This figure demonstrates in our judgment the 

voluntary acceptance by the "public intoxicant" of 

the treatment offered at the Center. 

A profile of the patient popUlation for this 12 

month period is cited below on the basis of specific 

socio-economic indices. Of the 1,122 patients dis-

charged during 1967, the great majority were male (93 

percent), white (84 percent), with a median age of 48 

years. Fifty-four percent were either separated or 

divorced and 22 percent had never been married. Only 

14 percent "'7e1::e currently married and living with their 

families and approximately eight percent were widowed. 
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Forty-eight percent had an eighth grade education or 

less and only 11 percent continued beyond high school. 

With regard to occupational background, 51 percent were 

unskilled laborers, 25 percent were semi-skilled and 

12 percent were elderly and/or disabled. 

The location of arrest of this total group of 

patients and their place of residence are illustrated 

in the City maps contained in Appendix M. 

With regard to the matter of "repeat admissions", 

it is interesting to note that thA 1,120 admissions 

represented 674 individual patients seen during this 

year. Of that number, 464 were hospitalized only one 

time while less than one-third (210) were hospitalized 

two or more times. Measu ~ th t f r.ng e ra e 0 repeat ad-

missions, we note that 446 of the 1.120 were admissions 

of patients who had been at the Center before. This 

represents a readmission rate of 40 percent. 

Sununary of Patient F'ollow-up study 

The following sE~ction reflects in part a sununary 

of the Final Evaluation Report for the Detoxification 
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Center. A complete copy of that report is included 

( : 

as Appendix N. 

Method 

The clinical aspects of the evaluation are crucial 

to a successful demonstration. Not only must this kind 

of treatment program be shown to be economically feasible 

but, in addition, the individuals treated must accrue 

some positive therapeutic effects. If the treatment 

program was unsuccessful or, more likely, if the Center's 

success was not demonstrated adequately, then the 

criticism will surely be levelled that the "revolving 

door" has simply been displaced from the criminal justice 

system to a medical facility. However, even in this 

case, there is the possibility of gains from medical 

experience not now possible. 

" 

Every research design entails numerous decisions 

on the part of the investigator. This study is not 

unusual in that the ordinary considerations of time 

and money were crucial. Of those selected for evalua-

tion, a waiting period of 90 days from their first 

discharge date had to elapse before an attempt was 
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made to locate and interview them. In longitudinal 

studies of this type, it has been demonstrated that one 

year is an optimum compromise period for evaluation 

in terms of assessing long-range treatment effects 

while maintaining some capacity for locating the subjects. 

In this study, however, the practical limitations took 

precedence. The purpose of this study was not to 

demonstrate a theoretical construct or even to assess 

an ideal alcoholism treatment program. It was rather 

a test of the feasibility of Katzenbach's statement 

that: 

better ways to handle drunks than tossing 
them in jail should be considered. Some 
foreign countries now use 'sobering-up 
stations' instead of jails to handle drunks. 
Related social agencies might be used to 
keep them separa~e from the criminal process. l 

As a demonstration project, the Center has been 

a pioneering effort, particularly in terms of its 

sponsorship under the St. Louis Metropolitan Police 

Department. It is not·, however, a demonstration in 

the sense that it is an untried or untested idea. This 

Attorney General Nickolas deB. Katzenbach - Testimony to 
Ad-Hoc Subcommittee, Senate Judicary Committee on Law 
Enforcement Assistance Act of 1965. 
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would be tantamount to saying that we Ileed proof that 

treatment measures are better than current punitive 

procedures under the criminal justice system. There 

can be no argument that rehabilitation is better than 

incct'rcera tion. It was rather the job of this evaluation 

to show how much and in what ways our resources can be 

better utilized in dealing with the chronic police 

case inebriate. 

After selecting the study group, consideration 

was given to the instruments, scales or measures, and 

what could be termed "success criteria". 

The simple "before and aft.€.":" design was deemed 

most appropriate in that each individual would be his 

own standard in the assessment of any change. This 

retrospective-prospective model avoids to a great 

extent t'he necessity for establishing success standards. 

This rationale rests on two assumptions. First, that 

alcoholism is a progressively debilitating disease. 

Degeneration in the individual is markedly uniform 

and affects all areas of the alcoholic's life. (This 

is particularly true for the chronic police case in-

ebriate.) Second, without some therapeutic intervention 
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into the disease process the prognosis is unfavorable. 

Success then, in this study, rests on the ability of 

the measures to demonstrate either the arrest of the 

disease progression or improvement where found. 

Those individuals selected for the follow-up 

interviews were assigned ratings for before and after 

the treatment period. The variables selected for 

measurement were: the drinking pattern, residential 

accommodations, employment, income, arrests, readmissions 

and general health. A survey of the existing literature 

on alcoholism follow-up studies led to the conclusion 

Q 
\ that there were no scales which could be adapted for 

use in this study. 

The scales which were developed and a complete dis-

cussion of methodology will be found in Appendix N. 

population Studied 

The first question which must be answered is simply, 

"Who are th(~se individuals we are treating?" Since the 

Center opened in November, 1966, until July 1, 1967, 

there were a total of 548 admissions. A profile of 
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this group demonstrates that we are indeed treating 

the chronic police case inebriate. Some of the indices 

which clearly point this out are the demographic char-

acteristics of race, sex, age, marital status, educa-

tional level, income, etc. By comparison, the similarity 

between the patient population and the drunkenness 

offender for the year of 1966, shows high congruence. 

If we limit ourselves to those individuals who were 

• arrested three or more times during the year 1966, the 

parallels are obvious. 

1966 Arrestees 
(Chronic) 
(N = 103) 

Treatment Group 
as of 7-1-67 
(N = 548) 

Average 
Age 

49.4 

48.1 

Percent Percent 
Male female 

91% 9% 

91% 9% 

Percent 
White 

71% 

83% 

Percent 
Negro 

26% 

17% 

A breakdown of the marital status of the treatment 

group lends further support to the contention that we 

are reaching the target population for whom the Center 

was designed. 

Single Divorced Married Widowed Separated 

Treatment Group 
as of 7-1-67 40% 27% 
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1 ~. The Evaluation Sample 

Within the two following limitations the study 

group can be considered as a random sample of the 

males: 

1. Tha t the individual s·tayed for. the dura tion of 

the treatment program (average of seven days) 

until medical discharge • 

2. That the individuals lived in or near the st. Louis 

metropolitan area for three months prior to their 

admission to the Center. 

In all discernable characteristics the two hundred 

males selected for evaluation closely approximated the 

entire treatment group. During the COUrse of the study 

82 percent of the sample were located and interviewed. 

Four of these individuals were not included in the 

evaluation because their interviews were not filed until 

after the date when the results were coded and recorded 

on IBM cards. Hence, the results of the evaluation 

project are based on 160 interviews or 80 percent of 

the study group. This extremely high retrieval rate 
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of d ';ligent vmrk on the part of two exper-
is the result ... 

ienced police officers assigned by colonel curtis 

st. Louis Chief of police, to aid in this 
Brostron , 

project. 

abov~ sample, the evaluation results 
Based on the '"-

betwe,en 65 to 70 percent of the en'tire 
are applicable to 

treatment population. specifically, approximately 

of t he total treatment groUp were female, 
nine percent 

, medical advice, and another 
nine percent left agaknst 

d O
n the residence requirement. 

ten percent were exclu ed 
.)f these individuals were not 

In addition, four percent, 

diagnosed as "chronic alcoholics". 
Thus, there is a 

of the entire treatment group to 
total of 32 percent 

which these results may not be generalized. 

of 200 selected male subjects 
The study group 

approximates both of these profiles. 

SAMPLE PROFILE (N = 2C10) 

percent percent percent 
Average 

Age Male White Negro 

46.0 100% 78% 22% 

Divorced Marrie,d widowed separated 
Single 

34% 21% 10% 19% 
16% 
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It should be noted that the distribution in the 

marital categories is markedly different for the sample 

and the entire treatment group; however, the category 

of those living with spouse (i.e., "Married") is an 

exact match. There was probably some confusion on the 

subjects' part during the intake interview as to whether 

the categories of "Single", "Divorced", or "Separated" 

were appropriate. Since this is a catholic institution, 

the subjects may have felt the classification of "Single" 

as preferrable to "Separated" or "Divorced" when inter-

viewed in the center as opposed to the follow-up 

interview conducted away from the Center. 

For purposes of comparison, the patient profile 

as of July 1, 1967, is used since all subjects in the 

study group had been admitted by that date. Some other 

significant and highly consistent characteristics are 

shared by the total patient population and the study 

group. 

CATEGORY ALL PATIENTS STUDY GROUP 

Eighth grade or less 47% 50% 

Some high school 29% 24% 

High school or beyond 24% 26% 
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CATEGORY ALL PATIENT STUDY GROUP 

College graduates 1% 1% 

Not employed 34% 32% 

Years diagnosed alcoholic 14.3 years 15.4 years 

Before proceeding to the clinical evaluation, it 

should be pointed out that the Center is not only dealing 

wi~h the revolving door inebriate, but is also effectively 

eliminating the revolving door process in st. Louis. 

The center serves three out of a total of nine 

police districts, It serves those districts which 

accounted for 82 percent of all public drunkenness 

charges registered in 1966. Below is a table which 

shows the arrests City-wide for the time the Center 

has been in operation and the comparable period of the 

previous year. 

Year 1965 
1966 

Month Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. 

·Arrest Totals 
For Previous 
Year 205 162 145 223 221 173 202 139 106 101 120 92 

1966 1967 

·Arrest Totals 
While Center 
In Operation 82 56 64 76 84 75 86 83 76 70 54 50 

Decrease Of 60" 66" 56" 66" 62" 57" 58" 40" 28" 31" ss" 461> 

·These figures repre'sent the tot:!l drllnkness offenses fo!" the entire City. 
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( 
These data leave no doubt that the Center is in-

deed treating the chronic police case inebriate, for 

whom it was intended. 

Results 

Th~ following data summarize the results of this 

study, categorized according to the various indices 

utilized in the evaluation. Figures presented in 

table form are percentages rather than raw scores. 

Residential Accommodations 

/' 
(( 

The high mobility of this problem group has fre-

quently been noted by the experts in the field of 

alcoholism. The homeless man stereotype illustrates 

the migratory patterns and social isolation of this 

group. This would seem to be compatible with other 

personality and social characteristics of the indigent 

alcoholic, all of which point to his inability to assume 

responsibility and/or function in a stable ca,pacity as 

a result of his disease. This scale deals with two 

correlated variables: first, the frequency wit:n which 

the subject finds shelter, and secondly, the typa of 
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shelter or lodging to which the individual typically 

has access. 

Of the patients evaluated, approximately 15 per-

cent evidenced some significant improvement in their 

living arrangements. Eighty-two percent rema:..ned about 

the same level of housing after treatment p while only 

three percent showed decline. 

The table below presents the percentage of in-

dividuals assigned to each category before and after 

treatment. On this scale a rating of four or lower 

would place the individual in an undesirable and/or 

unstable residential setting. 

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 &. 1- Total % 

Before 
Treatment 6 6 6 19 30 14 19 100% 

After 
Treatment 6 5 3 16 33 16 21 100% 

In the before-treatment rating of these individuals, 

37 percent had what would be considered inadequate 

housing arrangements. In the after-treatment rating, 

this figure was reduced to 30 percent. The average 
/ .r 
\ 
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rating befo~e treatment is 4.8 while that for the after 

measure is 5.0. This is not an impressive change. A 

rating of four could be characterized by an individual 

who is a regular inhabitant of the missions, shelters, 

and transient lodgings in or surrounding the skid row 

area. This individual averages six days a week in some 

type of shelter and finds himself sleeping in streets 

and alleys of the city less than once a week. category 

five is characterized by a structured environment, such 

as a half-way house, accommodations with friends or 

relatives, or some form of semi-permanent address with 

some food arrangements within the housing situation. 

- - - -.--------.......--~--~ ~- -~~ - .. 

The after-treatment ratings of categories five through 

seven indicate that 70 percent of the individuals were 

living in a more or less structured or homelike environ-

ment at follow-up. By far g then, the majority of 

patients after treatment had adequate residential 

accommodations. 

Employment 

Even with the progression of alcoholism, many of 

these individuals are still capable of maintaining their 

present job skills, if they have any, and of holding 
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a steady job for varying lengths of time. However, as 

the individuals move lower and lower on the scale and 

ultimately enter the skid row environment, many other 

factors, such as declining health, emotional instability, 

as \tlell as subtle factors ,such as one's personal appear-

ancei all combine to lessen one's possibility of steady 

employment. Thus, the employment scale takes into con-

sideration both type and frequency of employment. 

At the time of intake, 34 percent of the sample 

were totally unemployed; that is to say, for a period 

of three months prior to admission these individuals 

bad not been gainfully employed. Of this 34 percent, 

fully 30 percent were retired and/or disabled with 

many receiving some form of pension or welfare monies. 

This latter group is not represented in the following 

table, their numbers being included in the computations 

for the s~mmary table at the end of this section. Hence, 

the reader will note a difference in the percentages 

in the employment results. 

A rating of four or below would have to be consid-

ered under-employment. categories five through seven 

I, 
(I. , 

may, depending on the individual's needs, i.e., dependents~ _ 
(, 
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housing, etc., be adequate for some of these indivi.duals. 

The average rating for all study cases evaluated at 

intake was 3.8. Again, this rating in terms of our 

scales must be considered inadequate by any criteria. 

The after-treatment ratings average 4.4. Although this 

is a statistically significant change, it would still 

have to be considered inadequate employment. Twenty

nine percent of those evaluated had shown some signifi

cant improvement in their work patterns. This means 

that they were either working with more frequency or 

had achieved some stability in an occupational role. 

Sixty-one percent evidenced no significant change either 

positively or negatively. The interpretation of this 

figure must be tempered by the fact that some of these 

individuals already had adequate employment. Only 10 

percent, according to our scales, showed a decline in 

their employment. 

Ratings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total % 

Before 
Treatment 23 10 19 5 10 20 13 1000,.6 

After 
Treatment 19 9 20 5 8 10 29 100% 

This table show~ 43 percent of the study group as 
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having "regular" employment as evidenced by a rating 

of five or higher at the time of admission. Forty-

ach~eved this level by the time of seven percent had • 

Th~s latter figure of 47 per-the follow-up interview. • 

cent is not indicative of the complete employment 

picture. Some of those excluded from the table as 

1 ' due to d~sability or old age do receive "unemployab. e' • 

adequate incomes. Since the majority of this group 

are through no fault of their own unproductive, it 

to th~nk of them as not self-sufficient, would be wrong • 

, t'ng of five or higher. ~.e., a ra ~ 

Income 

Since the modal occupation of the treatment popula

tion is casual day labor, income ~as best estimated on 

a per weekly basis. The gross average weekly income 

of the entire study group was approximately $46.00 at 

the time of admission. This figure represents all 

forms of cash income, including pensions, dlsabi1ity 

payments, welfare, etc. Sixteen percent reported no 

income on the intake rating. The same was true of only 

eight percent on the after-treatment measure. At the 

time of the follow-up interview, the average weekly 
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income for the entire study group had risen to approxi-

mate1y $52.00. TWenty-six members of the study group 

or 16 percent are responsible for this increase. Those 

who showed improvement had an average rise in weekly 

income amounting to almost $22.00. Seventy-one percent 

remained at approximately the same level with 13 per-

cent having a lower income. 

Health 

At the study's outset, it was felt that the most 

immediate and marked effects of treatment would be 

found in the area of health. None of the evaluation 

team can claim competency in the area of medicine; 

hence, this measure proved to be unscaleable. In an 

attempt to achieve some assessment, this evaluation 

was based on gross factors readily available during 

the interview process. In order to achieve a rating 

of "improved", the patient must have displayed a 

significant change evidenced by such things as weight 

gains, increased appetite, cessation of or a decrease 

in polyneuritic pains, or the disappearance of other 

complicating symptomatology (D.T.'s, blackouts, etc.). 

Forty-nine percent of the study group showed marked 
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improvement in their physical well-being' based on the 

above factors. Forty-two percent displayed no signifi-

and nl.' ne percent showed a decline in cant improvement, 

over-all health. 

For half of these individuals, the center represen

ted the first medical treatment they had received for 

alcoholism. ,Almost all subjects indicated during the 

, that the care they received at follow-up intervl.ew 

f ' t l.'ndl.'catl.'on in a long time that the center was the l.rs 

"somebody cared about me". The interviewers expressed 

the opinion that perhaps the therapeutic effects were 

f the l.'ndl.'Vl.'dual's mental health than even greater or 

for his physical self. The mere fact that a seven-

day program of nutrition, sanitation, and mental hygiene 

would leave its effects on such large numbers of these 

individuals three months after the treatment period is 

evidence of the accomplishments which can be made with 

this group of "hopeless people"e 

Drinking 

The drinking dimension is the most crucial test 

of the treatment program. Rehabilitative gains in any 
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other area must be seen as temporary unless a concomi-

tant improvement is displayed in the individual's 

drinking patterns. The qu,estion is not simply a matter 

of sobriety or insobriety but also the extent to which 

the individual copes with his problem. This scale 

measures primarily the frequency and duration of drink-

ing bouts in relation to periods of sobriety as repre-

sentative of one's ability or inability to deal with 

his dependency on alcohol. 

At the time of admission the modal rating was 

category one. This rating represents a prolonged 

drinking pattern where the individual Would have to 

be drinking steadily (daily) for more than two months 

prior to rating and the quantity of alcohol consumed 

would have to exceed approximately two-fifths of wine 

or one-fifth of whiskey, gin, vodka, etc., per day. 

The average rating at intake was 2.9. On the basis 

of our experience with these scales, it would appear 

that an individual with a rating of 4.0, or lower, 

would experience a good deal of difficulty in adequately 

fulfilling familial or employment roles or in achieving 

a stable residential setting. Eighty-one percent of 

the patients admitted were rated at four or below. 
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The remaining 19 percent were marginal in their capacity 

to functic)n with any degree or normalcy. Only one 

person achieved a rating of seven at the time of ad-

mission. 

The after-treatm.ent ratings showed that 4·7 percent 

of the patients made significant improvements in their 

ability to control their consumption of alcohol. Approxi

mately 50 percent demonstrated no markedly improved 

control, while only three percent actually deteriorated 

in their drinking pa t'tern. The average rating achisved 

at the time of the follow~up interview was 4.0, an 

average of 1.1 over the intake rating. In the categories 

of five through seven, which represent some degree of 

stability in the individual's life style, we now find 

42 percent of the individuals after treatment as opposed 

to only 19 percent prior to treatment. 

These results greatly exceeded those anticipated 

by all concerned. Fully 19 percent of the study group 

had been for all practical purposes abstinent from dis-

charge until the time of the follow-up interview - an 

average of 120 days of total sobriety. 
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certainly, by any standards, this 19 percent would 

represent unqualified success in treatment outcome. 

Below is a table of the ratings for the before and after 

treatment ratings. 

Ratings 1 2 3 4 5 6 1- Total % 

Before 
Treatment 26 16 21 18 12 7 100% 

'ii 
d After 

Treatment 17 12 15 14 11 12 19 100% 

It was found that those achieving a rating of 

seven after treatment had on the average l slightly 

higher ratings on the other scales prior to admission. 

The significance of this result has been demonstrated 

in other studies of this type - namely, that the type 

of in-patient treatment administered is not the sole 

factor ,for prognosis; in addition, the social settings 

from which an individual comes and to which hf;~ returns 

after treatment are crucial. The implications of this 

finding are even more important in a program designed 

to handle the lirevolving door" clientele. A strong 

referral network and an intensive aftercare program 

are essential. 
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Arrests 

Discussion of the arrest dimension has been deferred 

until this point because of the paucity of available 

data. The seasonal nature of public intoxication arrests 

precludes comparing equal time periods before and after 

treatment. Furthermore, a significant percentage of 

the patients had been residents of st. Louis city for 

less than one year prior to admission; hence, any measure 

based on a comparison of specific months for this period 

prior to admission and after discharge would be incomplete. 

This dilemma could not be resolved to this re-

searcher's satisfaction. Earlier in this report, the 

arrest figures for the city of st" Louis were cited 

showing a tremendous decrease. The figures presented 

below, nowever, provide a better indication of what this 

lower rate of police contacts meant to the individual 

in our study group. The findings revealed an average 

of 1.0 arrests for intoxication in the three months 

prior to treatment as compared to an average of only 

0.3 after treatment. This latter figure represents 

arrests plus readmissions. As another index, 46 percent 

were arrested for drunkenness in the three months prior 
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to their first admission While only 13 percent had been 

arrested in the same period after discharge. 

These figures should be interpreted cautiously, 

however, as the parameters of these figures have not 

been fully explored. Nevertheless, it is safe to say 

that a significant decrease in police intervention 

after treatment can be noted. 

Summary 

The scaled scores for each individual were pooled 

to achieve a cumulative score for both before and after 

measures. The breakdown of these scores by category 

is virtually meaningless for individual cases. However, 

using pooled scores, results showed 50 percent of the 

patients studied experienced some over-all improvement 

whereas only eight percent had a lower cumulat.ive score 

after treatment. Forty-two percent maintained the same 

score; yet even here actual improvements may have occurred 

on one scale - only to be canceled out on another. 

The The following table is presented in summary. 

interpretation of these figures should be unequivocal. 
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Where improvement was reported, it must have been of IV. TRAINING PROGRAMS 

a significant magnitude to the extent that the individual 

has, at least in some areas of his life, reversed the 

prior deterioration process. Many individuals who have 

received ratings of "remained the same" may well be in 

the process of establishing new life patterns. It may 

prove to be unrealistic for this evaluation to demand 

significant demonstrable change in such areas as housing 

and employment in a three or four month period. This 

ideal would seem to be supported by the findings in 

the area of drinking which indicated more improvement 

than on the other scales. Further, improved control 

over one's drinking pattern is certainly a prerequisite 

for improvement in other areas of life. 

Markedly Remained Deterio-
Improved Same rated 

Drinking 47 50 3 

Employment 18 76 6 

Income 16 71 13 

Health 49 42 9 

Housing 15 82 3 
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An obvious prerequisite to the development and imple- ? 

mentation of an alcohol detoxification program is the 

a88uran~e that those persons having any kind of role in the 

operation have a reasonably sound knowledge about the disease 

of alcoholism and how to treat the person afflicted with 

that disease. In our situation this applied not only to 

the traditional therapeutic team of floctor, nurse, social 

worker, attendants, etc., but also to the police officer 

since the treatment process literally begins when he makes 

his first contact with the potential patient. 

A. Staff Training 

Of primary importance in the establishment of a 

strong therapeutic program at the st. Louis Detoxifica-

tion Center was the gathering together of a competent 

staff and the moulding of them into an effective 

alcoholism treatment team. In this aspect of its devel-

opment the Center was fortunate in two respects: 

st, Mary's Infixmary brought with it a dedicated and 

capable Hospital A&ninistrator who, with her staff, had 

quick access to a nucleus of nursing parsonnel of 
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demonstrated abilities; further, Dr. Joseph B. Kendis, 

Medical Director, and Miss Laura E. Root, Social Work 
WI 

Consultant, together brought with them over 40 years 

experience in the field of alcoholism. These two con-

ducted intensive training sessions for the entire staff 

during the first three weeks of November, 1966, before 

the first patient was admitted. During the remaining 

six weeks of that year, patients were taken on a limited 

basis in order that concentrated in-s€\rvice training 

could be continued. The material covered medical, 

pharmacological, psychological, and sociological aspects 

of alcoholism and its treatment with emphasis on the 

public intoxicant and was presented through didactic 

lectures, films, reviews of the litera tu:re e discussion, 

group therapy sessions. individual consultation, demon-

strations, etc. 

Since that time most of the original staff, as well 

as personnel employed since the opening. have gone through 

the Alcoholism Education Program conducted by the Social 

Science Institute of Washington University under the 

direction of Miss Root. In addition, both Miss Root 

and Dr. Kendis have'held individual and group sessions 

with the medical externs and with personnel on the 
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evening Clnd night shifts on an "as nel!::ded" basis. 

Specialized instruction l.'n the t h ' ec n~ques of group 

therapy has also been given to key staff members. 

Police Officer Training 

Since 1962, police recruits at the Police Academy 

have received training to help them in their recog

nition of alcoholism, the differentiation of this 

illness from others, and handling of the inebriate. 

Originally this consisted of a one hour lecture and 

time did not permit a thorough training period. This 

has gradually been expanded to six hours - four hours 

being conducted by Dr. Kendis, Medical Director of the 

Center. Two movies are shown. One, "The Mask", illus-

trates points of differentiation between alcoholism and 

other illnesses and the police handling of the alcoholic. 

The other. "For Those Who Drink", tells of the physiolo

gical, psychological and social changes related to 

drinking. In addition, they receive instruction as to 
. 

the physiology and metabolism of alcohol and further 

personal instruction as to police handling of inebriated 

persons and alcoholics. They are also given an oppor

tunity of hearing from and speaking with an alcoholic 
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who is now making a success of his life. instruction to the officer in the procedure at the city 

Hospital, booking, report writing, record check, "Infor-

In addition, police officers on active duty are mation" application and appearance in the City Courts. 

shown a Unitrain presentation of liThe Road Back". The 

unitrain is an instrument consisting of a film strip During his instruction at the Academy, the officer 

with a synchronized tape recording. Officers in the also is assigned for eight days to a car or beat to 

Police Academy made this film-tape presentation to ., t work with an experienced officer as an observer. This 

acquaint the members of the Police Department with the assignment frequently provides an opportunity for him 

procedures and operation of the Detoxification center to observe and learn first-hand how situations involving 

from the time of pick-up of the intoxicant by the the public intoxicant are handled. 

officer, his admission, through the treatment regime. 

Each of the nine City police districts has a Unitrain Special Order number 67-S-8 effective March 6, 

machine and through this means, each officer has the 1967. from the Office of the Chief of Police, gives 

opportunity to receive information at regular intervals officers a detailed step by step procedure in handling 

about the Center. a Detoxification center Admission (see Appendix A). 

The last two hours of instruction on alcoholism v. TREATMENT SITUATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC INTOXICANT 

and the handling of intoxicated persons are given -to 

recruits at the Academy by the police officers. During In the past the chronic police case inebriatp has been 

these two hours recruits learn the procedure of Code neglected and/or punished for displaying his drunkenness in 

26, taking an intoxicated person to the hospital and public. Unfortunately, this situation has changed very 

booking the subject for "Drunk On The street" or "Pro- little. Many of these men spend most of their lives in jail 

tective Custody". Also included in this period (although even though every indication is that the "revolving door" 

not specifically devoted to intoxicated persons) is process - intoxication, arrest, conviction, sentence, 
{( 
\ 
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imprisonment, release, intoxication, etc. - has a deterio-

rating rather than a rehabilitating effect upon the individual. 

In a few cities there may be isolated clinics or hospi-

tals which will accept the public intoxicant. In others, 
I 

such facilities may admit him under very special circumstances. 
I 

I 
But these instances are the rare exception and even then 

will usually involve merely sobering him up for release the 

next morning. In the vast majority of communities - large 

or small - the jail cell or the "drunk tank" is the only 

I . \ 
I 
II 

~ 1\ 

I 
i 
! 

IItreatment facility". If he is for.tunate he may be given I 
I 

coffee as his "medication". Rather than aid him in his re-

habilit~tion, this system punisheG the alcoholic for being 

sick, forcing him to suffer extremely (and sometimes die) 

during the withdrawal period from alcohol. As has been 

documented earlier in this report, this approach is a self-

i( II 

~ 
il II 
II 
Ij 

II 
Ii 

perpetuating one that is costly in law enforcement agency 

time and in taxpayers' money as well as in human suffering. 

Nevertheless, outmoded and inhumane and inefficient as it 

is, one would still have to report that it remains the basic 

"treatment situation" for the chronic public intoxicant 

today. 

II 
II 
!l 

. 1\ 

~ 
II 
11 

I 
i , 

In view of these circumstances, it becomes almost academic 
fi 
\~ 
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to attempt to determine how many of the persons handled by 

the Detoxification Center could have been treated as patients 

in a regular unsegJ::'egated hospital facility. If attitudes 

of all hospital personnel concerning alcoholism and the 

public intoxicant were positive rather than negative; if 

all hospital staff were knowledgeable in the treatment of 

the alcoholic; if sufficient beds were made available; and 

if ability to pay were not a factor; then, it is quite likely 

that the vast majority of the Center's patients could have 

been treated in such a facility. Unfortunately the moral 

stigma and lack of interest and knowledge is still present 

and is at least as strong among many medical professionals 

as it is among lay-people. Substantially more indoctrination 

and·.training wi thin the many disciplines at work in the hDs

pital setting will be required before one can realistically 

rely on them as a major treatment r-esource for the alcoholic 

in general and the chronic public intoxicant in particular. 

With regard to the question of the relative merits of 

the separate versus integrated facility, we would certainly 

concede that detoxification can take place within an inte-

grated facility. However, our experience at the Center and 

elsewhere leads us to the conclusion that far better results 

can be achieved in a segregated facility set up solely to 
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work with the alcoholic. A staff especially trained and 

experienced in this work can be employed: the initial thera

pies appropriate for the patients as a group can be provided 

much more effectively: diagnostic evaluation and recommenda-

tions for further treatment can be more thorough because of 

a more comprehensive picture of the patient: and, the vital 

"clearing house" role can be implemented by coordinating the 

necessary referrals to appropriate agencies. However, these 

conclusions notwithstanding, each commun~ty must consider 

its own individual needs and plan to meet them on the basis 

of its own resources and knowledgeable judgment. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The broad goals of the St. Louis Detoxification center 

experiment as cited in the Introduction were twofold: 

1. To determine what rehabilitative effect a snort-time 

treatment approach might have on the life style of 

the chronic public intoxicant and to what extent his 

"revolving door" pattern could be altered. 

2. To determine to what extent this new process might 

effect a time saving on the part of the police and 
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indirectly upon the court and the penal institution. 

, Findings relative to the impact of the Center on the 

public intoxicant stemmed from a study of 200 male patients 

made through interviews conducted an average of four months 

after discharge. Five areas were evaluated - drinking, 

employment, income, health and housing. Using pooled rating 

scores that reflected a composite of all five indices, it 

was found 'that 50 percent of the patients studied demonstrated 

significant overall improvement. Examination of the total 

sample group according to each of the five categories re

vealed that almost half of them (47 percent and 49 percent 

respectively) showed marked improvement in their drinking 

pattern and general health and 15 percent to 18 percent 

showed significant improvement in the areas of housing, in-

come, and employment. 

As an additional indicator of a change in life style 

for this sample of the chronic police case inebriate, the 

"before-and-after" arrest record was also examined. The 

findings revealed an average of 1.0 arrests for intoxication 

in the three: months prior to treatment as compared to an 

average of only 0.3 after treatment. This latter figure 

represents arrests plus readmissions. As another index, 
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46 percent had been arrested for drunkenness in the three 

months prior to their first admission while only 13 percent 

had been arrested in the same period after discharge. 

with regard to the potential time-saving effect of the 

Center on the operations of several law enforcement age'.o'lcies, 

findings were arrived at essentially by comparing relevant 

data from 1966 with those from 1967. The following results 

were revealed: through the use of the Center the time re":" 

quired to "process" a public drunkenness offender was reduced 

50.2 percent and this reflects only the time saved by the 

arresting officer, not other re1ate!d Department personnel; 

there was a 34.5 percent decrease in the number of public 

drunkenness cases appearing on the docket of the City Court; 

and, there was a 38.7 percent reduction in the number of 

prisoners confined in the Workhouse on the charge of being 

Drunk On The street. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The previous chapter reported the findings revealed in 

the evaluation study made of theDeto~ification Center's 

impact on the patients it trea~ed and on the operations of 

several related law enforcement agencies. From these findings 
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several firm cons1usions may be drawn: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The public intoxicant can respond to and benefit to a 

significant degree from treatment. This observation 

is reinforced by similar clinical results from some 

European countries as well as by those from the Alcoholism 

Treatment and Research Center in st. L.ouis. 

A detoxification center makes possible a procedure that 

can drastically reduce the amount of time that the police 

are involved with the public intoxicant. This procedure 

also reduces substantially the time involvement of re-

lated agencies, particularly the city Courts and penal 

institution. 

A detoxification center provides a valuable, much needed 

and heretofore unavailable service that not only greatly 

benefits the recipient but also relieves other agencies 

to devote their time more productively to their own 

specialized services. 

Based on these conclusions as well as on the more gener-

alized, overall experience acquired during the course of the 

Detoxification center's operation, the project staff formulated 
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a number of pertinent recommendations. Only one of these 
( ... 

related specifically to the on-going treatment procedure 

and that was that it would be desirable to have more flex-

ibility in the length of the hospitalization period. In-

stead of the relatively fixed period of seven days, it was 

felt that potential variability ranging from a matter of 

hours up to ten to fourteen days would be preferable. 

Other recommendations are of a more general nature and 

are related to the capacity for the expansion and extension 

of basic services. It is recommended tha~ con8idera~ion be 

given to the concept of a single detoxification and diagnostic 

center being developed to handle these functions for the 

entire city and possibly the metropolitan a~ea, incorporating 

the role of "clearing house" to avbid duplicating and 

possibly conflicting treatment of individual patients. Under 

such an arrangement it is felt that sounder diagnostic 

evaluation could be made and with them, more appropriate and 

effective referrals for further treatment if feasible. The 

success of such an approach is obviously contingent upon a 

close liaison and smooth working relationship between such 

a center and the various other alcoholism treatment services 

and facilities. 
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It is further recommended that admissions not be limited 

to those patients brought in by the police but that center 

staff have the freedom to accept "walk-ins" and referrals 

from other sources. 

Moreover, it is recommended that continuing and expanded 

efforts be made to strengthen and develop a wide range of 

aftercare services and facilities - outpatient, day hospital, 

night hospital, half-way house, domicilary ~qr.e, sheltered 

workshop, a broad court-related prog~arn, etc. 

Finally, it is recommended that the special training 

of the police in the handling of public intoxicants be con

tinued and, if possible, expanded. Further, that intensified 

effo~ts be made to interject the whole area of the treat

ment of alcoholism into the training programs of such help-

ing professions as medicine, nursing, social work, ministry, 

etc. 

Although most of these recommendations are neither new 

nor profound, they are brought to the forefront by the tre

mendous need for services which appear daily in the operation 

of the st. Louis Detoxification and Diagnostic Evaluation 

center. * 

* The Center has become a permanent treatment facility and has 
been moved to the st. Louis State Hospital, 5400 Arsenal 
Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63139. 
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4. City Court Summons, MPD Form 200-47a 
(Rev. 1). 
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Effective Date: February 11, 1963. 

2. Intoxicated Person Report, MPD Form 
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Charge - Drunk On The street, Periods 
January 1, 1966 to December 31, 1966 and 
January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967. 

Commitments For Charge "Drunk On The street" 
To The st. Louis Medium Sec\lrity Institution 
Calendar Years 1966 and 1967. 

Inmate Days For Charge "Drunk On The street" 
At The st. Louis Medium Security Institution 
Calendar Years 1966 and 1967. 

Treatment Regime. 

Analysis Of Aftercare Referrals with Regard 
To Employment, January 1, 1967 to December 31, 
1967. 
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Maps. 
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Appendix A-l 
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE 
SPECIAL ORDER 

Date Issued ____ ~M~a~r~c=h~3~,~l,~9~6~7 ____________ __ Order No. _--.:6~7~-.!::S~-..!::8"___ ___ _ 

Effecti ve Date ___ ~M~a_r...:c:..:.h.:....;.6..:.,_.1~9...:6...:7 ____________ _ Expira tion __ ...:I:;:n.:;:d.:;:e:.::.fi:;:n.::i:.:.;te=--___ _ 

Reference __________________________________________________________ ~,-----

Cancelled Publications _____________________________________________ _ 

Subject St. Louis Detoxification Center Procedure - (Participating Districts Tc Be 
Determined by the Chief of Field Operations) 

TO: ALL BUREAUS, DISTRICTS AND DIVISIONS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. This Department has applied for and received a Federal grant from the 
Office of Law Enforc'ement Assistance for the operatiLon of a "Detoxifi
cation Center". The Center, located on the third floor at St. Mary's 
Infirmary, 1536 Papin Str~et, phone CH 1-8720 or police phone station 
237, will accommodate a maximum of thirty (30) patients. Treatment is 
limited to persons brought to police attention on the charge of public 
drunkenness only. The following t>rocedures will outline the necessary 
action on the part of police officers in order to assemble the data agreed 
to in the grant, serving all concerned with the information required for 
analysis. 

B. A new form, the St. Louis Detoxification C enter Admitting Form, MPD 
Form 150-1, Rev. I, is to be used exclusively when the intoxicated per
sons are admitted to the Center for treatment. 

II. PURPOSE 

III. 

The de.sired result of this Center is to provide medical treatment for chronic 
alcoholics in any case where their only offense is public drunkenness, and to 
attempt to rehabilitate them. An after-care program will refer them to community 
agencies for the neces sary service. Thus, it is planned to remove the chronic 
police case inebriate from the streets, court and jail. 

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DETOXIFICATION CENTER 

A. A. police officer, when observing a publicly intoxicated person, will detain 
the individual, request a Code 27 conveyance, and transport the individual 
to the Detoxification Center when: 

MPD Fora 2GD-7 (ReY.-2 11/83) -72-

_-,-----~-- --_ .. 0----...------,..--.----------------------

IV. 

I Ii 

1. 

2. 

There are no other charges against the individual; 

No signs of injury or illness requiring emergency medical attention 
at a City Hospital are present or the patient is not unconscious; 
and, 

3. No complainant wishes to pursue the incident as a prosecuting 
witness; or, 

4. The subject does not indicate a wish for trial or legal representation. 

B. If the conditions listed above (III ~ , A.) are not met by the publicly intoxi
cated person, he must be processed as a Code 26 -- that is, taken to a 
City Hospital for a physical examination and then forwarded to Prisoner 
Processing Division for booking as "Drunk-on-Street" or "Protective Cus
tody" • 

C. Intoxicated persons removed from private property must be handled as a 
Code 26 and booked as "Protective Custody". Being on private property, 
they cannot be issued a City Court Summons for Public Drunkenness. 

D. Only those people who meet the above standards and are conveyed by 
officers of this Department can be admitted to the St. Louis Detoxifica
tion Center. 

E. The Center can accept admissions every day of the week, 24 hours each 
day. 

FIELD PROCEDURES 

A. Code 27 is the designation to be used when calling the dispatcher to 
transport a publicly intoxicated person to the Detoxification Center. 

B. If an officer is on a radio assignment, such as "Person Down", etc., and 
he decides that a Code 2 7 disposition is more appropriate, he will reclassify 
the incident to a Code 27, inform the dispatcher of the number of subjects 

C. 

D. 

E. 

to be conveyed to the Detoxification Center, and request a cruising patrol. 

If the officer has more subjects than the Center can admit, the dispatcher 
will inform the officer to handle the incident according to present procedure 
for Drunk-on-Street arrests (as Code 26). 

When the subject(s) are to be processed as a Code 27, the officer will 
initiate a wanted check by name on the radio whenever possible. 

If the patrol car on the Code 27 assignment is a two-man car, one officer, 
upon arrival of the conveyance, will accompany the subject(s) in the 
cruising patrol to the Center and the second officer will return to service 
as a one-man car. 
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F. The Detoxification Center has no provisions for handling juveniles. If 
the subject is a juvenile, he will be conveyed to the nearest City Hos
pital and the Juvenile Detention Center notified. 

NOTE: Code 26 and intoxicated juvenile cases require a complaint 
number; no complaint number is required for a Code 27. 

ADMITTING PROCEDURE AT DETOXIFICATION CENTER 

A. Officers are to use the west entrance door at the Infirmary for admissions. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

The door is marked ST. LOUIS DETOXIFICATION CENTER - ENTRANCE. 

Upon arrival at the InfirmalY, an officer will press the bell-button desig
nated for the 3RD FLOOR. An attendant will then meet the officers at the 
entrance with a wheelchair to assist with handling of the patients. The 
attendant will eSI:;:ort the officers and patient(s) to the third floor Detoxifi
ca tion Center. 

NOTE: Patient must be placed in a wheelchair upon arri.val to prevent 
possible injury. 

At the admitting station on the third floor of the Infirmary, the assisting 
officer (normally the Crufsing Patrol Officer) will accompany the patient 
until the nurse indicates that his assistance is no longer needed. Each 
subject is to be thoroughly searched. 

The reporting officer, first of aU, will initiate a wanted check by name 
via police phone station 237, located at the admitting station on the third 
floor, if this was not accomplished on the radio. 

The reporting officer will then prepare in triplicate, an admitting form 
MPD Form ISO-I, Rev. 1, and a City Court Summons with the charge of 
"Public Drunkenness" for each patient admitted. 

Distribution of copies of the admitting form and City Court Summons: 

1. The Officer's Copy (blue) of the summons is attached to the second 
carbon copy of the admitting form. This second carbon copy, with 
summons, and the ORIGINAL copy of the admitting form, are taken 
by the reporting officer when he returns to service and given to his 
Precinct Sergeant. 

2. The Precinct Sergeant will give the forms to the District Desk 
Officer. The District Desk Officer will daily forward the original 
copy of the admitting form to the Planning and Research Division 
via transmittal envelope; the second carbon copy of the admitting 
form and the Officer's Copy of the summons will be filed in the 
District. 
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VI. 

VII. 

3. 

G. 

~he Court Copy (~hite) and Defendant's Copy (pink) of thE.: Cit 
ourt Summons WIll remain at the Center with the f' t b Y 

copy of the admitting form. Irs car on 

NOTE: Because a police report is not required, (only the admis
sion form) there will be no record of a Code 27 in th 
Records Section. e 

COURT DATE 

A. 

B. 

c. 

~:;sc~r~~ ~~!e P~~i!~~';~~m~~~~~~~~mons will be set at least ten (It) 
court day past the ten (10) days. the Center, or on the officer's next 

When the patient is released after treatment h 
to Planning and Research Divisio h' ' t e summons will be forwarded 

n w ele same will be VOided by that Unit. 

If the patient leaves the Center prior to M di 
the summons will be forwarded by th cecal release I the Court Copy of 
District where an officer will ale enter personnel to the Fourth 
inebriate will be a "defendant :! ~of~~d~,n(;;~~)mati~n. In most cases the 
arrested, he will be booked and t t ' an the next time he is 

sen 0 court for trial. 

PREPARATION OF ADMITTING FORM (MPD Form IS 0-1, Rev. 1) 

A. 

B. 

C. 

When preparing the admitting form th 
effort to fill in all f th ' e reporting officer will make every 

o e requested information. 

TBOhxe 30nslYBitem3s6 NOT to be filled in by the reporting officer are' 
, ox , and Box 39. . Box 34, 

The following items are explained for clarity: 

Item 4 • 

Item 23 

Item 24 

Item 2S 

~~~l'~Ad~issi~nb Number" is the patient identification number and 
e Issue y the admitting persqnnel at the Center. 

"Education refers to the last grade completed by the sub' t 
(6th, 8th, 11th, HighSchool Graduate, etc.). Jec 

"Wanted C heck Per". If the wanted h k 
write "RADIO". If th c ec wa s obtained by radio, 
Section, give the cle;k~a:!~e Cah:~;;;~ obtained from the Records 

"Na;;e of Spouse or Nearest Relative". Include relationshi 
~~h astwife, COUsin, friend, etc. This might be thought o~ as 

om 0 notify in case of emergency". This notification i 
made by Detoxification Center personnel. s 

-75-
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VIII. 

Item 29 "Time Out of Service" • 

Item 30 "Arrive Medical" - time arrived at St. Mary's Infirmary. 

Item 31 "Leave Medical" - time when leaving the Center. 

Item 32 "Time In Service" • 

Item 33 "Remarks - (Include List of Property)". - Tht,s space is for a 
brief description of the subject's condition when found (Le., 
Subject found asleep in alley, stated he had been drinking, 
subject staggering in middLe of street, stated he was lost) 
and listing of all his personal property, EXCEPT CLOTHING WORN. 

NOTE: After listing the patient's property on the admitting form, the 
police officer will place the it.ems in the property envelope. He 
will list all items on the envelope, together with the subject's 
name and admission number. The officer and admitting nurse 
will both sign the property envelope as evidence to its contents. 
The property envelope will rema!ln at the Center. 

REVISION OF INTOXICATED PE~ON REPORT (MPD Form 42, Rev. 1) 

A. A condition of the grant provides that a comparison be made of the time 
elements involved in the Code 26 and Code 27 operations. To meet this 
condition, the Intoxicated Person Report was revised to include four (4) 
additional boxes: 

Box 24 "Time Out T)f Service" • 

Box 25 "Arrival Medical". Time arrived at a City Hospital. 

Box 26 "Leave Medical". Time when leaving a City Hospital. 

Box 2 7 "Time In Service" • 

B. On the effective date ()f this Special Order, the revised Intoxicated Person 
Report is to be used and Form 42, is to be cancelled. 

IX. COMMUNICATIONS 

A. On-View Incident 

1. When an officer calls out-af-service for an on-view incident, and 
the incident develops into a Code 27 or Code 26, he shall so advise 
the dispatcher. No complaint number will be issued by radio. If 
the incident develops into a Code 26, where a report is required, 
the officer will obtain a no-dispatch complaint number by telephone 
and pro,ceed in the usual manner. 

-76-
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B. 

C. 

CB/ml:ps 
250:16:42 

2. Dispatchers, lIpon request, can reclassify a self-initiated call 
out-of-service to either a 4227 (Code 27) or 4226 (Code 26). The 
dispatcher will not place a complaint number on this ticket. 

Radio Assignment 

1. When a patrol vehiole receives a radio assignment, and the incident 
develops into a Codl~ 27, the dispatcher upon request will reclassify 
the incident as a 4227 (Code 27); the disposition will be Code R 
(Robert) • 

2. If 'the incident develop~l into a Code 26, the dispatcher will reclassify 
it to a 4226. The assigned officer will give a "Report" disposition 
and will receive a complaint number via radio. 

Detoxification Center to Communications Division 

Every increase or decrease in the Center's patient population will be noted 
by the Center's admitting clerk. The clerk will advise the Communications 
Division of the number of patients it can receive. The dispatcher will in
sure that offioers do not proceed to the Center with more inebriates than can 
be admitted. 

-77-

By Order of: 

L,MJ~ B/L-U<V~ 
CURTIS BROSTRON 
Colonel 
C hlef of Police 



Appendix A-2 
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT· eITY OF ST. LOUIS 
ST. LOUIS DETOXIFICATION CENTER .... ADMITTING fORM 

LEAA GRANT NO. 093 
HOW COMPLA I HT RECE I VED: (I) DATE (2) 

ClRadio o Station CJ Ci tizen CJOn View 
(4) 

TYPE OF PR!,}4ISES (6) I DATE & TIME OCCURRED (0) 'LOCATIOH OF OCCURRENCE 

ID~ST. OF OCC. (3) I ADMISSION HUMBER 

(7) I PATROL AREA 
(8) 

HAME (0) HOME ADDRESS (10) I H()IE PHOHE (11) 

BUSIHESS ADDRESS (12) PHOHE 

SEX IAGE -IRACE 1HEIGHT ,WEIGHT ,MARITAL STATUS (18) ,OCCUPATIOH (19) ~OcIAL SECURITY HUMBER (20) 
(13) (14) (16) ( 16) (17) S MOW - -
DATE OF BIRTH - CITY AHD STATE (21) TIME IH CITY , EOUCA 1'1011 (23) WAHTED CHI;(:I< PER ( 24) DSN 

(22) 

"AME OF SPOUSE OR HEAREST RELATIVE (26) HOME ADDRESS (26) I HOME PHONE (27) 

BUS IHESS ADDRESS (28) PHONE 

TIME OUT OF SERVICE (29) 1 ARRIVE MEDICAL (30) LEAVE MEDICAL (31) ITiME IN SERVICE (32) 

REMARKS (33) . LI ST OF PROPERTY 

-

AOMITTIHG FINDIHGS (34) I DOCTOR'S SI GHATURE (36) ISIGHATURE OF ADMITTIHG PERSONNEL (36) 

COIIVEYAHCE (37) 1 SIGHATURE OF REPORTIHG OFFICER - DSH - DIST./DIV. (38) 

FOR DOCTOR'S USE OHLY - DIAGNOSIS AHD CASE DISPOSITIOH (39) 

MPD Fan 160-1 (Rn.-ll -78-
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"PO For. 42 (Re'f.-t) 

HOW COMPLAIHT RECEIVED: (1) 

o Hadio o Station 

Appendix A-3 
MEtRoPOLITAN POLICE DEPARThfENT - CITY OF ST. LOOIS 

Intoxicated Person Report 

DATE (a) T DIST. OF OC. 
OCltizen DOn Ylew ca) r COMPLAINT NUMBER (4) 

TYPE OF PREMISES (6) I DATE & TIME OCCURRED (a) I LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE (7) I PATROL AREA 
(8) 

NAME (u) HOME ADDRESS (10) I HOME PHONE (11) 

BUSINESS ADDRESS OR PHONE (13) 

SEX / AGE /. RACE / HEIGilT / WEIGHT / MARITAL STATUS (Ult OCCUPATION (18) 

(13) (14) (16) (10) (17) S M D W 

HAVE YOU BEEN DRINKING? WHAT? QUANTITY? 
(aD) 

(21) CIRCLE APPROPRIATE DESCRIPTION 

BREATH Odor of Alcoholic Liquor Apparently None Faint Moderate Strong 

COLOR OF FACE Apparently Nermal Flushed Pale Other 

CLOTHES Orderly. MUlled Soiled 01 sorderly 

Polite Excited Hilarious Talkative Care-free Sleepy Other 
ATTITUDE Cooperative Indl fferent Antagonistic Cocky Combative Insul ting 

UNUSUAL ACTIONS Profane Hlccoughlng Belch Ing Voml tlng Other 

EYES Apparently 1I0nna' Watery Bloodahot 

DESCRIBE ANY INJURIES (22) 

AND HOW RECEIYED 

RE~ARKS (DS) 

OUT OF SERYICE (24) /ARRIYE MEDICAL (26) 1LEAVE MEDICAL (26) / TIME IH SERV I CE (27) 

.. 
'j' 

DIAGNOSIS (28) I CONVEYANCE T OOCTOR AND HOSPITAL NAME (30) 

(29) 

SUPER. INITIAL I SIGNATURE OF flEI'ORTING OFFICER, DSN, DIST./DIV. (32) T NAME OF ARRESTING OFFICER, DSH (33) 

(31) -.79-



Appendix A-4 

SUMMONS 
COURT'S COPY 

IN THE CITY COURT Of' ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, 
DIVISION NO. __________ _ 

Sf, Loulll, Mllllourl, PlalntU! 

ft. 

_______________ • Delendant 

, Defondanl'. Addreal 

Do.crIpUon: I Race I Su I Welqhl I Helqht I Birth Dale I Aqe I 
Employer: _________________ _ 

STATE OF MISSOURI) 
ISS 

CITY OF ST. LOUIS ) 

The City 01 St. Loulll, MlIIscurt, To The AboYe-NamlKl Dolendanl: 

You are horeby lummonlKl 10 appear peroonally belore uu. cowt 
at 1320 Markel Slreel, 51. Loulll, MlIIsourl 

on the ______ day 01 , 19_. at 
_______ o'clock, _. M., to answer a complaint 

(InfonnQllon) ~hczrqtnq 70\1 with 

U you laU 10 appear a warrant wW be laoulKl lor your arresL 
Sen'1KI undor my hand thls ____ day of • 19_" 

__________ 01 tbe MelropoUtan Pob" Dopartment 
01 St. Louis, MlasourL 

RSTUR/il ON SERVICE OF SUMMONS 

I hereby certify that I served Ih. within summono: 

I) By deUverlnq on tho day 01 , III-. 
a copy 01 Ihe summons to the wlthln·namod delendant. 

2) By leavlnq 011 the _____ day 01 ____ , 19_ 

for tho wlthln·named dofendant, 

a copy of tho BUJnmona at the teapecti ... e WlUa! place of abc-.de of the 
laid dofendant wllh some penon of hili or her famUy over the aq .. of 
15 y.aro. 

AU done In the City of SL LouIa, Mllllcurt, (or) all don'. In tho ___________ County. NIuourl. 

PoUce Olll'",r 

MPD Form 20o-t7a (lin. 1) 

-80-
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Appendix B-1 

BUREAU OF FIELD OPERATIONS 

PILOT PROGRAM 

Date Issued February 11, 1963 Effective Date 7:00 a. m. , February 13, 1963 

Subject: "Drunk on Street" - Pilot Program 

PURPOSE 

1.1 The purpose of this pilot program is to ascertain the best method for removing 

1.2 

intoxicated persons from the streets, alleys and public places in the city. The 

proposed method minimizes the paper work of arresting officers and expedites 

the processing of these people. The program is restricted to those individuals 

whose only violation is a state of drunkenness. Intoxicated penJons creating 

disturbances, driving automobiles, or participating in any additional crime will 

be processed in accordance with standard practice. 

The "Drunk on Street" pilot program presents fo.ur major changes in current 

practice: 

a. Officers who arrest subjects for "Dnmk on Street" shall not complete 

the Intoxicated Person Report. 

b. Arresting officers need not apply for information in these cases. 

c. During the Second Watch, each District will operate a two-man cruising 

d. 

patrol. On the other watches, intoxicated persons will be transported 
/ 

by two-man cruising patrols from the Second, Fourth and Sixth Districts. 

Subjects arrested "Drunk on Street" shall be booked in the Fourth District 

"Drunk on Street" or "Protective Custody." 

-81-



ARRESTING OFFICERS 

2.1 Commissioned personnel of this Bureau shall extend every effort to arrest and 

remove intoxicated persons from the streets, alleys and public view. Officers 

2.2 

2.3 

making such arrests shall frisk the sUlbject for weapons, request a conveyance 

via radio for Code 26, and keep the prisoner secure and safe until a cruising 

patrol arrives. When the subject is placed in the conveyance, the arresting 

officer shall immediately return to service. 

When the arrest is made as a result of radio assignment, the arresting officer 

shall record the complaint number and give it to the cruising patrol personnel 

who will place it in the report. 

When the arrest results from an on-sight observation, the arresting officer will 

not be given a complaint number. Instead, the officer making the report will 

get the complaint number via telephone from the Radio Clerk. 

CRUISING PATROL PERSONNEL 

3.1 

3.2 

On the first and third watches, intoxicated persons will be transported by two

man cruising patrols from the Second, Fourth and Sixth Districts. On the 

Second Watch, each District shall staff one cruising patrol with two men. Watch 

Commanders shall advise the Communications Division of the radio call number 

of the two-man cruiSing patrol. 

Intoxicated persons shall be transported from the scene of arrest to the nearest 

City Hospital for diagnosis, and then to the Fourth District where they shall be 

booked and confined. With the exceptions of subjects arrested in the Fourth 

District, intoxicated persons shall not be booked in the District of arrest. 

-82- l 
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REPORT WRITING 

4.1 The intoxicated person report shall be completed by police officers assigned to 

the cruising patrols. At the discretion of the writer, the report may be completed 

at the hospital or Headquarters. Instructions for completing the report will be 

provided to cruising patrol personnel. In accordance with current practice, the 

report form is a multi lith mat requiring the use of Department issued multilith 

pencils or pens. 

BOOKING 

5.1 !ntoxic.a.ted. persons arrested on the street or in alleys shall be booked "Drunk 

on Street." IntOxicated persons removed from private property shall be booked 

"Protective Custody." If additional charges are placed, the arresting officer 

shall complete the regular reports and follow normal procedure. 

5.2 A Fourth District Court Officer shall be responsible for applying for informations 

on all persons charged "Drunk on Street." 

5.3 Intoxicated persons charged "Protective Custody" will be released when sober. 

Informations shall not be applied for on subjects booked "Protective Custody. " 

:HAD!mjz 

By Order of: 

Lt. Col. James L. Shea 
Chief, Field Operations 

-83-
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~"n ~·or. 42 (I/oa) 

Appendix B-2 
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT - CITY OF ST. LOUIS 

IntoxIcated Person Report 

HOW COMPLAINT RECEIVED: (1) I DATE (2) I DIST. OF OC. I COMPLAINT NUMBER (4) 

o Radio o Station OCltlzen DOn View (3) 

TYPE OF PREMISES (0) 

I DATE & TIME OCCURRED (0) I LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE (7) I PATROL AREA 
(S)~ 

HAME (0) HOI~E ADDRESS ( 10) I HOME PHONE (II) 

BUSINESS ADDRESS OR PHONE (12) 

SEX I AGE I RACE I H~IGHT 1 WEIGHT I MARITAL STATUS (1S)1 OCCUPATION (19) 

( 13) ( 14) (10) (10) (17) S MOW 

HAVE YOU BEEN DRINKING? WHAT? QUANTITY? 
(20) 

(21) CIRCLE APPROPRIATE DESCRIPTION 

BREATH Odor of Alcohol ic Liquor Apparent I y None Faint Moderate strong 

COLOR OF FACE Apparently Norma I Flushed Pale Other 

CLOTHES Orderl y Mussed Soil ed Disorderly 

Polite Excl ted Hilarious Talkative Care-free Sleepy Other 
ATTITUDE Coope ra t I va Indl fferent Antagonistic Cocky Combati ve InsultIng 

[-"1 
-} 

--. , 
I f ! .. 

f 
'---1 

-.<L,. 
-) 

-( 

i I ! 
\ 

I 
I , 
I 

!' 

i . ! 
~ 

. ! 

~ 
~ 

UNUSUAL ACTI ONS Profane HI ccough log BelchIng VomIting Other 

EYES Apparently Normal Watery Blood.hot 

DESCRIBE ANY INJURIES (u) 

AHD HOW RECE I VED 

'.' 

REMARKS (83) 

.. 

DIAGNOSIS (24) I CONVEYANCE I DOCTOR AND HOSPITAL NAME (26) 

(20) 

SUPER. INITIAL I SIGNATURE OF REPORTING OFFICER, DSN, DIST./DIV. (2S) I NAME OF ARRESTING OFFICER, DSH (2e) 

("7) . .' -84-



*Time 

~ .----~-.....---

( 

Time Indicated By Officers' Original Report 
That Assignment Was Received As Indicated By Scale 

For The Period Of January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Detoxification center Admissions 
District 3 
District 4 
District 9 

',rota1 

Protective custody 
District 3 
District 4 
District 9 
Total 

I Drunk On The 
ffi District 3 
I District 4 

District 9 
Total 

street 

8 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 7 13 15 19 24 18 25 23 17 20 18 13 14 3 
16 6 3 4 1 3 5 16 15 29 33 42 29 38 45 38 32 27 25 27 24 18 
~~~~~~~~~~~1012~210~10ll22222 
25 11 8 6 3 1 1 6 9 25 28 52 60 69 58 66 76 71 60 49 52 49 40 26 

2 11 1 1 2114556423 3 
3 7 4 6 3 3 2 3 7 6 9 9 11 7 11 11 10 17 10 12 7 7 1 
2~2~~~~~_~~2~~2222~22~22 

7 7 7 7 3 3 2 4 7 8 12 12 13 11 18 18 17 27 17 17 11 9 6 

1 2 1 1 
2 2 2 1 2 11 8 1 4 3 4 3 6 1 2 1 1 2 1 
~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2 2 1 2 1 2 13 10 2 4 4 5 4 6 1 2 2 1 2 1 

Total Detoxification center Admissions, Protective Custody, Drunk On The Street 
District 3 10 4 6 2 1 1 1 2 4 3 10 14 17 20 25 22 30 28 23 25 20 16 14 6 
District 4 21 15 7 12 4 3 3 3 10 34 29 39 46 56 40 52 62 49 51 38 38 36 31 20 
District 9 .2 ~ 2 ~ ~ .-=. ~ ~ ~ ..J? .2. llll 10 2 14 ..J? .12 l2. 2 1d 10 -1. .2. 
Total 34 16 6 4 15 46 76 74 100 89 70 49 

20 15 4 6 45 66 86 88 89 68 62 33 

*12:00 Midnight to 1:00 AM as 1 8:00 AM to 9:00 AM as 9 4:00 PH to 5:00 PM as 
1:00 AM to 2:00 AM as 2 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM as 10 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM as 
2:00 AM to 3:00 AM as 3 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM as 11 6:00 Plvl to 7:00 PM as 
3:00 AM to 4:00 AM as 4 11:00 AM to 12:00 Noon as 12 7:00 PM to 8:00 PM as 
4:00 AM to 5:00 AM as 5 12:00 Noon to 1:00 PM as 13 8:00 PM to 9:00 PM as 
5:00 AM to 6:00 AM as 6 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM as 14 9:00 PM to 10:00 PM as 
6:00 AM to 7:00 AM as 7 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM as 15 10:00 PM to 11:00 PM as 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

7:00 AM to 8:00 AM as 8 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM as 16 11:00 PM to 12:00 Midnight 

-------

'( 
I 

Total 

257 
476 
118 
851 

42 
166 

-1i 
243 )t 

:g 
CD 

5 
::s 
S! 

57 ~ 
__ 5 n 

67 

304 
699 
158 

1161 

as 24 
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City Drunkenness Arrests Of Persons Ch ged And Detoxification Center Admissions 
F~om January 1, 1966 to December 31, 1966 and January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967 

... :o .... ~ 

Arrest By 
Detoxification Drunk On The Protective 

Admissions Street Custody 
Month 1966 1967 1966 1967 1966 1967 

January 45 39 ~6 96 35 
February 68 21 8 104 48 
March 101 87 19 123 46 
April 80 67 19 135 54 
May 96 58 13 105 54 
June 98 52 14 121 46 
July 101 53 25 81 46 
August 101 36 28 65 46 
september 105 37 21 59 47 
October 104 46 19 67 33 
November 10 108 28 13 60 35 
December 50 113 16 20 52 36 

Total 60 1120 540 215 1068 526 

Increase or 
Decrease -325 -542 

% of Increase 
or Decrease -60.2% -50.7% 

1967 - Adults Arrested and Detoxification Admissions - 1916 
1966 - Adults Arrested and Detoxification Admissions - 1779 

Increase 137 
% of Increase 

1966 - Adults Arrested for Drunkenness Charges - 1719 
1967 - Adults Arrested for Drunkenness Charges - 796 

Decrease 923 
% of Decrease 53.7% 

7.7% 

Charge 

Drunk 
],.966 1967 

3 
1 

1 
1 4 

1 
1 

1 

7 6 

-1 

-14.3% 

Source: Computer Listing By Charge of Persons Arrested Indicated By Age, Race and Sex 

( 

Drinking In A 
Public Place 
1966 1967 

17 2 
13 1 
11 2 

9 1 
5 3 

18 22 
4 7 
2 3 
7 1 
6 2 
5 1 
7 4 

104 49 

-55 

-52.9% 
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City Drunkenness Arrests And Detoxification Center Admissions 

1966 
By District 

1967 

Drunkenness Arrests Detox Dl.'''llnkenne s s Arrests Detox 
District Adult Juvenile Admissions Total District: Adult Juvenile Admissions Total 

1 41 41 1 14 1 15 
2 41 1 42 2 32 32 
3 259 8 12 279 3 136 6 348 490 
4 915 2 48 965 4 408 610 1018 
5 49 49 5 18 1 1 20 
6 14 14 6 13 13 
7 109 109 7 52 1 53 
8 43 2 45 8 31 1 32 
9 232 1 233 9 88 1 159 248 

B.I.* 1 1 B.I.* 
T.D.** 10 10 T.D. *"'" 2 , 2 
Other 5 5 Other 2 2 

Total 1719 14 60 1793 Total 796 9 1120 1925 

I 
Drunkenness Arrests and Detoxification co 1966-1967 Comparison of Center Admissions 

-..I 
I By District Tota1s 

District/Division .1 ~ 2 i 2- §. 1- .§. 9 £kI.* T.D.** Other Total 
1966 41 42 279 965 49 14 l09 45 233 " 10 5 1793 .J. 

1967 15 32 490 1018 20 13 53 32 248 2 2 1925 
% Increase/Decrease -63.4 -23.8 +75.6 +5.5 -59.2 -7.1 -51.4 -28.9 +6.4 -100 -80 -60 +7.4 

This information was obtained from the Age, Race, and Sex Report of Persons Arrested or taken into 
custody for Drunkenness and Admission Forms of Persons Admitted to the Detoxification Center. 

* Bureau of Investigation 
** Tactical Deployment Division 
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Prosecution statistics 

Charge: Drunk On The street 

For The Period Of January 1, 1966 to December 31, 1966 and January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967 

Information Applications 
Informations Issued 
Informations Refused 
% Issued 

Number Released On Summons 
pending 

No Information Application 
Bench Warrant 
Withdrawn 
Authorized 

Districts 
Amount 

479 
312 
167 

65.1 

26 
22 

1 
1 
3 
1 

3, 
% 

19.E6 
4, 9 
of city 

90 
90 
91 

81 
92 

33 
33 

100 
100 

City 

530 
346 
184 
65.3 

32 
24 

3 
3 
3 
1 

Districts 
Amount 

207 
172 

35 
83.1 

11 
10 

1 
2 
1 

3, 
% 

1967 
4, 9 
of City 

85 
83.5 
92 

100 
100 

100 
50 

100 

city 

244 
206 

38 
84.4 

11 
10 

1 
4 
1 

Information Abstracted From Police Department Computer Center's Daily Arrest Register Listing 

!l:I 
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Comparison City Court Final Disposition 
Charge - Drunk On The Street 

Periods January 1, 1966 to December 31, 1966 and January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967 

1.W Acq Gu1lty DNF NPWE 

Jan. Court 1 11 1 
Court 2 24 

Feb. Court 1 1 10 
Court 2 2 6 

Mar. Court 1 14 
Court 2 1 32 

Apr. Court 1 6 
Court 2 7 

May Court 1 1 8 3 
Court 2 22 

June Court 1 9 2 
Court 2 1 25 2 

July Court 1 10 2 
Court 2 9 

Aug. Court 1 10 
Court 2 '7 3 

Sept. Court 1 9 
Court 2 9 1 

Oct. Court 1 1 16 
Court 2 2 9 

Nov. Court 1 6 
Court 2 5 1 

Dec. Court 1 4 
Court 2 9 . 

Total 9 277 15 

Acq . Acquitted 
DNF • Defendant Not Found (Warrant) 
NPWE • No Prosecution Want of Evidenoe 
NPCA • No Prosecution Cause Abated 
NPCC . No Prosecution Cause Consolidated 
DWE • Discharged Want of Evidenoe 

I 
CO 
~ 
I 

2 

1 

2 
3 

3 

1 

12 

NPCA 

-

NPCC 

2 
3 
1 

1 
1 
2 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 

2 
3 

22 

Monthly 
DWE Total Total WiJ Acq 

9 23 Jan. Gourt 1 
27 50 Court 2 

4 16 Feb. Court 1 
8 24 C"urt 2 

12 27 Mar. Co'urt 1 
34 61 COlurt 2 

18 26 Apr. Court 1 
9 35 Court 2 

7 19 May Court 1 
23 42 Court 2 

7 19 June COUllt 1 
4 33 52 Court 2 
3 16 July Court 1 

9 25 Court 2 1 
4 14 Aug. Court ,t 

12 26 Court :I: 1 
2 13 Sept. Court 1 

10 23 Court 2 1 
19 Oct. Court 1 
14 33 Court 2 1 

3 11 Nov. Court 1 
12 23 Court 2 

1 c' _, Dec. Court 1 
10 15 Court 2 -

74 409 409 Total 

Information abstracted from Computer Listing 
Monthly Statistics, Court Dispositions by Charge 
Prepared By Abstracting Data From Court Docket 

4 

Guilty DNF 

10 3 
2 
4 2 
7 2 
6 
5 1 
2 
9 1 
2 1 

10 
14 1 
11 2 
10 
13 

8 2 
14 3 

6 2 
4 

10 2 
9 2 
5 
8 
5 
7 1 

181 25 

Monthl 
NPWE NPCA NPCC DWE Total Total 

1 2 16 
1 3 19 
1 5 2 14 

1 10 24 
1 3 10 

1 1 8 18 
1 2 5 
1 11 16 

3 
1 11 14 

2 2 19 
1 14 33 
1 2 13 

2 16 29 
1 1 3 15 

1 19 34 
3 2 2 15 

2 7 22 
1 1 14 
1 1 I·! 28 
2 1 8 

1 9 17 
1 6 

8 14 

14 1 21 22 b68 268 

Total Drunk On The Street Dispositions 
1966·409; 67.7% found guilty 
1967·268; 67.5% found guilty 

Decrease of Dispositions' 141, or 34,5% 
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Appendix H 

Yearly comparison 

commitments For Charge "Drunk On The street" 
To The st. Louis Medium Security Institution 

Calendar Years 1966 and 1967 

Month 
Number Of Persons Committed 
1966 1967 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Total 

25 
13 
28 
14 
21 
12 
22 
14 
16 
24 

8 
7 

204 

Decrease In Persons Committed 

Percentage Of Decrease In Commitments 

6 
8 
9 
9 
7 

18 
15 
16 

8 
13 

7 
9 

125 

79 

38.7% 

The information for the totals listed was obtained from the 
Medium Security Institution Records and supplied by the 
Commissioner of Adult Services, Department of Welfare. 
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Appendix ! 

Yearly Comparison 

Inmate Days For Charge "Drunk On 'l'he Street" 
At The st. Louis Medium Security Institution 

Calendar Years 1966 and 1967 

Month 

January 
February 
March 
APl'i1 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Total 

Decrease In Inmate Days 

Number Of Inmate Days 
1966 1967 

412 
297 
495 
253 
331 
224 
367 
232 
179 
291 
136 

..J:.Q!! 

3325 

95 
88 

153 
106 

95 
263 
260 
271 
126 
229 
144 

_ill 

1941 

1384 

Percentage Of Decl:'ease Inmate Days 41.6% 

The information for the totals listed was obtained from the 
Medium Security Institution Records and supplied by the 
Commissioner of Adult Services, Department of Welfare. 
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Appendix J 

Treatment Regime 

The treatment regimen which has been described in earlier 

reports consists of a number of things done for, to, and with 

the public intoxicants brought to us. It is an effort to help 

them move out of their old way of life into becoming WHOLE 

human beings by showing them that someone cares what happens 

to them. The process starts with a physical evaluation to de

termine whether the patients needs only treatment for alcoholism 

or if additional physical attention may be necessary. 

On admission, the pafient is immediately showered, examined, 

dressed in pajamas and put to bed in the intensive care unit. 

All alcohol intake is stopped at once and replaced temporarily 

with tranquilizing drugs, such as Librium (chlordiazepoxide), 

which is slowly withdrawn over several ~ays. The patient is 

given what other medications he may need, which includes large 

doses of vitamins both orally and hypodermically. He is fed 

good nourishing food and orange juice to which has been added 

extra carbohydrates for additional nutrition. Under this regimen, 

the patient is detoxified quickly and with a minimum of discomfort. 

During this time, each patient receives a complete medical 

history and physical examination; an injection of tetanus-diphtheria 

toxoid to help prevent these two diseases; he receives a V.D.R.L. 
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test for syphilis (and treatment if necessary); a P.P.D. skin 

test for tuberculosis; and, a small chest X-ray. The X-ray is 

read by experts at one of our Municipal Health centers and, if 

deemed necessary, the patient is then taken there (by a police 

officer) for a large X-ray of the chest and a special type of 

sputum test. The patient may be sent for additional care to 

our city Hospital or one of its special clinics if it is deemed 

necessary. When patients are found to have severe physical or 

psychiatric diseases, they are referred to our city. Hospital 

or a state Mental center. 

The ~ctrr~l detoxification process rarely takes more than 

twelve hours and more often about ten. The patient is ambulatory 

as soon as he leaves the intensive care unit. He is dressed 

in clean clothes (generally his own are so ragged they are dis-

carded) and participates in the other duties of the center, 

such as keeping his room and the halls clean, aiding in washing 

dishes after meals, etc. Such duties are a form of task therapy 

which aids him in a more rapid recovery, and helps him to assume 

responsibility so he will be better able to meet his own needs 

when he begins his life in the community asa participating 

citizen once again. 

In addition, the patients have group therapy twice daily. 

This may be led by one of our physicians, a social worker or 
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our Chaplain. The group therapy is essentially unstructured 

and somewhat didactic (reality therapy) and centers around the 

patient and what he can do in a positive manner to change his 

way of life to live without alcohol. The patients are taught 

more about alcohol and alcoholism with some sessions consisting 

of didactic lectures or movies about alcoholism followed by 

discussions. During the seven day stay, the patient learns 

more about the physiological, psychological and social facets 

of the disease. 

Also during thia period, limited individual counseling 

sessions may be held with 'the patient, focusing on his own 

particular problems and circumstances. Similarly, discussions 

are held with him to develop and implement aftercare plans -

housing, employment, continuing alcoholism therapy in another 

community agency, etc. 

The role of Alcoholics Anonymous in the total treatment 

approach is extremely important - both during and following the 

period of hospitalization - as is reflected in the fact that 

three AA meetings are conducted each week in the Center. 

Permeating the entire therapeutic picture is the fact that 

the staff must perform its duties as a TEAM of firm but KIND and 

understanding individuals, all of whom have the patient's best 

interest at heart. 
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Appendix K 

ANALYSIS OF AFTERCARE REFERRALS WITH REGARD TO EMPLOYMENT 

1/1/67 • 12/31/67 

4-10 (II-~%) 
L...-___ ...J 

Needed No 
Assistance 

172 (32%) 

Aid Offered 
& Accepted 

-95-

Transferred 

537 (57%) 

259 (11-8%) 

Aid Offered 
But Refused 

Needed 
Assistance 

106 (20%) 

No Aid 
Available 
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Appendix II 

ANALYSIS OF AFTERCARE REFERRALS WITD REGARD TO DOUSING 

1/1/67 - 12/31/67 

Needed No 
Assistance 

232 (IJ.6%) 

Aid Of'f'ered 
& Accepted 

-96-

Transf'erred 

S09 (SIJ.%) 

2IJ.7 (IJ.9%) 

Aid Of'f'ered 
But Refused 

Needed 
Assistance 

30 (S%) 

No Aid 
Available 
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Distribution Of Patients According 
To Place Of Arrest 

January I, 1967 to December 31, 1967 

CITY OF 

ST.LOUIS. 
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St. Louis City 
St. Louis County 

765 
34 
35 Out State Missouri=:_:------:-~~~~~~:rl ~_-=~~~=~-_:::lr.:::~=::;::~:__":~~~_-_=_::_=.;::::::_-~~_.::=::;;:=:_"""'l::--__. 
60 - Other States 

228 - No Address 

« '\ 

Distribution Of .Patients According 
To Place Of Residence 

January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967 
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CHAPTER I 

The Origins of the St. Louis 
Detoxification and Diagnostic Evaluation Center 

Any observations of social phenomena, to be meaningful, must be 

anchored to a theoretical framework. Since the focus of this study is 

not to propose or defend any theoretical position, it would be somewhat 

confining to self-impose such a limitation. The approach here is 

specific ~,d historical. The topic is a small but important aspect of 

the total social and cultural nilicu of alcoholism and criminal justice. 

The view is historical in that the events presented have occurred and 

constitute fact at this point in time. The meaning and cohesiveness of 

these events are clear. 

These events outline a transition in the police handling of chronic 

inebriates. That this transition is a social movement can be readily 

demonstrated.. It involves a conscious. deliberate effort on the part of 

certain individuals and groups to effect change in the criminal process 

systems' handling of the chroni~ police case inebriate. In an effort to 

understand the human realities of this social change, we will utilize 

some standard sociological concepts with their operational definitions. 

Operationally, social change is the adoption of any new or variant 

ideology on the institutional level which entails subsequent changes in 

institutional roles and procedures. In terms of a rationally programmed 

socio-Iegal reform, change may be noted as events or happenings which 

were stages necessary to achieve the goal. Each event or stage viewed 

individually represents a successful step in the movement toward reform. 

Each step will be viewed as an interdependent element within the process. 
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Each step will be analyzed as relevant to certain levels of social life 

where it either overcame specific barriers to change or facilitated 

success by reducing the resistance to chanRe on other levels. 

Although this analysis proceeds on many levels, the emphasis is on 

the institutional level. An institution is a fairly permanent, integrated, 

role complex. Certain institutions, because of their incorporation into 

our society's governmental structute, possess specific rigidly standard

ized roles. Legislation and public edict define these roles in the form 

of bureaucratic policies. Policies and objectives are public expressions. 

They represent the explicit philosophy of the community as to the why and 

how of a given function. The criminal justice system contains three 

basic institutions which are the most manifest societal mechanisms for 

social control: the police, the courts, and correctional institutions. 

This study is an instance of social change at the institutional leve14 

It involves the redefinition of a social problem, namely, the chronic 

inebriate from the traditional criminal imputation to an emphasis on the 

socio-medical aspects of the problem. The goal of this redefinition is 

the shifting of responsibility from the criminal justice system to the 

therapeutic professions for care, rehabilitation, and control. 

An Overview: The Macrocosm 

The problem of alcoholism has long been recognized and defined. 

1952, the World Health Organization's Expert Committee developed this 

defini tion : 

Alcoholics are those excessive drinkers whose dapendence 
upon alcohol has attained such a degree ~hat it result~ in a 
noticeable mental disturbance, or in an lnterference wlt~ 
their bodily or mental health, their interpersonal relatlons, 
their smooth social and economic functioning or those who 
show the prodrornd signs of such development. 1 
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In 1957, both the Journal of American Medical Association and the 

American Hospital Association went on record declaring alcoholism a 

disease. This clearly defines the alcoholic as a sick person in need 

of medical treatment. 

The incidence of alcoholism has been variously estimated. Recently 

the alcoholic population of the United States was estimated at around 

six million. These figures, howeve~J outline the larger issue of the 

problem drinker, as the disease concept only includes those drinkers who 

are either addicted to or at least psychologically dependent upon the 

effects of alcohol. Many individuals who would not be categorically 

"alcoholics" in the disease context are, however, problem drinkers whose 

behavior is legally sanctioned. The drt'"'ken driver, the street brawler, 

the husband-wife quarrels~ etc., are all comMon examples of alcohol-

related offenses which may constitute an enforcement problem. 

Historically, this country inherited from English law the legal 

concept of public drunkenness as a punishable criminal offense. This holds 

true for almost all legal jurisdictions. IVhere exceptions do exist, as 

in New York City, public drunkenness is prosecuted under the general 

provisions of a disorderly conduct prohibition. Hence the weight of 

tradition is one barrier to reform. Criminal processing has not only 

been accepted, but the methods have been made efficient and institutional-

ized. Many police agencies in urban areas have established "bwn squads" 

or tfskid row details" to perform more efficiently what might be termed a 

"h1.Dllan street cleaning job" by making mass arrests. 

The impact of the problem drinker on the institution of law 

enforcement was brought out by former Attorney General Nicholas de B. 

Katzenbach. In Senate testimony he stated: 
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We presently burden our entire law enforcement sys:em 
with activities Nhich quite possibly should be handled ~n 
other ways. For example, of the approximately six million 
arrests in the United States in 1964, fully one-third were 
for drunkenness. The resulting crowding in courts and 
prisons affects the efficiency of the entire criminal pro
cess. Better ways to handle drunks than tossing them in 
jail should be considered. Some foreign countries now use 
"sobering-up stations" instead of jails to handle drunks. 
Related social agencies might be used to keep them separate 
from the criminal process. 2 

On the basis of these figures we can only agree with Pittman's 

statement, "For the public intoxication offender, the enforcement is 

indeed intense. ,,3 In this s arne report Pittman demonstrates that by 

including alcohol-related offenses such as driving t'lhile intoxicated, 

disorderly conduct, vagrancy, etc. I this alcohol!,;,. related percentage of 

overall arrests nears 50 per cent. In contrast to these official figures 

stand the findings of a study by the American Bar Foundation. 4 Their 

1:eport indicates that there can be no reasonable estimate of these offenses 

inasmuch as the majority are not pursued by arrest and/or detention, let 

alone prosecution. In some jurisdictions the practice is simply to 

detain the intoxicated individual until sober. Often this is not considered 

an arrest, and as such, these occurrences would not even be included in 

official statistics. 

This seeming paradox can be resolved. On the one hand there is 

minimal enforcement because of limited enforcement resources and the recog

nized inability of the criminal process to curb recidivism or effect any 

rehabilitative gain. On the other hand, in large urban centers \'lhere a 

significant skid row population exists, enforcement is intensified to cope 

with the high incidence of problem drinkers. In response to the efficiency 

of some urban police departments' mass arrest policies, many over-crowded 

municipal courts dispense "instant justice." Surveys have indicated that 
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in dealing with minor offenses like public drunkenness and other alcohol_ 

related offenses ~ eg., beRRing, loitering, vagrancy, etc., "t:dals" often 

last an average of less than one minute. 5 Thus the criminal justice 

system's component agencies have successfully adjusted to the problems 

of the drunkenness offender by establishing efficient institutionalized 

means to handle them. 

The first systematic survey of the criminal process and the chronic 

inebriate was carried out by David J. Pittman for his doctoral disserta

tion at the University of Chicago. The results were later incorporated 

in the new classic work, Revolving Door: A Study of the Chronic Police 

Case Inebriate, by Pittman and Gordon. 6 Their findings may be summarized 

as follows: 

Constant jailing occurs when the personal resources of 
the individual are at a minimum, when other ap,encies and 
individuals have despaired of helping in the situation, or 
when, in summary, the individual has literally hit bottom. 7 

*** 
In the process, the resources of the individual suffer 

further deterioration and the development of the institu
tionalized offender occurs--one ,·/hose pattern of life be
comes a constant movement from incarceration to release and 
reinc~rceration, with increasing dependency on the institu
tion. -
Quite appropriately this process h'as dubbed by Pittman the "revolving 

door." Among the recommendations of this study t'las a plan calling for 

the creation of a treatment center, "for the reception of the chronic 

public inebriate. "9 This treatment center was visualized as a total 

approach consisting of medical and physical, psychological and social 

rehabilitation to break the dependency cycle. Here then, we have the 

foreshadowings of social change. The events of the last decade have given 

this study an almost prophetic quality. 
373-790 0 - 70 - 9 
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. The reasons behind this lapse of almost ten years from the model 

solutions' first proposal to reality constitute an example of cultural 

lag. From the standpoint of social change we will view this in terms of 

those barriers or negatively charged elements which impeded this change. 

Obviously, the most immediate prerequisite for this change is the recog-

nition of alcoholism as a disease. t'Jithout this ideological shift the 

chronic public inebriate will forever be a criminal instead of a sick 

individual involuntarily displaying the symptoms of his disease. 

On the broad cultural level we can discern some factors which 

determine a nep,ati ve attitudinal set. Becker cites t\'10 values as derived 

from our Protestant Ethic \'lhich mark excessive alcohol consumption as 

evil and sinful. IO The value of autonomy holds that an individual is 

and should be completely responsible for his actions and destiny. Any 

state of loss of control, particularly a self-imposed one, which may lead 

to dependency can have no moral justification. Secondly, the pursuit of 

pleasure for its own sake is opposed to the values of pragmatism and 

utilitarianism. 

Socially, the morality dimension of these values has been reinforced 

in at least two ways. Probably the main authoritative source of informa-

tion to the public has been Alcoholic Anonymous. In their oft heard and 

repeated messages they stress the disease concept and the availability 

of treatment. Un fort lDl at ely , they have equally stressed the view of self-

help or wanting to be helped as the key to success. This cannot help but 

reinforce the public's view, and as we shall see shortly, the medical 

profession's view of alcoholism as a deficiency in character. ll This is 

an unintentional by-product of their stated philosophy. It is seen as 

an affliction of the weak-willed individual who lacks discipline. Further, 
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the alcoholic or chronic inebriate who comes to the attention of the 

police and is criminally processed is then stigmatized as a "criminal." 

Nith the operation of these elements , the attitudinal set of society which 

views the problem drinker as a social outcast and a moral degenerate is 

lDlderstandable. 

One gauge of these commlDlity attitudes may be found in the medical 

professions. It is not unreasonable to assert that any public enlighten

ment must come from the professionals within the community. If then, we 

find in the therapeutic professions a similar attitudinal set, it would 

follow that the general public will be somewhat less informed or more 

subjective. These subjective views would most likely reflect the cultural 

and social factors discussed above rather than the relatively new disease 

concept based on obje~tive studies. One index of the medical profession's 

attitudes toward this disease can be determined by viewing their efforts 

to cope with it. 

It has long been noted that theTe is a lack of medical and social 

treatment programs and facilities for alcohOlics. In the survey by Pittman 

and Sterne of the St. Louis area , "i t was found that 41 per cent of all 

hospitals do not admit under primary diagnOSis (of alcoholism), 16 per 

cent do sometimes, and 38 per cent do so unquali fiedly. nl2 These findings 

may be generalized beyond the St. Louis Netropolitan area. In relation 

to the enforcement problem La Fave notes that: 

When adequate noncriminal facilities are lacking, the 
arrest-release process is perhaps the best available means 
of caring for the drunk •••• This is an instance in which 
the criminal justice process is used, by default to per
form what is essentially a social service.I3· , 

In the same context, Peter B. Butt said before the North American 

Association of Alcoholism Pr~rams (N.A.A.A.P.) in Octuber,' 1966, " ••• the 
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point that concerns me most, I must admit, is that up to now the health 

professions have not greeted the Easter and Driver decisions with the 

sense of challenge and responsibility that I had haped for. ,,14 This 

default on the part of the medical profession l~as dra'!latically illustrated 

in New York City in September, 1966, when all ~ublic and private hospitals 

refused to admit police officers seeking to have drunken offenders examined 

prior to incarceration. lS 

The Pittman and Sternel6 study implicated two factors as being of 

prime importance in the therapeutic professions' disre~ard of alcoholism: 

first, the attitudinal set as displayed negatively in moralistic sentiments; 

and secondly, stemming in part from the moral beliefs, the perceived 

inappropriateness or inadequacy of medical treatment. The result is that 

throughout the helping professions there are strong feelings of therapeutic 

inefficacy. This devolves to two factors: unrealistic therapeutic goals 

and the inability to accept the chronicity of this disease. Within this 

last factor we can see the operation of the above moralistic principles. 

If alcoholism is not accepted as a chronic disease, it must be seen in terms 

of an imputed deficiency within the individual. l7 

The outcome of this inertia in the therapeutic professions and the 

resultant lack of medical facilities is a dilemma for the criminal justice 

system. Although alcoholism per se has no criminal connotation, its symptoms, 

ego drunkenness, are a police concern. With virtually no public health 

facilities to treat the alcoholic, the police have no alternative except 

to enforce the laws against all drunkenness offenders, alcoholic or not. 

Maximally, such enforcement involves the prosecution and sentencing 

of offenders. Realizing the inability of this process to effect any 
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substantial change in behavior, many departments have adopted minimal 

enforcement procedures where the entire criminal process is not invoked. 

This amounts to an arrest procedure, follm'led by a dryinp out period of 

detention (normally less than 24 hours), and release when sober~ Various 

departments have designated this practice "the golden rule," "safekeeping," 

"protecti ve custody," etc., terms \-/hich serve to point up the noncriminal 

character of this detention. These procedures also emphasize the under

lying police philosophy of arrestin~ the intoxicated person for his own 

protection. VJhile such a policy may be adopted for laudable reasons, it 

creates more problems than it solves. 

Although the release when sober process may represent a relatively 

non-punitive approach, it does not provide the arrested individual with 

the often required medical services. IS Further, this is one more step 

in the direction of more deeply rootinr. special institutionalized methods 

for handling the alcoholic offender. One more point should be emphasi:ed. 

The use of such non-punitive measures may seem expeditious and just to 

those in the therapeutic and public health fields l~ho would rather not 

assume the burden of responsibilities for dealing with this problem group. 

Hence, the police are unwittingly supporting the status quo situation. 

lfuen maximum enforcement is opted for and prosecution follows arrest, 

the courts are similarly faced with a dilemma. As noted previously, 

court proceedings are less than ideal in this area. If the judperoutinely 

releases the chronic inebriate back into the community, he may well face 

the same defendant on the following day. Added to this is the knowledge 

that he risks incurring the hostility of the community and the police for 
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his leniency. Typically, the chronic inebriate is a skid-row inhabitant, 

a fact which excludes the possibilities of fines or probation. The other 

alternative of a j ail sentenc~ is recognized as not only futile for 

rehabilitation, but also \vasteful of the tax monies supporting the correc-

tional institutions. Faced \'lith these nep-ative choices, many judges adopt 

the rationalized philosophy of sentencing alcoholics to jails for health 

reasons when it is felt necessary to "prescribe" an extended drying out 

period to bolster a failing constitution. This then is the last phase in 

the "revol vine door" cycle before it begins anew. 

This overview of the marcrocQsm p,ives the nature and magnitude of the 

issue. The reform movement utilized a battery of ideas to overcome the 

barriers outlined above. They stressed the disease concept of alcoholism 

to neutralize the moralistic orientation implicated in our cultural values. 

The now popular phrase "revolving door" resonates wi th all the wast~ and 

futility of our present system. It stands as an open indictment to any 

and all public officials and administrators who have assumed a bureaucratic 

head-in-the-sand attitude. To this date though, the response of the 

medical profession and hence public health officials has been appallingly 

slow. It became apparent to the individuals and ~roups in this movement 

that the most immediate impetus to change would be found within the criminal 

justice system. The rationale behind this was to get the courts to admit 

the disease contcpt and put an end to criminally processing the alcoholic. 

Such a mandate would serve notice to law enforcement activities in this 

area. It would have the effect of a "cease and desist" order as far as 

the police are concerned. This would focus the responsibility for the 

alcoholic solely upon the therapeutic professions. 
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In 1966, in two separate cases the courts ruled that alcoholism 

was a defense to a charge of public intoxication. 

In Easter vs. District of Columbia, the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit held 
that the well-settled common law principle, that conduct 
cann?t ~e criminal unless it is voluntary, precludes the 
conVl.ctl.on of a chronic alcoholic for public intoxication_ 
In Driver vs. Hinnant, the United States Court of Appeals 
for the fourth Circuit ••• held that to convict a chronic 
alcoholic for public intoxication~ and thus to ignore the 
common law prinCiple followed in the Easter Case violates 
the prohibition avainst cruel and unusual punish~ent con
tained in the Eighth Amendment. 19 

However, these decisions affect only a small sep.Ment of the country. 

Peter B. Hutt who prepared the Easter case for the courts now has another 

brief pending before the United States Supreme Court which, if successful, 

will require the police and other public ap.encies to treat the chronic 

drunkenness offender outside of the Criminal Justice system. 

The reactions to these decisions (Easter and Driver) have been both 

disappointing and reassuring. The arrest rates in \'!ashinp;ton, D. C., 

have only dropped slirrhtly since the Easter decision, and Joe Driver 

continued to be arrested and convicted for public drunkenness in Durham, 

North Carolina. Throughout the country enlightened judges and police 

officials ""re questioning traditional arrest practices and lookinp, to the 

medical and helpin[" professions for a practical solution to the public 

safety problems which the chronic inebriate has and will continue to 

pose, 

Also spurred by tl1ese decisions, the Office of Law 

Enforcement Assistance of the United States Department of 

Justice awarded two grants in 1966, one to Washington, D. C. for 

$274,201 and the other to St. Louis for $158,781, ~o establish 

detoxification centers on a demonstration basis. 
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St, Louis T!"le Microcosm 

In the late 1950'sl St. Louis as a community, did not differ 

aupreciably from the macrocos r::., In 1955 u a fund drive by a few concerned 

individuals who wanted to estaJ.-;lish a 10::a1 council on alcoholism netted 

only $400
0
00. Tne therapeutic professions were not particularly sensi

tized to the problem of alcoh?lism. Few physicians accepted alcoholics 

as patients, and few hospitals would admit an alcoholic for detoxification. 

For the public drunkenness offender the traditional societal mechanism, 

criminal processing l prevailed. 

In 1958, David J. Pittman, then professor of sociology at Washington 

Universit)', received an additional appointment to the Department of 

Psychiatry in the Hedical School of that University.20 As a logical 

extension of hi~ previous research and interest areas, he chose the 

assignment to develop an alcoholism treatment facility. Prior to the 

~ •.. ---~--.-------
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establishment of this facility, an extensive survey of the metropolitan 

area was conducted to f.ssess the current status of alcoholism programs 

and accurately gauge the community needs. 2l These findings validated 

in the St. Louis area what numerous experts have attested to in the litera-

ture on alcoholism, the neglect of alcoholism treatment programs on the 
i!.; 

part of the therapeutic professions. Thus, Pittman and Sterne empirically 

demonstrated that during the early 1960's, St. Louis, the microcosm, 

accu~ately reflected the macrocosm. 

Late in 1959 1 after a series of events which dramatically brought 

the community to awareness l a combination of contributions and a matching 

fund grant under the Hill-Burton Hospital Construction Act made over 

$90,000 available for construct~.on of an Alcoholic In-Patient TTL,::t'cnt 

Dnd Research Ccnter.22 

Malcolm Bliss Mental Hospital '\fas the selected site for the facility. 

After an extensive planning period the United States Public Health Service 

funded the unit as a three yoar demonstration project beginning in 1961, 

(Grant MH-657). In February, 1962, the Malcolm Bliss Mental Ho!:pital' s 

Alcoholism Treatment and Pesearch Center (A.T.R.C.) was operational. The 

establishment of this unit is the fulcrum on which pivot!; all succeeding 

community alcoholism programs. 

The impact of the A.T.R.C. unit on the community has been far-reaching 

and cumulative. The innovative treatment design has revolutionized 

thinking in professional medical and psychiatric circles. The orientation 

of the permissively structured therapeutic community served to abate 

thinking of alcoholism as a purely psychiatric disorder (and hence not a 

medical entity), while the establishment of an "open door" policy for the 
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A.T.R.C. has done much to dispel the notion that an alcoholic must be 

self-motivated prior to treatment. 23 Thus, we see a major barrier of 

t fac1' 11' t1' es for the alcoholic has been overcome. inadequate treatmen 

Another outgrowth of this facility came under a grant from the 

Missouri Division of Mental Diseases to the Social Science Institute of 

Washington UQiversi ty in 1962. These funds provide for the "Alcoholism 

Education Program" for all disciplines in the medical public health and 

welfare fields. 24 This ongoing in-service training program for the 

helping professions has substantially altered the negative attitudes 

pFeviously found throughout these disciplines and another barrier was 

removed. 25 

Since Pittman's initial research in alcoholism dealt with the chronic 

police case inebriate, he eventually sought the involvement of the St. 

Louis ~1etropolitan Police Department. That department he found represented 

the one significant feature where St. Louis departed from most other urban 

centers. Reputedly one of the best municipal police agencies in this 

country, it had developed the most accurate reporting system to be found; 

yet, for the years 1957-1962, records disclosed only an average of less 

11 1'" d k s This \~as only a fraction than 3,500 arrests annua y rOr run ennes • 

of their total arrests and proportionately much lower than the arrests 

rates found in other major cities. This was unique in that the usual 

explanations did not test out; namely, that drunkenness arrests were 

d resl'dual categories. or that in fact there masked by other charges use as • 

were fewer public inebriates. 

This apparently high tolerance on the part of the police towards 

the drunkenness offender stems from several sources. First, the 

- ,--
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historical background of the city as a riverfront community may be operating 

on the cultural level in the community at large. Secondly, within the 

department~ stress is placed on quality enforcement rather than quantity. 

This is demonstrated in the President's Crime Commission Task Force Report 

on Drunkenness. 26 i..li::1Uugh tt:is r-erort notes this "tolerant" attitude and 

cites the arrest picture for St. Louis and two other cities, it only utilizes 

percentages of drun1<enn~sr; ar:..es:=:::, ~f one considers the absolute fig-

ures involved, a quit~ diffe:t'cnt interpretation is likely. For the year 

1965, St. Louis reports a total number of arrests of 44,701 1 while Washing-

ton, D. C. and At1anta~ Geo:rgia r"Jpnrt 86,464 and 92,965 arrests respectively. 

Now, by deducting all d:"'unkennes~ ~ disordedy conduct, and vagrancy ~rrests 

(or what in St. Louis is not viewed as quality enforcement), one finds St. 

Louis has a total of 36,262 "quality arrests" as compared to 20 1 334 in 

Washington and 21,751 in Atlantan Perccntap,e-wise ~ one city begins with 

93 per cent mor(' :lrrests overall,. and yet St. Louis has 78 per cent more 

"quality arrests," Atlanta starts with 107 per cent J'IloY'e arrests, and St. 

Louis still makes 67 per cent more "quality" arrests. What is demonstrated 

here is not a leniency or tolerance for law violations but rather a different 

set of professional standards as to what constitutes good enforcement~ 

At this point this researcher will occasionally interject in the first 

person. This is a convenience which is fu...,ctional due to my personal invol ve-

ment in the events which foUm..,. Regarding the a.bove discussion of informal 

policies on arrests, many a line officer will chide another who is in the 

habit of making "cheap arrests," such as on dl'1mkenness, loitering, or 

vagrancy charges. Hence, with no edict from supervisory or command per-

sonnel, officers more often than not used informal means to expeditiously 
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dispose of intoxicated persons and thereby keep "a clean beat." Informal 

proceedings included such things as placing the inebr~ate in the local 

coffee shop to b~ sobered up; cab drivers were usually willinp, to take 

better dressed individuals home even knowinp' that sometimes they would not 

be paid; and of course, there are always the ~issions and cheap hotels 

available. Unfortunately, for the skid-rowite these are not viable alter-

natives. 

For the wino or the real dOlm-and-out· individual jail remains as the 

only alternative. Even in these cases officers Vlere reluctant to make 

arrests. These cases were time~consumin~ and particularly unrewarding. 

Since 1958, it was common practice to convey intoxicated persons to the 

nearest City Hospital for a medical examination prior to jailing them, 

especially if these ,,,ere injuries or illness apparent. This meant more 

than one and one half hours processing time to the arresting officer--

knowing full well that he would again have to deal with this individual 

in the next few days. These arrests, then, were viewed as a frustrating 

waste of time. Eventually the decision to arrest devolved to the officer's 

judgement as to whether this individual could remain free and not jeopardize 

his safety or anyone else's and, at the sa~e time, allow the officer to 

maintain the appearance of "a clean beat." In su~ary then, the arrest 

rate for drunkenness offenders was quite low in St. Louis due to: 

1. emphasis on quality enforcements 
2. procedures '"lere not bureaucratized 
3. this enforcement was a general responsibility 

and not institutionalized 
4. non-punitive attitudes of officers 
5. this activity was not rewarded by being viewed 

as "good police work" 

--,-- ~----------
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Late in 1962, police executives visited the A.T.R.C. unit and, after 

a series of conferences wit.h Dr. Pittman, established a new procedure 

called the "Code 26," Pittman, acting as a consultant to the Board of 

Police Commissioners, convinced the department of the wisdom of a mandatory 

policy of medical examinations for anyone suspected of bein~ intoxicated. 

His reasoning was based not only on humanitarian values but was reinforced 

by the fact that on occasion individuals would die in their cells which, 

in tum, would result in unfavorable publicity. As a result of this policy 

change, the entire drunk on the street procedure was reviewed in an attempt 

to achieve more efficiency. The effects of this revision were immediate 

and striking. 

Under the new "Code 26" procedure, officers in prisoner conveyance 

vehicles became specialized for this function. Arresting officers no 

longer completed offense reports or accompanied subjects to the hospital 

or booking desk. Hence, the arrest procedures became efficient, the method 

\'las institutionalized, and one other ingredient was added: Now there was 

a clear-cut directive to, tlextend every effort to arrest and remove 

d bl " " ,,27 intoxicated persons from the streets, alleys an pu ~c v~ew. Although 

this procedure was only in effect from February 13, 1963, into the early 

part of September, of approximately seven months, the arrest rate doubled. 

There were 7,847 arrests for public intoxication in 1963. In September 

of 1963, the program was dropped due to a Manpower shortage; however, 

the policy of a mandatory medical examination is still in effect. As 

further proof of the effect of this "Code 26" program, the arrest picture 

for 1964 was ap,ain almost in line with years prior to 1963 in that only 

3,761 arrests were recorded for that year. If we could assume other 

1 
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factors were held constant~ this would approach the classical A-3-A research 

design. 

Two other changes occurred early in 1963. Dr. Joseph B. Kendis, H.D •• 

the Medical Director of A.T.R .. C. unit, bep-an a series of lectures on alco-

holism for recruits in the Police Academy. He stressed the disease concept 

of alcoholism and the need to treat the chronic public drunkenness offender 

as a sick individual rather than as a criminal. 

These lectures coincided with the inception of the "Code 26" procedure. 

The combined effect of the new policy and the increased education on alco-

holism produced a perceptible shift in the attitudes of officers. In the 

field, I noticed an almost overnight change in the confrontations between 

officers and public intoxicants. Officers no loneer felt constrained to 

act officiously in effecting the arrest. The typical approach was c\aracter-

ized by the officer's suggesting that the subject accompany him to the 

hospital where a doctor could examine him. Often the word "arrest" was not 

mentioned; however, both parties knew the end result of this action. 

tlJhether this new approach was the result of l~lore sympathetic attitudes or 

simply an expedient adopted to minimize aggressive behavior is irrelevant. 

The crucial point is that even the line polh ':' ",fficers emulated the 

philosophy that this behavior was more nroperly the focus of the medical 

profession rather than of the criminal process. 

During the years 1962 through 1965, the team of PittMan, Kendis, and 

Root worked feverishly to mobilize the community to action. The details 

of their activities are comprehensively documented elset ... here. 28 The 

outcome of their efforts were: 

j J 
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1. The commitment of the political power structu re ,. both sta.te and 

local - to deal with the problem of alcoholisn~ 

2. A concerned and favorable press whlch routinely assisted in 

publicizing conmunity needs and professional efforts? 

3. More positive attitudes towards the treatment of the alcoholic 

through the Alcoholism Education Program \'lhich has been particularly effective 

in reaching nurses and social Horkers. 

4. The establishment of close working relationships between an 

alcoholism treatment center (A.T.R.C.) and other relatep community service 

agencies. Even to this date, there Aas been no significant commitment on 

the part of local physicians to treat the alcoholic. 

In 1965, Pittman, Kendis, and Root developed a model comprehensive 

alcoholism treatment plan, It involved full-scale usap,e of all community 

resources and the construc~ion of several new facilities. One phase of 

their so-called "St. Louis Plan" included a detoxifi.eation center. The 

"St~ Louis Plan" was a blueprint specifyinp, total implementation of the 

recommendations which Pittman devised durine his earli~r study of the 

"revolving door" process.~9 From this ideal plan the detoxification 

center phase was abstracted. 

In December l 1965, Dr. PittMan approached Col. Edward L. Dowd, the 

President of the St. Louis Board of Police Commissioners, with the idea 

of securing funds under the Law EnforceMent Assistance Act for a detoxi-

fication center. Captain Frank Hateker, the Director of the Police 
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Department's Planning and Research Division, proposed the same idea to 

Col. Dowd the same day after readinp Mr. Katzenbach' s statements before an 

Ad Hoc Senate Sub-Committee. (See statement on page 4.) The 

Board directed the Planning and Research Division to conduct a feasibility 

study on the need for such a unit and the possible sources of funding. 

Working in conjunction with the Social Science Institute and the Governmental 

Research Institute, a grant application was prepared and was funded by the 

Office, of Law Enforcement Assistance on October I, 1966. 
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Personal communication from Hrs. Rosemary r·~asters ~ Proj ect Coordinator 
of the Manhattan Bowery Project under the Vera Institute of Justice, 
New York City. 

Pittman and Sterne, OPe cit., pp. 29-30. 

For a complete discussion of this point see John R. Seely, "Alcoholism 
is a Disease: Implications for Social Policy," in David J. Pittman 
and Charles R. Snyder (eds.), Society, Culture, and Drinking Patterns, 
New York: John Wiley Clnd Sons, Inc., 1962, pp. 586-593. 

One notable exception to this is St. Louis. See Sid Ross, "Should We 
Jail Alcoholics," in Parade Magazine of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 
February 14, 1965, where he reported that at that time St. Louis was 
the only city out of a nation-t'lide survey with a policy of F.ledical 
examinations required for intoxicated offenders. 

Peter 13. Hutt, OPe cit., from his address to the N.A.A.A.P. -- -

This and many of the events which followed this appointment have been 
documented by David J. Pittman, "The Open Door: Sociology in an 
Alcoholism Treatment Facility," in A. B. Shostak (ed.), Sociology in 
Action: Case Studies in Social Problems and Directed Socia.l Change, 
Homewood, Illinois: Dorsey Press, 1966, pp. 148-157. 
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Pittman and Sterne, OPt cit. 

The specifics of these events are beyond the scope of this discussion 
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cit., pp. 149-151. 

The implications of this concept are fully detailed in Huriel t'l. Sterne 
and David J. Pittman, "The Concept of ~1oti vat ion : A Source of 
Institutional and Professional Blockape in the Treatment of Alcoholics/' 
Quart. J. Stud. Alc., 26: HI-57, 1965. 

As one more indication of the A. T. R. C. unit I s impact not only on the 
local scene but also on the state, Ronald Catam;aro, H.D. became the 
first director of the l'lissour1 State AlcoholisPl Proprarn in late 1.966. 
Dr. Catanzaro was one of the first psychiatric residents to work at the 
Bliss Alcoholism facility. 

See David J. Pittman, Alcoholism Treatment and Referral Demonstration 
Project - Final Report, final report under N.I.l"I.H. p.-rant No. ~1.H,,657, 
December, 1967, pp. 320-342. This section outlines numerous aspects of 
the impact of the A. T. R.'C. 
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CHAPTER II 

Method of Study 

The major sponsor of this demonstration proj ect is the Office of Lat .... 

Enforcement Assistance under Grant No. 93. In terms of both the grant 

stipulations and the continued impact of the socio-lep,al reform movement in 

this area, a comprehensive evaluation of the Center wa,s carried out. The 

evaluation can be dichotomized into the follm'linp.- catepories., The macro-

social category deals with the impact of the Center's operation on those 

agencies and institutions traditionally endowed with the responsibility for 

coping with this social problem. This section of the evaluation consists of 

a simple cost accounting procedure to weigh the costs of the treatmeQt pro-

gram against the continuance of the old system. Tangible gains are in the 

form of admistrative efficiency, reduced clerical operations, man hours 

saved, and the reduction of supplies and other resources needed to support 

the criminal processing of these individuals. These savings on the part of 

the affected agencies and institutions» rather than repres'entinr. budp.:et ary 

excesses, are in fact Merely "paper economies" which show what proportion 

of their present resources may be reallocated to other pressing problems 

in our society. 

The clinical aspects of the evaluation are even more crucial to a 

successful demonstration. Not only must this kind of treatment pro~'ram be 

shown to be economically feasible but, in addition, the individuals treated 

must aCClue Some positive therapeutic effects. If the treatment prop,ram is 

unsuccessful or, more likely, if the Center's success is not demonstrated 

adequately, then the criticism will surely be levelled that the "revolving 

door" has simply been displaced from the criminal justice system to a 
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medical facility. However, even in this case, there is the possibility 

of gains from medical experience not now possible. 

Every research design entails numerous decisions on the part of the 

investigator. Research Ii terature, when presented on a "How - to" basis, 

reflects the optimum approach to a problem. Too often investigators become 

discouraged, or even worse, in the face of practical limitations, fail to 

recognize the full impact of these limitations. This may well cause mis

representations in the data or in the presentation of their findings. 

This study is not unusual in that the ordinary considerations of time 

and money were crucial. Under the terms of the grant the evaluation had to 

be completed within one year ~f the award date. In order to assure a minimum 

of two hundred cases the maximum allowable time for follow-up was limited to 

th ree months. 

This mean~ that of those selected for evaluation, a waiting period of 

90 days from their first discharge date would have to elapse before an attempt 

could be made to locate and intervie\'l them. In lonp,itudinal studies of this 

type it has been demonstrated that one year is an optimum compromise period 

for evaluation in terms of assessing long range treatment effects while 

maintaining some capacity for locating the subjects. l In this stu~y, however, 

the practical limitations take precedence. The purpose of this study is not 

to demonstrate a theoretical construct or even to assess an ideal alcoholism 

treatment program. It is rather a test of the feasibility. Katzenbach's 

statement that: 

better ways to handle drunkstha? tossing ~hem in jail 
should be considered. Some fore1gfl countr1es now use 
'sobering-up stations' instead of j ails to handle drunks. 
Related social agencies might be used to keep them 
separate from the criminal process.2 
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The target group or population under study is mainly composed of 

individuals who habituate the skid row areas of the city. "Homeless men~" 

"chronic police case inebriates~~" "transient population" etc., are all terms 

which characterize the uatients. They are individuals who have been techni-

cally "arrested" for public intoxication and conveyed to St. r,lary's Infirmary 

at 1536 Papin Street for detoxification. The treatment regime is an intensive 

seven day prop-ram of medical, psycholo!';ical, and social rehabilitation ~. 

voluntary basis. It was decided that the entire population would be analyzed 

in the following way: First a demographic profile would be presented on all 

individuals admitted to the Center. The ~eneral characteristics of this 

patient population l'lOuld be then comnared "Jith the sample selected for 

follow-.up evaluation. This selected group was established by using only twp 
lit'.:r'r! .... - to. 

criteria: 

1.) The individual must have elected to and have stayed for 

the full treatment period (normally seven days). 

2.) The subject must have resided in or near the greater St. Louis 

~!etropolitan area for approximately three months prior to 

admission. 

These criteria have eliminated less than 30 per cent of the patients 

thus far admitted. They insure that the subjects have had the opportunity to 

recei ve the:! full benefits of the treatment pro[':ram, that some personal dat~ 

are available other than their own report, that these individuals are indeed 

diagnosed as beth acute and chronic alcoholics, and lastly, that they will 

in some realistic way be locatable,. If the comparison between those studies 

and those excluded yield differences in some discernable characteristics, then 

it prescribes narrower parameters to any generalizations about the total 

treatment group. 
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After selectinr the study p'roU')~ consideration was ~iv.fin tQ the 

inS1;l'lDJ1ent~. scales Or measures, and what could be tenned "success criteria. 

The simple "before and after" desiP-Tl was deemed most app:topriate in t;hat 

each individual would set his own standard ~n assessing any change. This 

retrospective-prospective model avoids to a great exten~ the neeessity for 

establishing success standards. This rationale rests on two assumptions. 

First, that alcoholisM is a proeressively debilj.tatinp: disease. Degeneration 

in the individual is markedly unifo~fi and affects all areas of the alcoholic's 

life (this is particularly true for the chronic police ,~ase inebriate). 3,4,5 

Further, without some therapeutic intervention into the diieaie process the 

prognosis is unfavorable. Success then, in this study, rests on the ability 

of the measures t.o demonstJ!ate either the arrest of the disease pregression 

or improvemQnt where found. Since the scales are presented in full it will 

be up to the reader in the last analysis to judp,e. 

Most researchers in the field of alcoholism agree that the intervie\~ is 

by far the most powerful investigative toot 7 a8 OuestionnairQ5 and other 

more objective techniques which yield ~o-called "hard datan ha.ve proven 

not too significant in predicting treatment outcome. On the other hand, 

"soft data" information, e.g--, life style, s9cial milieu, etc., have been 

valuable prognostic aids. Guze9 has shown that the use of the personal 

interview greatly increases the content validity over other sec8ftdary 

sources of information. 

It was decided that an unstructured interview was p-referable to a 

more rigid instrument. Althoup;h the study ereup in the main consists of 

lower or working class individuals, many would be interviewed from the 

middle class and a few from the upper clas~s. Even were this not true, 
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among those in the lower class the range of verbal ability and mental Clarity 

would present insurmotmtable difficulties to a structured interv" J.ew. Twelve 

per cent of this population were diagnosed as displaying the "chronic brain 

syndrome" in varying degrees. This alone l\Iould have confounded the responses 

so that a large blo. ck of data would h ave been tentative at best. The 

phenomena of "talking past" each other unfortunately cannot be adjusted 

for by corrections in the data once "t h b J. as een collected; it must be 

prevented whenever possible. As 1 f an examp e 0 an intervietv with a respondent 

with a diagnosis of "chronic b" d ram syn rome" the following interview excerpt 

is a quoted: 

Int: 

Subject: 

Int: 

Subject: 

Int: 

Subject: 

Int: 

Subject: 

"Hi Herb J how are you feeling today?" 

"Don't I know you?" 

"Sure, we're from the Detox. Center." 

"God! • • • oil God!, • • • good God!, • • • we 11, I been 

prayin and •• 

"ll.Je thought we would come by h d lere an see you today. How 

are you gettinp,- along Herb?" 

"I remember you! You're from the Detox. Center." 

"How long have you been living here Herb?" 

"Oh, ••• good God! ••• is it good to see you again." 

This was an extreme case, but wJ." th many f th " o ese J.ndividuals the best 

setting in which to elicit informatJ."on J."s 1 a ro e reversal situation where 

they [the inebriates] interview you until they have told you what you want 

to know. This type of non-directive approach is only possible where a 

strong rapport exists. 
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'fhe interview schedule was standardized in terms of c1 asses' of informa-

tion sought. This has the quality of addressinp, it to the interviewer who 

must rely on his skills to satisfy the criteria indicated. lO 

~1uch of the information sought is usually "sAnsitive" material as it 

calls for an in-depth look at an individual's life. Clinical expedence 

has shown this to be a negligible problem when dealing with alcoholics. 

Uninhibited response i~ further insured by the interviewer's displaying 

some personal interest. Thi!' is best acc")mpli~hed in the conversational 

manner of the unstructured interview. For these reasons the standardized 

unstructured interview becomes the logical tool. 

As previously indicated, those individuals selected for follow-up 

interviews were assigned ratings for before and after the treatment period. 

Originally the variables selected for measurement were: the drinking pat-

tern, residential accomodations, employment, income, arrests, re-admissions, 

general health, and social integration. A sur-vey of the existent literature 

on alcoholism follow-up studies led to the conclusion that there were no 

scales which could be :tdapted for use in this study. First, there have been 

few published studies in this area, and the majority of these do not report 

the specific scales u~ed to measure chanp,e. Some \'lere uni-dimensional, i.e., 

concerned with changes only in drinking or familial circumstances or some 

other single aspect. In addition, the studies were conducted by researchers 

from various disciplines, none of which dealt with either a comparable popula

tion or treatment program. Further, many of these studies used gross indices 

such as J "drinking" or "not drinking, II "working" or "unemploye~' etc. These 

measures are laden with value judgmental implications which are unrealistic 

for use l\'ith the population at hand. 
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In designing the scales which follow, the primary consideration was to 

set realistic goals for the treatment group in terms of their own socio

economic levels. It was felt that the imposition of any eXl:ernally derived 

standards upon this group would constitute a bias. After approximately 

175 8.dmissions to the Canter. all l.·ntake d t . • r a was compl.led, and each case 

was reviewed for the purpose of locatinr, relatively stable groupings in the 

variables. This search for variable clusters was an attempt to extrapolate 

"ideal types" out of the available data., h . T e success of this technique led 

to a dilemma. It was found that these variables did present relatively 

stable groupings. For example, the more intense the drinking pattern in 

- - - -- --- .......---~--~ - ~---~ -

frequency and duration, tht~ lower the individual would fall in the other 

socio-economic categories. There is, however, not complete correlation 

between the scales; therefore some degree of independence exists among them. 

The last point can be illustrated. Too high a correlation between 

drinking, employment, residential accomodations, etc., might be indicative 

of a specific etiology in alcoholism. Experience has shown that whereas 

these variables do in fact co-vary, their sequential and interactional 

properties are purely individualistic. l'.lith one individual J loss of 

employment or a family break-up may be the direct result of his alcoholic 

acti vi ty, while for anol:her these circumstallcec: \"ould be b ~ , ascri (~d a precipi-

tating role in the onsee of his alcoholl·sm. 0 h' ne researc er, l.n taking note 

of this, has said that there does not appear to be a single alcoholism but 

rather many alcoholisms. l1 

Since there would seem to be some cohesion between these variables , 

it made scale construction difficult in that specific data would have to be 

indigenous to each scale. '·Il.· tho t thO th . \\ u l.S ere l.S no assurance of independence. 
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The dilemma was simply that the social integration scale was impossible to 

define without alluding to housing, employment, etc. It was finally decided 

to drop this variable i.ri t}le knowledge that the combir.ation of the other 

measures would yield an overall index of one I s social integration. 

The construction of the scale~ ha!:. bedn 'cho most chulhmging aspect of 

this study. The decision \'laS :nadr; -j;o :.ocus on the qualitative chan(tes after 

treatment. The ic1eal typ:;logies u::awn ~Lom the initict! dRta \'1ere particularly 

suitable for this pU:Lpos.:;. It \'las feasible to set up categories within some 

of these scales so that a continuum appeared which impar1:s the properties of 

ordinal ranking between classifications. This is a logical outgrowth of two 

factors cited earlier. First, in the p:Logressive stages of alcoholism there 
(! 

is a pronounced downward movement in the individual's socio-economic ranking. 

Secondly, the clustering of certain variables (which are actually indices of 

socio-economic standing) is uniform enough to allow the generalizations implicit 

in the classifications. Drinking patterns, residential accomodations, and 

employment are the three variables which are dealt with on this basis. Arrests, 

re-admissions, and income ca~ quite readily be manipulated in numeTical form 

thereby eliminating the need for categorization and scaling. Before going 

into the scales actua:ily constructed, a brief discussion of the statistics 

to be analyzed \'1ill follow .. 

In the income rating; :ill estimate of the individuals' ','1eekly or monthly 

income is gathered at 'the time of his ad:nission. l'lhen the follow-up interview 

is conducted, EL second estimate of income since discharge (following the first 

admission) from the Center is obtained. The time span from the discharge date ((". 
\I,~ 

is computed, :and this sa.l1e time span wIll then be applied for the period 

• I 

\1 

I 
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prior to admission. The resultant figures are to be placed in ratio as 

Ulustrated. 

Estimate of income for 120 days since discharge $60.00 

Estimate of income" for 120 days prior to admission $50.00 

• 
This ratio equals 1.20 which repr'esents the score achieved by this 

individual. Scores in excess of 1.00 denote improvement. Unity represents 

no change and' a score of less than 1.00 indicates detEnl"ioration. the arrest 

s(.~ale will be scored in the same manner. Here however, the term "arrest" is 

actually a misnomer. The intake score is simply the raw n~~ber of arrests 

an individual has during the three months prior to his first admission. The 

first admission is not scored in either direction. The after measure is the 

combined total of arrests and re-admissions to the Center so that in effect 

this scale represents the frequency of police contacts rather than simply 

arrests. Again a score of less than one indicates deterioration or heightened 

police contacts, while a score over 1.00 shows fewer instances of police 

intervention since treatment. For example, 

Number of arrests for three months prior to admission 6 

iota! number arrests and re-admissions since discharge 3 

One measure which proved to be unscaleable was the variable of general 

health. None of the evaluation team can claim competency in medicine. 

Nevertheless, it was thought that in the area of health the patient population 

would show the most immediate and marked effects of the treatment program. 

For this reason some assessment should be attempted even if limited to gross 

factors which yield catego?ical interpretations. Almost exclusively we have 

to rely on the subject's report on his conditions at the time of the follow-up 
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interview. Three categories - improved, same, and declined - are the possible 

ratings. In order to achieve a rating of improved the individual must dis-

play a significant change. Such things as the cessation of complicating 

symptomatology (D. T.'s, blackouts, etc.), significant weight p,ains, decrease 

in polyneuritic pains, increased appetite, etc., are all common items reported 

by these subjects which would indicate improvement in their overall general 

health. 

The drinking patteITI scale is the central issue in terms of the treatment 

program. An individual's succeSs in arty of the other measures is quite 

dependent upon how well he manages to control his alcoholic consumption. 

'~ith this in mind then, the reader will see in the following scales that 

although the variables interact heavily they are nevertheless independent 

indices. 

DRINKING PATTERNS 

The drinking history of these subjects is indicative of the level or 

stages at which they currently find themseivti,ii in this debilit$ting disease. 

This measure, like the other . .,;, is one part of the fabric which constitutes 

the alcoholic's way of life. The type of beverage consumed is not sociolo-

gically, or even in a more narrow clinical sense, significant. The prime deter-

min ant of the type of alcoholic beveraee consumed would seem to be more 

economic necessity than any other reason. More often than not these subjects 

report that their consumption is normally wine or some other cheap beverage 

of low alcoholic content. As the individual's monetary resources increase. 

the type of drink becomes more sophisticated, usually beer, whiskey, and 

even up to the "prestigious" scotch. 

.. ---- "~--------~---r---------------
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There would seem to be one other determinant operating in the context 

of drinking behavio:r. A "bottle gang," for example, even if the money were 

available, would n~rmally prefer a cheap grade of wine for the simple 

reason that it· is something which "lasts longer" as the bottle is passed 

around and continues the spirit of comradeship within the group. When an 

alcoholic is confronted with the situation of sharing a pint of whiskey, 

his expansiveness tends to decline because of the limited quantity available • 

This scale will primarily measure the frequency and duration of the 

drinking bouts regardless of the absolute amounts of alcohol consumed. 

Drinking Scale: Types 

Category I: 

Category II: 

Prolonged pattern--The prolonged drinking Fattern dominates 

this category. Individuals rated would have to be drinking 

steadily (almost daily) for more than two months prior to 

this rating. The quantity of alcohol consumed should e~Geed 

approximately two-fifths of wine or one-fifth of ~hiskey per 

day. 

Prolonged pattern--The drinking here is characterized by the 

- ,- - - - - ~- -~ - -~ '.~---~~--.--------- ---------------------~--------~~-

same pattern as above; however, daily consUI!lption is considera-

bly less. Intake must exceed approximately one-fifth of wine 

or one pint of whiskey per day. 

Periodic pattern--Periodic drinkers may also be in this 

category if the last drinking spree lasted for more than one 

month and less than t\'iO months. It \'ias felt that if a spree 

( lasts longer than two Months, it probably is degenerating 

into a prolonged pattern. The differentiation between the 

periodic and the prolonged pattern is in terms of the sobriety 
I 

II 
!\ 
I~ 
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between drinking sprees. The periodic drinker has approximately 

equal periods of sobriety and drinking. An example of this 

would be a periodic drinker who will remain dry for periods 

of approximately one to two months which are then culminated by 

a binge of approximately the same length of time. The amount 

of alcohol consumed would not have to exceed that. stated in 

Category I. The criterion is simply that the individual, once 

started, drinks until he is intoxicated. 

Category III: Prolonged pattern--Again we find almost daily drinking occur

ring; however, the amount of alcohol is substantially less than 

in Categories I and II. Subj ects wi 11 usually report drinking 

to "keep a glow on" or simply to maintain emotional stability. 

Consumption may consist of a pint of whiskey, several six-packs 

of beer, or the alcohol equivalent in wine. 

Periodic pattern--This rating is characterized by the indivi

dual'~ ability to control his drinkinp, to the extent that the 

per~~ds of sobriety are of more frequency and duration than his 

periods of insobriety. For the periodic drinker the quantity of 

alcohol consumed on a daily basis must be 1n excess of one-

fifth of wine or one pint of whiskey per day. 

'!leekend pattern--This pattern would have to be of long standing, 

i.e_, for at least the previolls six months where the individual 

goes on a drinking spree at least three weekends a month. The 

amount of alcohol in this category is unspecified, except for 

the criterion that the individual must drink until drunk. 

'I 
! 
1 

I 
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Periodic pattern--In this category we find those individuals 

whose periods of sobriety as compared to the periods of in-

sobriety are at a ratio of about two to one. In other words, 

over the course of a calendar year the individual would have 

approximateiy eight months of sobriety interspersed by approxi-

mately four months of insobriety. 

Weekend pattern--The weekend drinker in this category would 

have an established drinking pattern of more than two sprees 

pel' month, . and this pattern must have been displayed for more 

than fO'Jr months prior to the rating. For this category and 

the succeeding ones ho amounts of alcohol consumed will be 

specified. 

Periodic pattern--The pattern displayed here is one of exten-

sive periods of sobriety marked by short relapses. Normally 

this individual must show a pattern of sober periods of four 

or more months terminated by a drinking s~ree of less than one 

month's duration. That is, the individual can function and 

remain dry for significant time periods until such time as a 

crisis is encountered in the individual's employment situa-

tion, living arrangements p or familial circumstances. This 

then would precipitate an ordinarilY intense drinking spree 

of short duration. 

Weekend pattern--This individual is categorized by weekend 

binges no more than twice a month. This lIIould amount to drink-

ing approximately every other weekend. The pattern must be 

consistent and in evidence for more than three months prior to 

the l'ating. 
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I~eekend pattern--The weekend pattern displayed here is one 

of occasional or infrequent bouts. It is sporadic in that 

it cannot occur on an average of more than once a month. 

This pattern must have been consistently displayed for 

approximately three months prior to the rating. 

Normally in this type of pattern the individual 

NOTE: 

is still 

able to maintain steady employment and perhaps even func

tion adequately within his family and home setting. Often 

this individual begins to see himself as marginal in that 

he may realize that he ,may at any time "go off the deep 

end. " 

Category VII: This category is reserved for individuals who have been 

diagnosed as alcoholics but whose periods of sobriety may 

give the impression that their drinking habits are more or 

less normal. The intake rating would be dependent upon 

the individual's being dry for a period of over six months 

prior to the admission. The admission, of course, repre

sents the termination of the spree which ended the six 

months sobriety. The after-treatment rating would be 

dependent upon complete abstinance since the first dis

charge date a In terms of this follow-up evaluation, this 

would mean that the individual has been dry since leaving 

treatment, a period in excess of three months. 

The above scale approaches a continuum in as much as we have attempted 

to rank the categories in terns of the pattern displa)red. A prolonged drinking 

- -~ .. ~--~---.-------
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pattern would place the individual in one of the three lower-score categories. 

A periodic pattern, dependent upon the cycle manifested, would place the 

individual in a category ranging fro~ II up to, and including V. This week~ 

end drinking pattern, again dependent upon the frequency and duration of the 

bouts, would place the individual in a category approaching the upper ranges. 

The amount of alcohol consumed becomes less important as one progresses from 

the lower scales to the higher end. l1e assume that these individuals are at 

that stage in the disease progression that drinking is compulsive. The 

frequency and duration of their drinking bouts in ratio to their periods of 

sobriety then represent their ability or inability to cope with their de.pen-

dency on alcohol. 

Host evaluation studies of this type have shown that the area of drinking, 

irrespective of the criteria used, appears to be a most resistant area of 

the individual's life as far as pcs!tive change"due to a treatment program 

is concerned. This is a function both of the unr~ulistic criteria which some 

researchers have devised as well as of the previously mentioned attempt to 

use the type of beverage as being a significant area. Clearly the question 

is not sobriety or insobriety as much as hel ... well does the individual cope 

with his problem. Upon these premises, then, rests the argument' for the 

validity of the above scales. 

RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATIONS 

The high mobility of this problem group has been characterized in a 

number of ways by the experts in the field of alcoholism. "Geographical 

escape," and/or the "geographical cure" represent terms which are applicable 

to behavior of the alcoholic. This would seem to be consistent with the other 

personality variables and social characteristics of the indigent alcoholic, 

7 
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all of which point up to his inability to assume responsibility and/or func- transient hotel, or mission. The frequency of sheltered 

tion in a stable capacity. The homeless man stereotype well described in accommodations would be between four and six nights a 

the literature illustrates the migratory patterns and social isolation of \'leek. lIe would not have the same bed every night. 

this group. 4. At this mid-point in the scales we would find the indi-

The items on the scale deal with two co-related variables: first, the vidual who is a regular inhabitant of the missions, 

type of shelter or lodging to which the individual typically has access, , I shelters, and transient lodgings in or surrounding the 
! 

and, second, the frequency with which he finds shelter. ! skid row area. Only rarely does this individual find 

-"! 

! 
i 

Residential Scale: Types himself sleeping in the streets and alleys of the city 

1. At the lowest end of the scale l'le find the individual (less than once a week). He may have the same bed but 

I who has no horne. His usual habitat is that of the usually is in a dormitory setting with no room of his 

streets and public places. Almost exclusively he may own. 

(r I 
{f 

\' 

I be found sleeping in the streets, alleys, doorways, 5. Lodgings in this category would consist of a structured 

I 
~ 

and public places of the city such as bus depots, train environment such as a half-way house, accommodations l'lith 
I 
~ 
~ 

! 
stations 9 etc. A typical week would find this indivi- friends or relatives, or some form of semi-permanent 

dual having shelter, i.e., a bed to sleep in and a roof I 
/I 

! 

address. In this category we find the individual who 

over his head, less than twice a \veek. has access to shelter normally when he is sober. In 

2. This individual has no stable residence. Again, he many instances, he has agreed to the fact that when he . ' 
mainly sleeps in the streets, alleys, and public is drinking, these accommodations are not available to 

places. Normally, he finds shelter between two and I . him. The individual must have resided at this address 

four nights a week. The characteristic shelter is for at least one month prior to the follow-up interview. 

the flop house, cheap transient hotel, or, if the need 6. At this point the beginnings of an established residence 

for other services arises, he may upon occasion go to are present. The subject must have been at this address 

one of the missions in the skid row area. for more than two months prior to the follow-up interview. 

3. In this category we find the individual who more often The accommodations here would take the form of a more 
I \ 

than not has access to some form of housing. Normally homelike atmosphere, either with friends or relatives, 

this is in the skid row area and it may be a flop house, 
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where the individual has the same bed every night and, 

at the least, a semi-private room (may share room with 

one other occupant). In order to achieve this rating 

the individual must be able to retain residence regard

less of his sobriety or insobriety. 

7. In this category we find those individuals whose life 

has not deteriorated to a great extent due to the onset 

of alcoholism. They still may have and reside in their 

reSidence, meaning a private room with board in.a~room

ing house or a hotel where meals are provided as part 

of the established arrangements. The individual must 

have resided at this address for three or more months 

prior to the follow-Up interview. 

TheM categori.cs ~ faUly ~cUrate ftpresentations of existent varia

tions for this groupe Two inconspicuous or non-ftac:tive qUestions were 

addressed to the subjects in an effort to clarifY their standing in ~gard 

to these categories. First, it was decided that for the individual to get a 

score of five or higher, meals or some food arrangements must be present within 

the residential setting. This then insures !that as \~e move up the scale, we 

are getting into a more homelike environment. The second non-reactive ques

tion is Simply a matter of assessing the amoWlt of personal property which the 

indi vidual has acc1.DIIulated. The more mobile are no.mally characterized by 

their ability to transport their personal possessions in their pockets. 

Often these possessions consist of such items as a bar of soap. several razor 

blades, a safety razor, a pocket knife, a can opener, tooth brush, comb, and 

possibly a few other idiosyncratic items. In order to obtain a score of four 
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or higher, the individual must have some accumUlation of goods which would 

require several suitcases and/or boxes for him to move. 

The most important vaxiaole' is, of course, the numerical frequency with 

which the individual either does or does not find shelter on a weekly basis. 

Most subj ects upon entering the Center fall into the lower three scale 

categories. Their ability to move into the hieher scale categories after 

treatment reflects not just simply an extension of mobility patterns but in 

a real sense qualitative changes in their life patterns. 

EMPLOYMENT 

As the disease of alcoholism progresses with these individuals, the 

stability of their life pattern deteriorates proportionally. With the on

set of the disease, many of these individuals are still capable for varying 

lengths of time to maintain their present skills, if any, and to continue 

at a steady job~ As the individual moves progressively lower on the social 

scale into the skid rOll environment, many other factors such as general 

health, chronic brain syndrome, unreliability, etc., enter to negate the 

possibility of steady employment. The employment scale then takes into 

consideration two major factors: both the type of and frequency of 

employment, with the emphasis one the frequency of days worked. 

Employment Scale: Types 

Category I: At the lowest end of the employment scale we have those 

individuals who, due to the onset of old age, diseases, 

and other physical and mental handicaps, are just simply 

unemployable. For these people, there is little or no 

chance for employment in any productive capacity. 
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In this category we have the individual who works as a 

day labore~ either contracting out of a labor pool 

employment service or who may take occasional odd jobs 

when confronted with the opportunity by f~iends or rela

tives. These are for the most part individuals with no 

skills or trade \,lho have not held a steady job in the 

last year and \'1ho have averaged no IIlore than one day of 

''1ork per week in the previous three JTIOnths. 

The \B1skilled laborer who lact.s steady employment within 

the three month :period prior to rating \'lould fall into 

this category. The individual may have a place of 

employment where he can report when he !",ants to work, or 

he may hire out as a day laborer. This individual may 

work up to- m ,8,»ezo.ag.8- or ~ree days a week .. 

Tl~ mid~point in this category would be represented by 

the~nskilled 2mployee who has worked at a job within 

three months prior to the rating, He \fill average four 

or more days worked per week. 

In this category we have the low~ skilled worker whose 

work history is one of periodiC cycles alternating 

between steady employment, usually threE. weel(s or more p 

followed by shorter periods of unemployment which last 

fol' about one week before he again finds employment. 

The usual worker in this category is !iemi~skilled and 

possesses some skill in demand within the labor market. 

,~ . ,., 
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He has steady employment and has been working for more 

than three months on the same job prior to being rated. 

This category is represerlted by the skilled worker who 

- -~- ....... --- - -- --- . 

has been employed for six months or more ~rio~ to his 

admission. To achieve this r'!lting in the follow-up 

evaluation, the individual would have to have been employed 

steadily at the same job or in the same trade that he had 

prior to admission. Upon being discharged ~e must have 

resumed his job or trade and worked steadily until the 

follow-up rating. 

These scales provide the basis for the ratings which assess change in 

the individual's life patterns. The assumption, of cours~. is that any 

significant change in the direction of improvement is due to the treatment 

program directly. However, this asswnption cannot be justified until after 

the evaluation results have been analyzede 

The intake or "befoX'8 treatment" rating was based on infomation £1'OIR 

the Social History Form gathered by the Center's social workers, the admission 

forms, and police criminal records. The "after treatment" rating is, of course, 

taken from data obtained during the follow-up interview. In those instances 

where the interviewer finds gaps or deficiencies in the intake data, this also 

was obtained at the time of the follow~up. Since these ratings yield nume~ical 

indexes of an ordinal nature statistical manipulations are minimal. 

These scales were tested for validity and reliability using the Pearson 

Product Moment Correlation. Fifteen cases were selected at random and assigned 

to one of the interviewers fC'tr rating. He was unfamiliar with the scales, 
:' 

having worked only from the interview schedule. After he rated all fifteen 
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cases on the three scales, his before and after scores were compared to 

those this researcher had arrived at previously. Below are the results: 

Before After 

Residence = .96 = .87 

Employment = .94 = .97 

Drinking = .90 = .85 

These correlations demonstrate a high degree of reliability. 

Validity was checked in two ways. First, the initial one hWldred 

cases were evaluated in JUly, 1967, with the remaining sixty cases not 

being rated Wltil January, 1968. The trends of improvement and the pro-

portions of subjects who showed no change or decline remained stable. 

Hence, the scales were validated over a time dimension. 

Validity was also checked via correlations to show independence. 

Unless the scales are independent measures, it could be claimed that we 

measured the same variable three times over (i.e., first on one scale 

and then on the other two). However, one of our previous assumptions 

was that the individual's progressive deterioration would affect other 

areas of his life style in a fairly predictable or uniform manner. By 

using the same fifteen cases tested for reliability it would seem 

reasonable to expect significantly lower correlations and at the same 

time, a strong trend of relatedness. Below are some of these correlations: 

* 

Before Ratings 

Residential vs. Employment 
Residential vs. Drinking 

*Employment vs. Drinking 

= , .64 
= .66 
= .87 

Intuitively, one would expect this relationship to be the stronp,est. 

(i 
\' 
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u~" Ratings 

Residential vs. Drinking 
f'Employment vs. Drinking 

= .57 
= .82 

A discussion of the applicability of the results to the entire treat

ment population is presented in the following chapter. This is based upon 

the scales which have been presented in detail in this chapter. 

-
* Intuitively, one would expect this relationship to be the strongest. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE EVALUATION 

In keeping with the grant stipulations of the Office of Law Enforcement 

Assistance and to further exemplify the continuing impact of socio-legal 

reform movement in this area, an evaluation of the St. Louis Detoxification 

Center has been carried out. It is the purpose of this chapter to provide 

the results of this study. The evaluation itself can be dichotomized into 

the following categories: Tne macro-social categorYI which deals with the 

impact of the Center's operation on those agencies and institutions tradi-

tionally endowed with the responsibility for dealing with the social problem. 

However l this report leaves aside this category in oyjer to focus upon the 

infra-social level of analysis - the clinical evaluation of the patient 

population before and after treatment. This particular focus gives the 

positive side of what can be and has been accomplished by treating the chronic 

inebriate in a medical, psychological, and social context. 

As a demonstration project) the Center has been a pioneering effort. 

particularly in terms of its sponsorship under the St. Louis ~Ietropolitan 

Police Department, It is not, howeva'£, a demonstration in the sense that 

it is an untried or untested idea. This would be tantamount to saying that 

we need proof tha~ trcatffi~nt ~easures are better than current punitive pro-

cedures under the criminal justice system. There can be no argument that 

rehabilitation is better than simply iiicarceration. It is rather the job 

of this evaluation -:':0 shO\v hO\'1 much and in what ways our resources can be 

better utilized in dealing with the chronic police case inebriate. 
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then, the study group can be considered as a random sample of the males; 

1. That the individual stayed for the duration of the treatment 

'.tIe first question which must be answered is simplYI "Who are these program (average of seven days) until medical discharge. 

individuals we are treating?" Since the Center opened in November, 1966, 

until July 1, 1967, there were a total of 548 admissions. A profile of 

this p,roup demonstrates that we are indeed treating the chronic police case 

inebriate. Some of the indices which clearly point this out are the demo-

graphic characteristics of race, sex; aRe, marital status, educational 

level, income, etc. By comparison, the similarity between the patient 

population and the drunkenness offender for the year of 1966, shows high 

cangruence. If we limit ourselves to those individuals who were arrested 

three or more times during the year 1966, the parallels are obvious. 

Average Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Ap,e_ Male Female t'lhite Negro 

1966 Arrestees (chronic) 
(N = 103) 49.4 91% 9% 71% 26% 

Treatment Group as of 
7-1-67 (N = 548) 48~l 91% 9~o 83% 17% 

A breakdown of the marital status of the treatment group lends further 

support to the contention that we are reaching the target population for 

whom the Center was designed. 

Single Divorced Married tlidowed Separated 

Treatment Group as of 
7-1-67 40% 27% 21% 

THE EVALUATION SAMPLE 

6% 6% 

The evaluation sample or study group was selected on the basis of the 

two criteria reported earlier (Chapter 2). Within these two limitations 
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2. That the individuals lived in or near the St. Louis Metropolitan 

area for three months prior to their admission to the Center. 

In all discernible characteristics the two hundred males selected 

for evaluation closely approximated the entire treatment group. Durinp, 

the course of the study 82 per cent of the sample were located and inter-

viewed. Four of these individuals were not included in the evaluation 

because their interviews were not filed until after the date when the 

results were coded and recorded on I Br·1 cards. Hence, the results of the 

evaluation project are based on 160 interviews or 80 per cent of the study 

group. This extremely high retrieval rate is the result of diligent \'Jork 

on the part of two experienced police officers assigned by Colonel Curtis 

Brostron, St. Louis Chief of Police, to aid in this project. 

Based on the above sample, the evaluation results are applicable to 

between 65 to 70 per cent of the entire treatment population. Specifically, 

approximately nine per cent of the total treatment f.roup were female, nine 

per cent left against medical advice, and another ten per cent were excluded 

on the residence requirement.. In addition, four per cent of these indivi

duals were not diagnosed as "chronic a:!.coholics"" Thus, there is a total 

of 32 per cent of the entire treatment group to which these results may 

not be generalized. 

The study eroup of 200 selected male subjects approximates both of 

these profiles. 
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SAIvIPLE PROFILE eN = 200) 

Per Cent Per Cent 
r..lale \'Ihite 

'-'--
100% 78% 

'* * * '!: * * * * * 

Divorced [\jarried Widowed 

;)4% 21% 10% 

Per Cent 
Negro 

22% 

* 

Separated 

19% 

It should be noted that the distribution in the marital categories is 

markedly different for the sample and the entire treatment group; however, 

the category of those living with spouse (Le. "Married") is an exact 

match. There was probably some confusion on the subjects' part during the 

intake interview as to whether the categories of "Single," "Divorced," or 

"Separated" were appropriate~ Since this is a Catholic institution, the 

subjects may have felt the classification of "Single" as prefe:r!'able to 

"Separated" or "Di vQrced" l'1hen interviewed in the Center as opposed to 

the follow-up interview conducted away from the Center. 

For purposes of comparison~ the patient profile as of July 1, 1967, 

is used since all subjects in the study group had been admitted by that 

date. Some other significant and highly consistent characteristics exist 

between the total patient population and the study group. 

CATEGORY 

Eighth gra.de or less 

Some high school 

High school or beyond 

College graduates 

Not employed 

Years diagnosed alcoholic 

ALL PATIENTS 

47% 

29% 

24% 

1% 

34% 

14.3 years 

STUDY GROUP 

50% 

24% 

26% 

1% 

32% 

15.4 years 

--,,-- ~--~ - ---~,,~------__ --__ r------------
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Before proceeding to the clinical evaluation, it should be pointed out 

that the Center is not only dealing with the revolving door inebriate, but 

is also effectively eliminating the revol vine door process in St. Louis. 

The Center serves three out of a total of nine police districts. 

It serves those districts which accounted for 82 per cent of all public 

drunkenness charges registered in 1966. Below is a table which shows the 

arrests for the time the Center has been in operation and the comparable 

period of the previous year. 

Year 1965 1966 

t10nth Dec. 12 ~:onth 
Jan. Feb. i'1ar. Apr. Nay ~ ~u1y Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Total 

*Arrest Total:; 
For Previous 
Year 205 162 145 223 221 173 202 139 106 101 120 92 1,889 

1966 1967 

*Arrest Totals 
l'lhile Center 
In Operation 82 56 64 76 84 75 86 83 76 70 54 50 856 

Decrease Of 60% 65~ 56% 66% 62% 57% 58% 40% 28% $19;; 55% 46% 55% 

These data leave no doubt that the Center is indeed treating the 

chronic police case inebriate for whom it was intended. 

MEASUREMENT OF a-IANGE 

The scales presented j.n the preceeding chapter make tedious reading 

for the average layman. Howcvcr~ some simplification is possible. In 

dealing with the scale ite:ns, the lower the ranking the lower the socio-

*These figures represent the total drunkenness offenses for 
the entire City. 

373·790 0 - 70 - 12 
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(~conomic standing and the more difficult the alcoholic problem of the 

individual. For one to move into other catep;ories on any of these scales 

would represent a significant change in his life style since receiving 

treatment. 

The following three case histories illustrate some of the variations 

found in the study group's reaction to treatment. 

CASE HISTORY NO. I -- ~IR. B. -- SUCCESS 

f4r. B., a white male J 60 years of ape, married, and presently unem
ployed, came to the Center the second week in January. Prior to admission, 
he had been unemployed for six months, and his social history revealed his 
work experience to consist mainly of manual labor or work as a porter. 
He was living with his second wife who was in the hospital at the time 
for an operation. 

The patient stated that he had a weekend pattern of drinking for 
approximately 20 years and that he had deteriorated to the point whE~re six 
years ago he had lost control of his alcohol I:onsumption. For several 
months prior to his admission he characterized his drinking as continuous 
and prolonged. The subject indicated that his wife's illness and the loss 
of his job had been the precipitating factors in this recent intense drink
ing bout. 

Nr. B.' s diagnosis was acute and chronic alcoholism. He stated that 
he had never suffered from D.T.s, hallucinations, shakes, or convulsions, 
but that during this last spree he had experienced his first blackout. 
He had never received any medical treatment for alcoholism prior to enter
ing the Center. 

His arrest record included five previous arrests for misdemeaner vio
lations. 

At the time of the follow-up interview conducted during the second 
l'leek of May, Nr. B. was living with his wife in the same three-room flat 
that they had occupied for the past four years. He stated that he was not 
presently employed and that he had just started to look for work. However, 
Mr. B. was not drawing unemployment or any type of welfare. They were 
apparently living on his savings. Sinl:e his discharge from the Center, he 
stated that his health has improved significantly, as evidenced by an 
increased appetite, good mental clarity, and his overall appearance of 
cleanliness and good grooming. 

His drinking pattern has been one of comple!te sobriety since leaving 
the Center. Both Mr. B. and his wife verified that he has not had a drink 

--.------------ -~ . .-. --. .--..-----~-----------.----
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since receiving treatment. ~'ll.'s. B. was quoted as saying that she was 
deeply grateful to the Center and couldn't get over the complete change 
in her husband's personality. 

This case illustrates rather typically some of the instances in 
which the treatment program has been a success. Although at the time 
of the follow-up interview ~·1r. B. still was not employed, the prognosis 
for both employment and income was very good. Mr. B. was rated as shm'ling 
no change either positive or negative on these two scales. Mr. B. was 
approximately the 20th subject interviewed at the Center and the fifth 
individual in this group to report total abstinance since treatment. The 
impression of the interviewer was that fvir, B. had achieved a peaceful or 
well adjusted "dry" status. The intervie\'ler was particularly impressed 
by the alertness and cooperation of this subject. 

The above case history givas an indication of one type of situation 
and treatment response. tt should be noted, however, that complete 
abstinence is not and cannot be the universal yardstick for measuring 
the success or failure of the treatment process. It is unrealistic to 
attempt to use the same scale for an alcoholic who has a period of three 
to six months of sobriety that one uses in gauging the progress of an 
alcoholic whose sobriety is typically measured in periods of a few days 
or a week. Rather, the response of each patient will have to be gauged 
in the light of his own individual drinking pattern and general life style 
to determine in what areas and to what degree his behavior improves, deter
iorates, or remains the same. 

CASE HISTORY NO. II -- MR. G. ~- n1PROVE~lENT 

This 58 year old, white male was first admitted to the Center the 
last week of December, 1966, and was discharged the first week of Janu~ 
ary, 1967. Mr. G. is a high school graduate whose employment history 
includes work as a truck driver, railroad brakeman, machine operator, and 
various laboring jobs. His most recent employment was gardening and lawn 
care during the warm months. There appears to be a dowm'lard trend in the 
types of employment lhis, individual has had. 

(' 

The subject stated that he started drinking heavily when he was about 
28 years old. Both his father and brother committed suicide during severe 
drinking bouts. He felt that he had lost control of his consumption about 
1942 t and that since that time he had experienced D.T.'s, hallucinations, 
convulsions, and blackouts. He had received treatment for alcoholism at 
least four times prior to his admission to the Center. He considers him
self a periodic drinker, and would consume more than two-fifths of wine per 
day when drinking. His pattern alternates between about four months of 
sobriety followed by periods of up to two months of insobriety. 

The follow-up interview was conducted the second week in March in an 
apartment which he was renting. He stated that on being discharged from 
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the Center he stayed for approximately one month at a half-way house before 
renting his own room. With regard to his employment, he reported being 
employed as a gardner and handy-man for two individuals for whom he has 
been working for the past several years. His income is at the same level 
showing no increase nor decrease. Since his release he has not experienced 
any blackouts, hallucinations, D.T.'s, etc., which \'lere common prior to 
treatment. His appetite is good; his overall appearance was one of good 
grooming, cleanliness, and alertness. 

His drinking habits have changed as follows: For approximately two 
months prior to his admission he was drinking daily and heavily. He estimated 
that his drinking alone was cos 1,:ing him about $lOn a day. Shortly after 
leaving the Center, he resumed drinI:ing--but less in terms of quantity and 
costs. As he put it, about a half a pint of whiskey a day is enough to "keep 
me on an even keel." He has had no intensive drinking bouts since leaving 
treatment. 

In this case we see an individual who has improved in some areas in 
his life. His residential accommodations are now stabilized and of a better 
quali ty than prior to treatment. His employment and income, whi Ie not 
improved, are certainly adequate for his needs. On the basis of his self
report there would: seem to be a significant improvement on the health scale. 
Although he is able to function adequately in other areas of his life, it 
remains to be seen how permanent these adjustments will be. For the purposes 
of the evaluation this individual was rated as improving on the drinking 
scale. The rationale behind this was simply that this individual had not 
experienced acute intoxication in the more than three months since his 
discharge, and that his ability to maintain his employment status and even 
improve h.is residential accommodations provides an indication of better 
control over his alcohol consumption than prior to treatment. 

CASE HISTORY NO. III --HR. O. -- SHORT-TERM IMPROVEMENT 

Mr. 0, ~ a white male, 46 years of age, and divorced~ was admitted to 
the Center in January ~ 1967. Since his first admission he has been read·· 
mitted twice for further treatment. Prior to his first admission) Mr. 0,: ~ 
living arrangements had been highly unstable in that he frequently moved 
about from transient hotels to rooming houses, etc., on an average of once 
every three or four weeks. His employment picture was sketchy as he averaged 
about three days a week as a day laborer. His job skill was that of a 
furniture refinisher __ a skilled trade in high demand in this area. 

The subject characterized himself as a periodic drinker and stated 
that he had lost control of his alcohol consumption some 10 years ago. He 
had been dry for approximately three months when he began a drinking spree 
of three weeks duration at which time he was admitted to the Center for 
the first time. 

-------------~,~.--------~--~------------------------.-------------
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The subject has had prior treatment by physicians and psychiatrists 
and has undergone extended periods of hospitalization for his alcoholism. 
He has experienced D. T • ' s, hallucinations" and shakes frequent ly and even 
convulsions and blackouts on several occasions. He was diagnosed as 
suffering from both acute and chronic alcoholism with possible cirrhosis 
of the Ii ver. . 

Mr. O. completed the 12th gre.de. His police record showed numerous 
arrests for public intoxication ~Id other misdemeanor offenses. 

At the time or the follow-up interview this individual was living in 
a small efficiency apartment. He stated t~at he lived alone and did his 
own cooking. After his first discharge he secured a job with a furniture 
company in this area and was working overtime every week. His income 
averaged about $500 a month take home pay. He remained sober for several 
~:eks after his release~ at which time he resumed drinking and was read
mltted a second time the last week iTI February" Durinr, this stay his 
employer expressed concern over his health and frequently inquired as to 
when Mr. O. would be able to return to his job. lIe was subsequently dis
charged the first wl~ek in March and returned to his job and living accomo
dations provided at a hal f-way house for alcoholi cs. Once again the 
su~ject remained dry for several weeks before a prolonged drinking bout, 
WhlCh was terminated by his third admission during the second week of 
Apri 1. As before, his employer contacted the Center and assuTed r·1r. O. 
of his employment upon release. 

It was shortly after this last treatment that the follow-up interview 
was conducted. Mr. O. stated that he had not worked on his job for the 
past seven days due to a "ncH'vouS" condition he had contracted while in 
the service. He stated that he was under treatment for this condition 
and that he had been a.dvised by the physician that he could not work for 
more than three days a. week for the next month. 

Mr. O. 's health improved slightly but not significantly. His appe
tite was improved, and he had a weight gain of approximately 10 pounds 
since his first treatmEmt at the Center. He was mentally alert, although 
very nervous I and the i.nterviewer's impression was that he was not well 
adjusted in his sobriety. Mr. O. remarked that his drinking pattern 
appeared to be worsening in that periods of sobriety were becoming trun
cated and periods of heavy drinking increasing. Apparently, the subject 
was deteriorating fTom ;a periodic pattern of prolonged consumption. 

On the basis of the above information the evaluation showed that his 
living arrangements had improved slightly and that he now had a relatively 
stable residence. EmplcIYment had improved significantly over the period 
prior to the first admission. His income was vastly increased as a result 
of both his job skill and an apparently enlightened employer. Since the 
drinking pattern shows detl'3rioration both in frequency and duration, the 
prognosis on this individual is poor. 
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RESULTS 

The following data summarize the results of this study. Figures 

presented in table form are percentages rather than ral., scores. 

RESIDENTIAL ACCOHrltODATIONS 

The high mobility of this problem group has frequently been noted by 

the experts in the field of alcoholism. The homeless man stereotype illus-

trates the migratory patterns and social isolatio:1. of this group. This 

would seem to be compatible with other personality and social characteris

tics of the indigent alcoholic> all of which point to his inability to 

assume responsibility and/or function in a stable capacity as a result of 

his disease. This scale deals with two correlated variables: first, the 

frequency with which the subject finds shelter, and secondly, the type of 

shelter or lodging to which the individu~l typically h~ access. 

Of the patients evaluated~ approximately 15 per cent evidenced some 

significant improvement in their living arrangements. Eighty-two per cent 

remained about the same level of housing after treatment, while only three 

per cent showed decline. 

The table below presents the percentage of individuals assigned to 

each category before and after treatment. On this scale a rating of four 

or lower would place the individual in an undesirable and/or unstable resi-

dential setting. 

Ratings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total % 

Before Treatment 6 6 6 19 30 14 19 100% 

After Treatment 6 5 3 16 33 16 21 100% 

-- --,.,.,-r -
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In the before-treatment rating of these individuals, 37 per cent had 

what would be considered inad'equate housing arrangements. In the after-

treatment rating, this figurfl was reduced to 30 per cent. The average 

rating before treatment is 4.8 while that for the after measure is 59 0. 

This is not an impressive change. A rating of four could be characterized 

by an individual who is a r~lgular inhabitant of the missions, shelters, 

and transient lodgings in or surrounding the skid row area. This indivi-

dual averages six days a we(~k in some type of shelter and finds himself 

sleeping in streelts and alleys of the city l(:ss than once a week. Category 

five is characte:rized by a structured environment, such as a half-way house, 

accommodations with friends or relatives, or some form of semi-permanent 

address with some food arrangements within the housing situation. The after-

treatment ratings of categories five through seven indicate that 70 per 

cent of the individuals were living in a more or less structured or home-

like environment at follow-up. By far, then, the majority of patients after 

treatment had adequate residential accommodations. 

Even with the progression of alcoholism, many of these individuals 

are still capable of maintaining their present job skills l , if any, and of 

holding a steady job for varying lengths of time. However, as the indivi-

duals move lower and lower on the scale and ultimately enter the skid row 

environment, many other factors, such as declining health J• emotional insta-

bility, as well as subtle factors such as one's personal appearance, all 

combine to lessen one's possibility of steady employment. Thus, the 

employment scale takes into consideration both type and frequency of employ-

mente 

1 
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At the time of intake, 34 per cent of the sample were totally unem

ployed; that is to say ~ for a period of three months prior to admission. 

these individuals had not been gainfully employed. Of this 34 per cent, 

fully 30 per cent were retired and/or disabled with many receiving some 

form of pension or welfare monies. This latter group is not represented 

in the following table, their numbers being included in the computations 

for the sUlTlmary table at the end of this section. Hence, the reader will 

note a difference in the percentages in the eMployment results. 

A rating of four or below would have to be considered under-employ

ment. Categories five through seven may~ depending on the individual's 

needs, i.e., dependents~ hoUSing, etc.~ be adequate for some of these 

individuals. The average rating for all study cases evaluated at intake 

was 3.8. Again~ this rating in terms of our scales must be considered 

inadequate by any criteria. The after-treatment ratings average 4.4. 

Although this is a statistically significant chanv,e, it would still have 

to be considered inadequate employment. Twenty-nine per cent of those 

evaluated had shown some significant improvement in their work patterns. 

This means that they were either working with more frequency or had 

achieved some stability in an occupational role. Sixty-one per cent 

evidenced no significant change either positively or negatively. The 

interpretation of this figure must be tempered by the fact that some of 
" 

these individuals already had adequate employment. Only 10 per cent 

according to our scales showed a decline in their employment. 

Total % 
Ratings 1 2 3 4 5 16 7 Rated 

Before Treatment 23 10 19 5 10 20 13 100% 

After Treatment 19 9 20 5 8 10 29 100% 

- ---r - -----
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This table shows 43 per cent of the study group as having "regular" 

employment as evidenced by a rating of five or higher at the time of 

admission. Forty-seven per cent had achieved this level by the time of 

the follO\Y'-up interview. This latter figure of 47 pe.r cent is not indica

tive of the complete employment picture. Some of those excluded from the 

table as nunemployable" due to disability or old age do receive adequate 

incomes. Since the I!lajority of this group are, throurh no fault of their 

own unproductive, it would be wrong to think of ther:l as not self-sufficient, 

i.e.~ a rating of five or higher. 

INCDr·1E 

Since the modal Occupation of the treatment popUlation is casual day 

labor, income was best estimated on a per weekly basis. The gross average 

weekly income of the entire study group was approximately $46. 00 ~ at the 

time of admission. This figure represents all forms of cash income, 

including penSions, disability payments, welfare, etc. Sixteen per cent 

reported no income on the intake rating. The same was true of only eight 

per cent on the after-treatment measure. At the time of the follow-up 

interview~ the average weekly income for the entire study group had risen 

to approximately $52.00. Twenty-six members of the study group or 16 ~er 

cent are responsible for this increase. Those who showed impI'0vement had 

an average rise in weekly income amounting to almost $22.00. Seventy-one 

per cent remained at approximately the same level with 13 per cent having 

a lower income. 

HEALTH 
At the study's outset, it was felt that the most immediate and marked 

effects of t:~eatment would be found in the area of health. None of the 

J 
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in the area of medicine; hence, this evaluation team can claim competency 

1 bl In an attempt to achieve some assessment, measure proved to be unsca ea e. 

. based on .aross factors readily available during the this evaluat10n was b 

interview process. 

must have displayed 

In order to achieve a rating of "improved," the patient 

a significant change evidenced by such things as weight 

gains, increased appetite, cessation of or a decrease in polyneuritic pains, 

Or the disappearance of other complicating symptomatology (D.T.'s, blackouts, 

cent of the study group showed marked improvement in etc.). Forty-nine per 

h b f ct",.s Forty-two per cent their physical well-being based on tea ove a u_ • 

. f' t l' mprovement. and nine per cent showed a decline in displayed no signl. 1can • 

overall health. 

For half of these individuals, the Center represented the first 

medical treatment they had received or a co 0 1sm. f I h 1 · Almost all subjects 

indicated during the follow-up interview that the care they received at the 

Center was the first indication l.n a h . lon a, time that "somebody cared about 

d h 0p1'n1'on that perhap.s the therapeutic me." The interviewers expresse t e 

effects were even greater for the individual's mental health than upon his 

physical self. The mere fact that a seven-day program of nutrition, sani-

would leave its effects on such large numbers tation, and mental hygiene 

of these individualS tree h months after the treatment period is evidence 

of the accomplishments which can be made with this r.-roup of "hopeless 

people" 

DRINKING 

. . the most crucial test of the treatment The drinking dimens10n 1S 

program. Rehabilitative gains in any other area must be seen as temporary 
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unless a concomitant improvement is displayed in the individual's drinking 

patterns. The question is not Simply a matter of sobriety or insobriety 

but also the extent to which the individual copes with his problem. This 

scale measures primarily the frequency and duration of drinking bouts in 

relation to periods of sobriety as representative of one's ability or ina

bility to deal with his dependency on alcohol. 

At the time of admission the modal rating was category I. This rat

ing represents a prolonged drinking pattern where the individual would 

have to be drinking steadily (daily) for more than two months prior to 

rating and the quantity of alcohol consumed would have to exceed approxi

mately two-fifths of wine or one-fifth of whiskey, gin, vodka, etc., per 

day. The average rating at intake \'las 2.9. On the basis of our experience 

with these scales, it would appear that an individual with a rating of 4.0" 

or lower would experience a good deal of difficulty in adequately fulfil

ling familial or employment roles or in achieving a stable residential 

setting. 

or below. 
Eighty-one per cent of the patients admitted were rated at fou~ 

1 
The remaining 19 per cent were marginal in their capacity to 

function with any degree or normalcy. Only one pe h' d . 
rson ac 1eve a ratIng 

of seven at the time of admission. 

The arter-treatment ratings showed that 47 per cent of the patients 

made significant improvements in their ability to control their consump

tion of alcohol. Approximately 50 per cent demonstrated no markedly 

improved control, while only three per cent actually deteriorated in their 

0. j drinking pattern. The average rating achieved at the time of the follow

up interview was 4.0, an average increase of 1.1 over the intake rating. 
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° h e t some degree of of flo ve throu,tr It seven, WhlC repres n in the categories 

1 we now find 42 per cent of the stability in the individual's life stye, 

---,,-~ 

after treatment as opposed to only 19 per cent prior to treatindi viduals 

mente 

These results greatly exceeded those anticipated 

Fully 19 per cent of tl)e study group had been for all 

by all concerned. 

practical purposes 

until the time of the follow-up interview -- an abstinent fr?~ discharRe 

average of 120 days of total sobriety. 

Certainly~ by any • standards. this 19 per cent would represent 

110fl'ed success in treatment outcome. tmqua Below is a table of the rat-

ings for the before and after treatment ratings. 

Ratings 1 2 3 4 5 

[lefore Treatment 26 16 21 18 12 

After Treatment 17 12 15 14 11 

6 

7 

12 

7 

19 

Total Ii; 
Rated 

100% 

100% 

. a ratin er, of seven after treatment It was found that those achievIng l> 

. on the other scales prior to had on the average J slightly higher ratmgs 

admission. r esult has been demonstrated in other The significance of this 

h t the tyPe of in-patient treatment studies of this tYpe -- namely J t a 

the Sale factor for prognosis; in addition, the social administered is not 

to which he returns after treatment settings from which an individual comes 

are crucial .• f " d" are even more important The implications of this In mg 

designed to handle the revo vln!, in a program Cf 1" tT door" clientele. A strong 

l"ntensive after-care program are essential. referral network and an 
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ARRESTS 

Discussion of the arrest dimension has been deferred until this point 

because of the paucity of available data. The seasonal nature of public 

intoxication arrest precludes comparing equal time periods before and 

after treat~ent. Furthermore, a significant percentage of the patients 

had been residents of St. Louis City for less than one year prior to admis-

sion; hence, any measure based orl a comparison of specific months for this 

period prior to admission and after discharge t ... ould be incomplete. 

This dilemma could not be resolved to this researcher's satisfaction. 

Earlier in this report, the arrest figures for the City of St. Louis were 

cited showing a tremendous decrease. The figures presented below, how-

ever, provide a better indication of what this lower rate of police contacts 

meant to the individuals in our study group. The findings revealed an 

average of 1.0 arrests for intoxication in the three months prior to treat-

ment as compared to an average of only 0.3 after treatment. This latter 

figure represents arrests plus readmissions. As another index, 46 per cent 

were arrested for drunkenness in the three months prior to their first 

admission while only 13 per cent had been arrested in the same period after 

discharge. 

These figures should be interpreted cautiously I however, as the para-

meters of these figures have not been fully explored. Nevertheless, it 

is safe to say that a significant decrease in police intervention after 

treatment can be noted. 

SUMMARY 

The scaled scores for each individual were pooled to achleve a cumu-

lative score for both before and after measures. The breakdown of these 

/ - .. " 
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lOs virtually meaningless for individual cases. scores by category How-

ever, using pooled • scores. results showed 50 per cent of the patients 

t whereas only eight per cent studied experienced some overall improvemen 

had a lower cumulative score after treatment. Forty-two per cent main-

" ts may have occurred tained the same score; yet even here actual Improvemen 

on one scale -- only to be canceled out on another. 

The following table ~s presented in summary. The interpretation of 

these figures should be unequivocal. Where improvement • was r eported. it 

h t t that the indivimust have been of a significant macnitude to t e eX en 

at least in some areas of his life, reversed the prior deterioradual has, 

tion process. who have received ratings of "remained the Many individuals 

1 be l"n the process of establishinr, new life patterns. same" may weI 

" " for this evaluation to demand significant may prove to be unrealIstIc 

It 

demons t rab 1 e ~ change l"n such art~as as housing and employment in a three or 

four month period. This idea would seem to be supported by the findings 

h " h l"ndicated more improvement than on the other in the area of drinking w lC 

scales. Further, improved control over one's drinking pattern is cer-

tainly a prerequisite for improvement in other areas of life. 

Harkedly Remained Deterio-
Improved Same rated 

Drinking 47 50 3 

Employment * 18 76 6 

Income 16 71 13 

Health 49 42 9 

Housing 15 82 3 
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Aside from this clinical picture one might ask the question, "t'lhat 

has the impact of the Center been on the pOlice?" Other than arrest 

figures, man-hours, and increased effiCiency, this question may never be 

fully answered. For the impact on the patrol officers has been as truly 

remarkable! Many who were at first openly skeptical of the treatment 

program have expressed unqualified enthusiasm as a re~ult of some of the 

Center's success cases whom they have knmm. Some have even gone so far 

as to volunteer their services both on and off duty in any way that they 

might further the treatment program. 
r·Jany others have donated clothing 

and other useful articles to the Center. However, the acceptance of the 

treatment program on the part of the line officers could not help but be 

recognized when investigators in this research began to hear of informal 

shuttling procedures being conducted so that an intoxicated individual 

would be found in one of the districts being served by the Center. 

This high degree of professionalism has been noted from many quar-

ters, but the following vignette by Allan Hale better captures the imnort 

of this program in terms of human experience. 

St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Thursday, ~1ay 25, 1967 

There was a very pretty bit of professional police work 
at the corner of Eighth and Washington, Tuesday 0-

The evening rush hour was just corning to an end. A man 
in his mid-40's, and staggering drunk, was annoying a bus 
queue in general and one frail old man in particular. 

The man was not violent, but he was loud and large and 
persistent. Worse, he had a child with him, a little girl. 

On the opposite corner a big young policeman was watching 
the flow of the rush-hour traffic and talking into a two-way radio. 
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A bystander crossed the road and seemed to indicate that 
the policeman might intere'st himself in the situation accross 
the street. The large young man gave an indifferent half
glance and present ly strolled away down Eighth Street to a 
qu~er corner~ still talking into his radio. 

At that monent a very small, thin-faced young policeman, 
with a radio at his belt, appeared round the corner of Hash
ington and smiling'ly greeted the drunk as an old friend. 

They stood and they talked, and the drunk gesticulated 
and the policeman smiled and the drunk smiled and the disap
proval of the bus queue p,rew to an alMost visable "Is this 
what we pay our police for, hey?" 

The two talked for perhaps five minutes, or just the 
period of time in which a man might pass a radio message and 
be sure that it had been acted on. 

Then the little policeman enquired which bus the drunken 
one '\\~anted and would he like to ride instead? And at the 
little policeman's sugpestion the two walked away from the 
corner crowded with bus travelers to the quieter corner of 
Eighth Street, where there was nobody but a large, indifferent 
young policeman who had by now snapped down his radio antenna 
and was gazing innocently at the sky. 

The little policeman smiled, and the drunk smiled and 
the child, to whom the procedure seemed to be familiar, 
skipped happ:i1y alongside. 

The group reached the quiet corner, crossed the st reet 
and stepped up onto the sidewalk. 

At that instant, but not until then, a motor scooter 
patrolman drew up at one angle of the corner and a patrol car 
halted quietly at the other. 

The door was opened, the drunk was ushered in, the child 
jumped in beside the father, the lar~e, indifferent younp 
policeman dropped into the seat beside the driver and the car 
drove off. 

Nobody got killed~ nobody got hurt, nobody even lost 
his temper. But it was worth watchinp:, all the same" 
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